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~ . . 
A nurs.e sch.eduling system is proposed as a solution to the 1 • 
present random manner 'of s~eduiin~ nursing· personnel· ·_in a ·.354-bed 
,. 




~nough to be used by any. ~ospital. it provides an object~ve method · 
. to ~chedule and alloc~te nu~sing staff. · Computer programs are 
. \ 
' written to aid iri the s~lution o~ the problem. o/clic ~o:rk schedule~ . 
~~e ass,embled subjec~ to hospital and contract constraints. Work 
~ ~ -~ . · 
s'ch.edules . ar~, proj ec_ted ·in. adVance . for · baflh th~ . individual and the 
. ' . . . ' " ·.. ~ - . . ~ . . . : 
·unit. , · 
.. Dail~ assignment' of staff to units· is based on a 1workload 
i~dex. Data for the . workload' index was collected by the nurses .· , 
. . . 
llSing a . new and \Ulique form of ti.Jae study. ~agement reports for 
evaluation and control are desigued._· • This . report sh~s how sub- .· 




objective allocation ~thod. Intere8t he~e Js in ~chieving an· 
' . . 
optimal utilization ' of available nursing resou~ces~ 
.. . \ 
', I 
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PREFACE 
Project Management prov~des ari excellent opportunity. to ·· 
· ta~kle ' a resource scheduling and allocation problem· in an· engineer- · 
' ' ' ' I • 
irtg ar.ea. . 'The he~lth s~rvices _area is selected lie're ·and a method 
.. . . ... . . . - . ( .. . ,. ' : 
. 
~ropo,ed which .:rovide~ . an optimal use of availab~~ nur~i~g resources. 
,- , .. 
I ·must express my gr~t~.tude t? the Adminfstration ,and 
. " 
nursing staff of t:he General Hospital at St~ John's,' New~otmdland .. . 
who kindly allowed me to conduct the research and provided any assist-
• 0 • 
;. 
ance . required during the project. A special thank~you to Mrs. ,~c~ofield 
~n~ ·~he rtursi~~ taff ~ Neurolo~:~d 2-~ Ward.'for their pa~~icipatio~ 
• • p . • . • 
·and help over ~he past months. Other h~lp 'from computef' servi'ces and 
~q~league~ has been greatly appreciated • 
'I · am· al~o· inde~ted ' to my supervisor, Professor H. N, Ahuja, 
.. 
. ~ho · ~~ovided ~any h~~rs 'of: instructio~ and guidance during~ program • . 
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'!be sCheduling of nurs:lng p"ersonnel is 'generally considered · 
by hospital administrator-s to be one ~f. the most fmp~rtant pro~l~ms _.. 
. . 
I. ' . 
in the ~perational management of hospitals. By far the largest sing!~ 
. . 
cost factor in the hospftal budget is the salaries of nursing staff, 
"typi.cally abou~ one-quarter of the hosp-ital budget. 'Ptis repi"esen ts. 
; three and one-half million dollars spent on nursing salaries for the 
.\ General Hospital. · 
.. . 
" I 
., 2t~% ·' 
NURSING 
41 o/o STAFF I] 










Figure 1. . Portion of Hospital Budget Spent on Nursing Salar:les. ". 
" 
• I 
'~Betwe~n ,1960 .and 1969 hospital ~~pendit~r'es ~n ; Cana~a 
. . -
av~~aged an annual growth of 14.5%." 1 Public: expec~ation of more 
and· better health services and the move toward universal health in-
surance have contr~buted to increasing=· costs. . TheQe costs can.- be 
expected to . dse • 
r • 
1 
··Branching Out Vol. II, ~port of the Canadian Computer/Coimnimications 
Task Force, Information C~ada, Ottawa, 1972, pag_!i! 137. 
, . . 
• 
. . 










Tlie· importance ·of achieving greater efficiency in schedul.;. 
I ' ,· 
ing personne'I· is ·depicted ·by the infl~ence of three major trends :(J] 
() . . 
<J - • • 
l, The rising salaries of nursing personnel , 
'· 
,. 
2. The growi~~ press~res o~ · hospitals to contain ·costs and, 
3. An appatent shortage of qualified personn~l ~ 
,. 
, .. 
S~heduling is especially laborious in the ·patient ca~e 
' ' . .,. . 
services area where, in addition to a seven day _\ieek, twenty-fo.ur 
' G • , . • 
hour coverage,'·.the patient workload and . available q~li_fie~ staff _- coh- .... 
tinually fluctuate. 
: - . . [35] . ~ . . 
'According to Murray , ~he time :spent .. on 
schedulira'g ·can take one hour per bed per manth of primarily nursing· 
supervisor time. '·' 
I 
"Schuette ( 44] found that the time spent at the University · 
of Michigan to be about half of, that, but without including some · .... 
associated clerical tasks. Although this time is divided bett..Teen 
. . . . 
gathering indivldW!I. reques ts• .fur day~ off, determining a schedule, . 
J,_ • • • I ' • ' .. • t • • • 
and then malting· changes to the sChedule after' it: is posted, the major 
• ' ""' I ' ' , l • 
part (about :70% acco~ding to Schuette] :is in arriving at a schedule, 
.· 
While the most tangible justification for ' improvlng the 
• 
scJ:leduling process is in reducing the amount of time needed to deveiop. 
,az 
) 
.!Jchedules, the more signif:f..cant justification l:ies in that better 
[ 32] 'f . 
"quali-ty" sch-edules can be produced. Melbin , for instance, has 
f. ··' • 
sh~ that there is a relation between the schedules · that nurses work 
_and turdover, absenteeism, and lateness." 2 
'. 
' r 















eli> . , .. 
1.1 ENVIRONMENT 
D 
i .1 .1 . Existing ·Sche4uling Procedure . ' 0 
.  . -. 
The head 'nurs~ usually does all ' the scheduling for the . 
,-paden~ unit . for ' which . she ' is responsible.: 
. -' . 
. . deman~s 'with the nurs'ing staf~ 3 assigned to 
Sh!~ ~e~fs each day's; 
her 'spe~ific . unit. 
o , I • -
She estimates the patient car~ requirements .for her uni~ and . pro-
. . . . ~ . 
duces a work. ·s~edul~ to -~atisfy th~se refut.'~elo.ents : in add;ltion · L 
·-
. . 
to hospital policies and union contracts. 
. ' 
,; 
The head nurse tries · to ' ~~h-edui~ the nu~S'ing,staff so 
that each perso-q gets her · share of we_ekends off, and that none of 
,, . 
the ·nurses , is, rotated to evening or night shifts for . an· undue 
period of time •• · Individ~l ' requests for specific days off are 
' . . 
I _.) 




. ., . 
• • . ll 
.. 
' · 
Nursing office reserves the tight to move a · staff member · 
' · 
from one unit to ·another to cover any severe shortage. · No 
formal method of allOcation is used but when . unexpected pe~ic.s in 
workload occ~r w~ich are really _acute, then nursing staff ~re 
. . 
. . 
requested to. move to the unit which i,s short of staff. 
'< . G .... 0. 
' . . 
-· ' 
., . ==> ) 
. I 
"'· ' 
• . . , ~ ;;;c: I .' ~ . • 
In this stu~y R~ister~d 'Nurae (RN), 
Nursing Ass is tmit (Nk ) .,- · . 
:: ; ., I 
Nurse Intern (N~) ~. 
. ' . 
\ .. 
. , 
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List of names of staff 
required for coming month 
filled in on schedule at 
. Personnel office. 
To head nurse • 
Schedule fi.Hed in by 
head nurse • 
~. ~ ' ·. . , 
· ·To personnel o.ffice • . 
' checked .and. 'typed• 




Posted at nuraing unit. 
Q 
j 'J , 
- . _ .. 
' . 
Figure 2 •· · General Flaw of Scheduie Sheet.. 
•• 0' • 
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1.1.2· Problems with Exi~_ting Scheduling Procedure 
( :; 
, ... 
, , ' ~ / 
1 ; :; ',;-
There are some problems associated with current 
procedures: 
1. Preparation of the .schedule by the head riurse ' takes 
;.- ' • I 
considerabl~ time. This . is estimated according to Murray 
[JS]to. be 354 hours per month for a 354-bed hospital. 
. ' 
There is no set work pattern. Consequently, the 
·work schedules vary from month to month which makes it 
difficult for nursing staff to plan time off; · 
II • o ''- ' 
r- . 
,. 
3. Regular .. p~.S'~nnel get second choice · of time 
' l 
z e 
periods bec~use part-time5 and permanent~ shift staff are 
., 




--~ , I 
'· 
) . . 
4. There is, an unequ_al distribution of shifts. 
l . 
5, Head nurses ·who make up the schedules consider in-
~ ~ · . 
dividual preferences and requests; which ts reasonable. 
' . " . . . 
. . 
but leavea them open to potential ~barges of . ~avouritism. , 
-, . 
\ I ~ 
There are many short term changes in the schedule 
because of turnover, absenteeism, annual"~eave and requests 
rt 
for time off. : 
,· 
·' 
It Work any shifts. 0 
5 Work leas tha~ fi~e-shifts , per week. 
. ' 













•• t ' 
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7. Scheduling is decentralized. Each head nurse su~mits 
her schedule to the nursing office monthly for approval, typing 
and posting. She has· to effectively cover shortages ·and .heavy 
. . . ' 
·· workload with the nursing personnel assigned · to 'her unit. Be-
' ' ' ' ' ' '!J\' U H ' 0 
cause help is 'available from·the 'nursing office only in cases 'of 
·'/• . 
,. i:i ~ . 
severe fluctuation in workload or acute shortage, then there . 
l 
exists a tendency to maintain a safe level of staff on the unit. 
I 
This level 'may be slightly in excess of the required number of 
staff. A nursing ' organization' chart is shown in Appendix D. · 
.. • .:..<(. 
.,. 
1 
' ·wt~'- . . ~ . . . 
8 •' . ··· · ~ .No objective method is used ·to adjust staff to · meet 
. ·p~tient'·.n~eds. This results in low utilization o~ available 
... ...... 
nurs'ing resources, The graph in Figure 3 shows the number of 
7' . . 
nursing hours required (as .obtained from the t~e study on the 
~ 
Neurology ·Unit; the day· shift, ~rom February 16 to March' 1, 19·74 
. ,· 
at the Gene~al Hospital) and the actual number of nursing hours 
of -care provided.. W~rk measurement studies have shown that 
nursing hours are essentially ~asted when no mechanism exis~s 
in the scheduling sys~em f~r responding to s~ort-~erm f.luctu~~fons · 
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The scheduling of nursing staff is fairly complex .be-
I : 
cause of the varie_ty of factors th~t must: be consl.dered. The 
. ~ . [25] 
constraints can be broken down· into ·five main '. areas which 
are: 
1. Pattern .. 
.. 
· Thi~ refers to the pat~ern of ~ys.on and off~~ a 
given schedule. . For example, work contra~ts require that 
. . 
employees have one weekend off' in four or one weekend off 
. in three where _ poss~ble. 
2. Stretch 
·' \. r 
· lbis refers to · the ~U!Dber of consecutive days worke.d n· 
in a schedule.between days off. For example, the maximum 
work stretch may be seven days· and the minimum three days. 
. J 
Long, stretches ' Of consecuti'~e working .days ~re\ cf~sidered 
-...l . - ., 




A certain number of nursing ·pers.onnef is required :on 
· each shift to provide patient · care. For example, -each· 
shift must contain at least one professional staff ~er · 
(RN or NI) supplemented with nursing assistants. Staff 
levels ·are usually reduced on' evening shifts, night .shifts 
! < r ,. 
anci' wee'kends. . . 
/ .. 

















·This refers to speci,fic hospital policies that affect 
th~ type of schedule pr_oduced on the nursing unit. _ For . 
. . 
example, a nurse intern policy w~ich states ·that interns must 
• I { 
work .SO% 'of . their time on . day .shift aff.;c-ts the kind of 
schedule produced. Union contracts and rotation policie~ 
also influence the nature of the schedule produced. 
# ' 
5 ~ Sociological 
The pr~ferences of a particular g~oup or segment of the 
work f~rce is important in working out an .acceptable schedule. 
.I 
I ' 
. . . 
For example, havin~ weekends off is highly v~lued by the nursing 
· staff. Next in 
in·the middle of 
preference ia having ~o co~secutfve days off 
the week. -Working an evening or night .shi~t 
. . .. 
on Friday before a weekend off is disliked very much because· 
it consumes.·· part of the weekend in recovering from the previous 
. ' . ' 
work shift. Excessive rqtation is also undesirable because of 
-insufficient rest ~ime between shifts. 
I I 
. ' 
' : . 





I , • -1 
.:.) . 
. ~-· 





According to Abernathy, Baloff and Hershey [ 2] the . 




Planning consists of . ~o major tasks ~forecasting demand 
'· -
on the facility and budgeting over the planning period. One 
. ' ' 
comprehensive forecast is usually prepared by.the hospital for 
· an entire year as part of an annual budgeting 'process. 
' " 
Budget-
ing is the task :of determining ~e number of nursing persopnel 
of eaCh type (RN's, NI'st NA's) which are required for each 
- , 
shift on each unit to meet forecasted patient demand. 
I. 
2. Short-term Scheduling 
This consists of determining the work schedules for each 
. . 
unit and adjustin~ nursing' Staff daily to meet variati~ns 'in 
pa~i~nt n~s. 
~ 
3. Evaluation and Control 
.. 
.I 
This el~ent of the .~urse scheduling SY:stem is .an_ on-g9ing 
process th~t com~ares the fotecast. andb~dget ~ith the- actual 
.... ,_ . ~ .. 1. 
. . \ .. 
· ' 
perfopnance. . This repe'titive process aims to improve· .forecasts 
·. . ' . 
. so that a greater degree ·o~ control over scheduling is achieved • 
. A t 'otal picture ·of the nurse scheduling proces~ is 
given in ·Figure 4. The aya tem developed in tJrl_s study concEm-' ..-J . 
. . . " -\. 
. ' 
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I· PLANNING • 
LOAD . FORECAST ------... 
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. -~ .... 
...... · ~~~'·'' 
. I 
arid control. It .is assumed here that the. forecast and budget . 
. . { 
.have been established and that -the personnel req~ired on each 
. . 
unit have been determined. The system -is d~igned . so that it 
can be applied regardles.s of the procedure the hospital ma>: 
. . 
have adopted for the first problem area. Evaluation and.con~ 
I 
trol is ~rimarily concerned with short-term scheduling. -· ~' . 
: "',, 
' 
The system deyeloped in this study contains the follow-
ing: \ 
· (1) Computerized _scheduling of nursing personnel by day and . · 
· .shift subject to constraints, 
· (2). A methodology which predic~s workload on a daily basis 
for each unit. 
(3) A method for adjusting avai~able ·nursing personnel among 
units to match forecast.ed workload deman~s and, 
.. . ,, 
· ,(4) Management reports to e\raluat~ the schedules produced. 




























·There are three basic approac~es to scheduling: 
The Traditional approach where the head nurse works out 
a new schedule for each sch~duling period in· a trial and ·error 
fashion~ 
The £yclical approach which _establishes a work pattern 
that can be repeated period ·_after period. 
- . (3) The Mathematical approach which works out ~ s~hed1:1ie' ' ! 
. ~-
I that conforms to a list of constraints. ., 
I , 
Present scheduling methods use one or a co~ination of1 
these approaches as a basis for the solution of the · sche~uling 
. -
problem. The methods are manual or comP.utE7r-based. · The math-
-einatical approach which involves linear progr~ing~ stochastic · 
-· 
I I. 
- j - . . 






solution. In addition to the ba~i~ ~cheduling p~ocedure, a manual . ' • 
• • • t 
or compu~erized allocation procedure is normally used for daily 
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• t . 
1.4 · LACK IN ·PRESENT APPROACHE~ TO SCHEDULING 
... 
... 
The present approaches to nurse ~cheduling have several 
I 1 weaknesses that make their application in the hospital environment 
ll 
difficult. The traditional metlfod ~f scheduling has the ~ssociated 
' ' problems of.'uneven distribution of .. shi(ts, time consuming ,preparation, 
• t t t 
lack of pattern and potential bias of head nurses. 'Matbematical 
methods are,for .the most part, theoretical~ sound, but lack flexi-
. \ 
bility to change with changing conditions 'in th~ hospital environ-
. ment." [2-5] Such methods usually incorporate a· mathematical formu-
. lation of the cOnstraints imposed by the particular hospital. The 
number ~f constraints is so large that it · exceeds the limits ·of a 
' i t• , 
small size computer. Some initial conditions may exist which ,can · 
~reate no ~feasible sol~tion . to the ·ma~he~Ucal formulation·. [ 5~] 
. ' 
The solution ·is usually approximate and final adjustment to the 
work schedule has to be made · by hand. . - . 
r Current computer scheduling syste~ . in ~able 1 are ·discount-
. '/ . . 
ed 'for a n~er' of reaaons ~ The s.ystem8 lacklflexibility t'o respond 
qui~kly to ch~~ges in·. the work sch~dule. . Rigid structure of con-
straints and . input procedures ~1SO.C9ntribute tO difficulty in im-
. . . 
plementation of such systems. M98t computer-based syst~ms have 
. :' ' 
failed because of lack of invo.lvement of . the nursing staff in the 
design process~ [ 34] 
. ' 
' . 
. folll __ 
·, 
" . (' 
' ) _· - ·: 
-~





. ; ' 
t;>' 
, 
Table 1. List o( Comp\lter Scheduling _sy~tems. ·-
.COMPUTER SYSTEM 
1, Scheduliqg Nursing Personnel 
. '-.. 
I ' ~ ' According to Nursing Prefer-
ence: 
. [51] 
A. Mathematical Ap,proach, 
' 
·2. A Nurse Scheduling and 
3. 
· Allocation System in 
. [25] Opera d.~ 
Nurse Staffing with a Data 
Proce~·sing ·system·. [S] . 
4. •Scheduling of Student Nurses_ . 
' ' [36] 
with the Aid of a Computer. 
\ 
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- Lack of flexibility. 
I 
/ 
- Input difficult· 
• 20 - 30% solutions' not feasible. 
.. 
1· 
- I~put ··difficult • • 




- Limited to students, 
- Lack of flexibility. 









-~. . •. o 
· The -cyclical approach to scheduling i5 chosen·in this 
. . 
_study as ~he basis . o_f the sCheduling· -~~s.tem because of i~s numerous 
. advantages.. .. More . 9etails on .c:yclfcal scheduling are includ~d in · · -
· Appen~ix E_. . Th~e advantages outwei~_h its one disadvantage .- lack 
·of flexibility. - 0 0 This is offset here by ' employment of a computer 
0 • 
~ metho4 which gives speed and flexibility · ~o the system.' ~loat7 
nurses. part.!..time staff and personnel substitution ar~ used to 
16 
further increase flexibility to accommodate unexpecteo. changes in .the • o 
• I 
work schedule. Cyclical scheduling has the follaWi~g advantages: · 




I. ~unes o know their hours in advance and can sched~le' re-
0 . 
creational activities 'accordingly • 
2. ·Fairer d:is~ribution _of shifts among all nursing pers6tinel. 
\r 
3. Giv~s _equal treatment t~ all personne~~ 
4. Balances -work and rest periods. 
' ·~' . 0 
5 • . Less time spent on the technical details of scheduling;_.: ·. 
' 6. Better utilization of pers~nnel. 
7. Promptes morale. I I 
u. 
"' < 
t " I • ,. 




· l"r, .. 
' F 
:-- ·;- . :! . 0 
I . • 
7 Nurses-who have agreed t~ move from unit to _unit -on ~equest •. 
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~ 1~~- ·. OBJECTIVES 




:! _The basic .objective of this system is to provide the~· 
\ 1 (>. • ' 
administration of the hospital with . a ':llethpdology fot tpe· ' 
. . . 
' '· 
: sche~ul,ing a.td 
the hospital. 
allocati:"on of' available·nursing s~aff through9ut • 
"' . 
system are to; 
I ~ · (1)· Provide work ~chedules fhat distribute shifts equally.c 
I 
(2) I Project ~ork schedules over a predetermined period -~f ·. time. 
I 
(3) Reduce the time spent by the head nurse on staffing. 
(' 
{4) Avoid overstaffing and provide ~ uniform level •of patient 
.' 
care. 
· {5) Provi-de flexibility · to meet :changing tleeds on. the patient 
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1.6 R~QUIREMENTS 
'· This study req~ire~ the d~velopment of a sche~qling 
r . 
system to meet· stated objectives and . solve. the' existing "problems.. · 
Q . ~ 
The,.design of the system should it).volve the partici~atiori of the 
. nursing staff within the hospital. .Each compC:nent of the sy-stem 
.. 
. . ~ 
need ~e. independent of the others and its use entirely optional. 
ttfdividuai ~omponents ~ught to be completely use~-oriented ·and 
\ • !:" 
· . · •.: .•. r.~quire no· ex~ertise to use. ·• Any computer program written · 
.must b~ . gen~rai .~.eno~gh so. that\ no ~;difications . are nece~s·~ry 0 ~~ •, 
b ~ •• 
-suit poli,cy ' or, contract changes. • This ~eans· that a heuristj,c .;r 
' 
' 
scheduling method which ·accepts the . constrainta imposed by the 
user has to be desig~ed • . 
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A computer~aided scheduling system .~s developed which 
produces work schedules for 
are.selec~ed, assembled and 
the nurjing staff. Work schedules 
nro~d to meet hospital and con-
!J;j 
tract requirements. · Daily allocation of sbaff _is based on the 
·. workload prediction for each unit. 
./ 
sists of the four basic components: 
.. , .. , 
(1) ·. )Work pattern selector. 
(2) Work s~h·e.dule assembler. 
The scheduling system con~ 
. ..... 
. . . 
~· 
• 1 . 
(3) Work schedule_· proj'ector. 
(4) Workload prediction ~d ~!location o~ staff. 
The :diagram shown .in Figure :s shows the·. arrangement of 
.. 
the ·four components,' together with the inputs and outputs pf. each ~ 
.. 
' . The description will naw p~oceed with the development of the _log~c 
l' . -
. .. 
of each.comp~nent of the sys~em • 
' .. 
• > 
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1. Coverage by shift 
. 
2. · Available Staff 
3. Weekend Policy 
. .. 




1. Category of Staff· · 
2. Pa~tern _length 





1. File and-calendar information 
2,; Name and S.tatus 
\ 
1. ·workload Parameters . '
2. Patient Mix ; 
3. Float -S~aff List 
4. Substitution List 











. ASsembler . 
I 














1. · Required coverage . 
2 ." · Requir~d 'Personnel 
·2. Coverage wit~ Patterns 
Patterns 
, 1. Evaluation of Schedule 
. 2 • To_tal cov:~rage 
Schedules 
1. ·Individual Sch~dule 
Schedule 
, 1. Al~~~ation Report for 
Floaii Employees 
.-, I . 
l' U ' 
rzo 
2. Require_d vs. Actual Staffing 
, 
- ~ ~ _;. . 
• 

















This component of the. system selects. cycl~cal 'W'ork patterns' . 
that can be repeated . indefinitely for a group of nurses, A work 
. pattern is ' the WB;Y in which d,ays . o~f are plann'd in .a given period of . 
... 
time~ 'lbere are an infil.nite nuni>er of patterns that. can be developed, 
. . 
depending up~n the particular hospital's requirements. For example, 
' .. 
a _·typical fou~eek pattern is shown in Figure 6. 
.. ' 
. Pattern No. MTWTFss· MTWTFSS M'l'WTFSS HTWTFSS •. 
1 00 - 00 00 00 
Figure 6• Typical Work Pattern. 0 ~Day. off; Blank • ~orkday 
The pattern is cyclical if at the end of the period, (in ~ 
,,the example four-we.eks), the pattern is used over again. - ~cles can 
be established for any number. of weeks. ·A three-week pattern r~peats 
every .three weeks.; a four-week pattern repeats evety ·four weeks. 
Ute leng-th· of th~ pattern ~osen will ~pend upon one of 
[ 21]:- : the folloWing two 'situations 
· A. 1.. The pattern may be devel~ped for a small number of staff, 
. ·-
for e~ample, the registered nurses on one unit. The l~ngth · o~ 
. . . . . 
the patte~ in weeks sh~uld be equal to the nUDbet of required 
staff to give the n~ce.ssary covet:-age. Thus, if fi;ve st~ff are 
-
required to give the c::overage, the pattern should be five weeks 
iii_ length. Long pattern lengths, for example, a fourte~n-week 
. . 
pattern, _ c~ be adjusted by dividing by a. factor of . two to leaVe · 








. .... ,. . 
'.· 
.. ' ~ .. 
/. 
B. The patterri may be developed for the entire nur~ing 
· department whi~ invol,ves a large number of personnel. One 
. ' 
pattet~ .may be developed for all personnel. 
In-· this· study, ·patterns are developed, using the fi~s·t 
. in_ethodJ for each category of staff on the unit. This allows · · 
· th~ _ pattern to be tailored to ~eet the. preferences of the staff . 
' ' [19] 
· on the Unit~ Healy~s . method is used to select patt~rns 'for 
· the Wlit. The output from this component o'f the system is a list 
of. patterns which give the most even coverage for the week •. -
I ' • • 
2 .. 2 ' . WORK SCHEDULE ASSEMBLER 
• ' 1 I , 
This' component of the system assembles the work patterns. in-
. ·to work schedules for the different categorie's of personnel. · The 
. . 
preferences of the staff are·· obtainep by inter~.riews and the data 1,18~d 
for interactiori~ith. the computer. The patter~ is filled·~ith the 
day, evening and'night shifts, and then expanded for the ·pattertt 
lengtfl. - ' For example,·a four-week pattern is expan4ed for four •. 
employees as. shown in Figure 7 • ' 
·. ~ ... 
. . . 












1 EEOODDD DDDDOOD DDDDDOO OOEEEEE 
. 
2 OOEEEEE EEOODDD DDDDOOD .. DDDDDOO 
I 
3 DDDDDOO OOEEEEE EEOODDD DDDDOOD 
- 4 DDDDOOD . DDDDDOO OOEEEEE EEOODDD 
D 2222212 2222212 2222212 2222212 
E 1111111 1111111 1111111 1111111 
' N .,~~H- - ~~~ Ht4tJtJ., f/f/J'/4~f/4 
' . . 
Wilere D • Day Shift . E • . Ev~ning Shift N • Night Shift · Zet:o • 0 
I ' 
Figur~ 7. · Expt~nded Work Pattern ·for Four Employee~ o 
The coverage for each shift is given below the schedule. 
• ./ J • 
• . 
..(. _This component is very flexible and permits changes .to be made i_n 
the schedule until ~ 'satisfactory result is achieved. Interaction 
wit~ a computer enables any modifications to be done quickly o Pro..: 
visions 'are. made to assemble a complete work schedule for ~P to three 
~ ' I . ' 
categories of personnel. Each category contains regular. pei1!18nent 
o:r part-.time personnel. 
A full rep~rt is .available on each work schedule produced . 
so that the suitabil~~ of the ·schedule is evaluated by the user. 
, .. -i •• 
Various pa~ameters are listed to assist the user to judge the quality . 
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: 'Ibis component allows the user to project' the work schedule 
\ 
. . . 
f~r the ~it or the indivi~ual over a predet~rmin~~ p~riod of - ~ime. 
· The time period varies from six· weeks to one year. Work schE;dules 
' fdr the unit are stored and updated to include tlass days, vacation, 
·- :C_· . 
sickness, etc. 
The work schedule for the unit includes the daily coverage 
. . ' l . 
for each shift. "' This enables nursing administration to assess the . 
. . 
total staffing situation in the hospital. daily and arrange adequate 
' . . 
. . staff to meet shortages. In this way, work schedul~s are monitored 
, and changed so that a · uniform ·level of 
the hospital. 
WORKLOAD AND . ALLOCATION 
. This ,coJi)p_pnent of 
( 1) Workload prediction , 








, l . 
' I 
I , 
care is maintain~d - throughout 
,. 
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literature describing· the measu~ement of workload on the nursing 
I [25] . -
_unit. . In this study patients ar.e classified · into three 
I \ 
classes (Nt. N1, Ns) since each class requires a, different amount 
of nursing care. · · Indirect care is considered to be constant for 
. [52] . 
any number of patients on the unit. A workload index (WLI) · 
in terms of .nursing hours _per 8-~ shift is caiculated for each 
' . 
-
unit 11 considering the indirect and direct care requirements' of the 
' • I • 
nursing .unit. : ' o The equation . is stated as .follows: 
~I • I + a1N~+ a2N2+ a 5N 3 
Where WLI • Workload index 
I ~ hours of indirect care 
0 . 
al• hours 'of direct care required by Class 
a2.• hours of direct care . riquiJ:ed · by C18ss 
I pat:i~nt 
II patient 
a3• hours of direct care required by Class ·III patient 
~1- numb~r of Class I patients 0 N2• number o.f Class . II patients 
N3• number of Class III patients ' 
•' 
In order to apply th~s : formula it is necessary to estimate 
the •par-ters (I, _a 11 a 11 a ) for . each unit on Which it is to' be 1 2 . a . 
'· . . .. 
used. Various methods such as continuous time study, work sampling 
I ' 
~r a subjective. approach can be 'used to determine these. Here ·a 
. new and simple form of time study to estimate these . parameters is 
designed which gives tire desired results and requires no special help 
'.for ralysiae I 'l'he t:f.me· Study data iS COllected. by the nurses On the 
unit. The. details of the time study are discisased in a later chapte~. 
' 
'· : i) · 
f . 
. ' 
.; . . 
' . 




' ' ') 
t 
~ . ' 
Also, the number of ·patients (N1 , N2 • N3) .in each classi-
I ' 
fication have to be determdned. Standard patient classif~cation 
• ~ r 
. ' . ' . ' [22] 
forms as suggeated by the .Hospital Syst~tns lmpro:vement Program 
.·of'. ~~e Uni:ve:reity of Michigan Hospital . ~re used to classify ·the 
.p~ti~nts. · 
2.4.2 Allocation 
The allocation of nurses among units is based on. the pre-
dieted workload index for eaCh unit. Floats, .part-time staff and , 
personnel subs.titution give flexibility to the work schedule so . that 
. . ~ . . · "-
. ' 
sick leave, annual le~ve and requests for day~ off -~re cover«:d with-
. . 
out' disrupting the' exi~_ting ~ork pattern, Before each shift, all ·: 
I -
- -
';'. . . ' 
float nurses report to the cent?;al scheduling oftiice .for daily assign-
. . . ,.,, . . . 
me~ts. Assignment to a. ·~rt~in . tmit ·depends ouf1~he p_atient need .for · 
J r 
·the unit. This is reflected in the w_orkload index . for the \mit which 
fo.recast the' nUmber ~f nursing hours. of care-=t:equire~. for the· shift. . . _ 
Each .float nurse · is given a . uri!t as a home base but· must float to other · 
units when req~ested. . ' . Float nurs~s are more versatile and. experienced 
, " 
. . 
than regular staff. . The float nurs.es are available to a unit when the 
basic core -of regul~r staff for . the unit ' is inadequate to meet the ~e­
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3. . C~ONENTS OF THE SYSTEM I• •• 
"'·· 
·' -This ch~pter · descdbes in detaq the logic of each compone~t 
of the system togethe-r with its inputs and outputs. . f ree of .the 
four components .i.n the scheduli.ng system are computerized; the fourth 
' 
operates in 'the m.ahual mode. . To use the computerized .components, 
' 
the user -=ommunicates vi.a ,a .. compute-r terminal over a .telephone i~ne 
to a remote computer i~tallati.on. . An example of a computer termi.nal. . 
. . ' 
is sh~ in Figure a. ·All computer i.nputs and outputs are .sent or 
received by the terminal. 
One computer program :f.s written for each of . the three auto-
~ted ·c~ponents. The programs which . are· written in Code and · , 
. . . 
~ . Fortran· lang~ge for the IBM 370 computer _are liJ~ te~ ·in Appe_ndix A. 
The progr~ ·~re .conversational and pr~m!>t the user to answer 
specific ·ques.tions. Each program explains its use and limi.tations 
in· an information sheet which ccJ. b~ printed at the opt~on of the 
user. . . 
Each component of the system is nc:IW discussed in terms -of 
(:f.)- logic. (ii) inputs. and (ii.:f.) outputs. Flowcharts of the logic · 
of each· ~omponent .... are g·iven and the discussion centers around eaCh . 
flowchart. . Sample outputs are provided- to) illustrate the :infor- · 
. . . 









f . . • 
. ' 
. , 
Work is req-uested by typing in 
commands at t]ie Te~nal. · The , 
commands are entered into the system 
~ . . 
when .the carrier return key is 
pressed • 








Figure 8. Computer Terminal. 
I 
. . . 
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.. 
Th~ system ·respemds ·to the 
commands in a cOnversational 
manner., prompt:l.ng t'or re-. . · · 
quired inpt!t· ilnd sending out-
put back to the .Terminal.· · 










3·.1 WORK PA~:RN SELECTOR 
' . . 
,, 
Th~ purpo~e. of thi11 cqmponent is to select · ~epeatable 
work patterns. 
. . 
3.1.1 Logic / 
. . 
The flowchart of · the logic of the work ·pattern selector 
is given in Figure 9. The user considers the weekday 
.coverage first_~ In t:esponse to questions asked by . the 0 . 
. ' . 
· computer through the term.inal, this.is typed in. 
. . 
The 
n~b~r of ~vailabl~ staff who work set pa~tems excluding 
the head nurse and team leader is input. M.ty reduction 
in staff ·o~ weekends is also considered. . Selected work 
_patterns for three categories of staff are then' ·printed • 
. I . 
· 3.1~2 Inputs · 
I . 
The inputs to the progr8JI1 are: 
(1) Coverage bY, .shift, 
' . 
(2) · Available ·staff, · 
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2· NUMBER ST~FF 

















Flowchart of Work .Pattern Selector·~ 
\ 
•' 

























. :Coverage by shift: · A certain number of each type " of perscmnel 
~s 'requir~d on each shift to provide the necessary cover~ 
.. ' : c 
age, That is, ~a certain number of registered nurses, 
' "' . . 
nurse ~nterns and nursing assistants are required on the . us 
day, evening and 'night shifts. · Past experience ·and subj~ct- · 
\ . 
• I 
i.ve judgement usually dictate the personnel ¢:X needed to 
cover the shifts. Hospital· policy indH:a,tes that tk.least··: 
. . . 
. '"' 
one professional staff member ·must be present on 'each -shift. 
\ 
·Available staff:' The ava-ilabl~ staff consists· of the nursing .. 
1 
s tafi attached to. the uriit on a permanent basis to pro~-de 
. . .. ·:.·· 
pat~ent 'care. The 'stze of' th~s wor'k for't:e is predetei'IDi.ned 
,. 
~rom past history or some objective method such as ·work · 
, · 
. 
sampling. . .· 
, .. 
Weekend policy: A constant coverage.- of staff on each shift 
is not'JD,fllly maintained during the week, '-'ith a sl~ght re-
_, . 
duction on weekends. ' D This is -because hospita~suppor~ 
servtces ·operate at uiinimal levels· . during weekends. · Re-
ductions i~ staff amount to ' about twenty per cent, depend-
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~. . \ . 
. ' . . -
· Th~e output from the work schedu~e · selector contains 
• . r;. 















.. . ' .... 
I . . . 
I 
~ 
' ~ · 
, • (1) ·ReqUiTed oover~~e, 
, .·. .. \. 
(2) ~Required personnel, · '. 
(3) Work patterns~ 




• Required eoverage: 
~ 
·This, is ·an 'echo' print o.f .~e coverage · ' 
I 
· ' th~t was input fo~ ~ecking purpo~es. 




IRN NI NA · Total RN 
l 








. D ~ 1 1 . . ~ D 2' } 9 1 ··4 
E ., 1 ' 1 . 2 
' 
E ~ 1 1 ·· 2 , 
N I& 1 8 1 2 I · N . 0. 1'' l 02 ·.· 
. . 
Tot-aJ 3 3 3 Total 2 . 3 3 i)' 
. ' .. 
-
. ' . • , 1.. 0, 
~igure ·to. Example of Required Coverage Output. 
. ' ~ ~ 
,, 
'Required personnel: A list o_f the nud,e~ of staff needed,. 
1 
' !i I • ' 1 
available 4Dd sele~ted i~· printed as output. An example 
• I ' I • ' 
. f J ·~ , • . fi 
The number of personnel needed · 
o o p 
0 
1 , • I 
.• 
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the 'available number of staff since this is the number of . 
employees permanently assigned to the unit. If the avail-
. ./ 
able Staff is inadequate, then ~!lOre staff need to be pro- . 
'Vided SO that the require.d coverage .is given.· 
Needed,. Available Selected 
""' 





NI 4 • 3 3 ': , - . 
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Figure ·u: Example of. Requir..ed Personnel OUtput. 
. . 
Work '·pattettts: : The patterns are selected based _.on the eelected 
· : • ~ ~· 'l 
... number ·of<> personnel in 'each categ~ry ., Q A,. typical list of 
• I • " , 
.. . 
four-week patterns _is shown in Figure 12. 1 A five-week 
pattern 'is selected for five ' personnel; a six-week pattern 
.. 
. . ' 
.is selected 'for six personnel and so on. A list of patterns • 
' . 
·-is printed for ~ac~ category of · per~onnel) 
· ' 
-
Pattern No~ .MTWTFSS . MTWTFSS MTWTFs·s . M'IWTFSS 
• 1 ~ 00' ' 00 I . 00 00 I 
p 
2 00 00 00 00 
3' r. 00 00 00 00 
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• in each category. ' The exact coverage for ea~ day of the week 
can easily be seen from the tllustratiod in' Figure 13. This 
. , 
aids 'the user in choosing a pattern which gives the weekly cover-
' age desired. The choice of any one of . these patterns is 
optional. 
< Patt~m No. M T w T - F s s· 
·- 1 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 
, 
2 : 3 3 ' 3 2 3 3' 3 
0 < 
3 ' 3 3 3 3 -3 2 3 
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3,2 WORK SCHEDULE ASSEMBLER. 
-;:;c . . 
I ")o--r • 
. ' 
" • .. 
( • 
. ·' ~e ,purpose of this component is to ·build up a work 
. . . 
schedule for a unit, The user -interacts. with t~ computer until 
a satisfactory schedule is 'produced. The component requires that 
the . user be .completely familial" with hospital policy, contracts and 
"' ... ~ 
constraints. ~ . . -._ 
3.2.1 Logic 
. . 
The·f~llow~ng discussion refers to the flowchart of the· 
work schedule assembler given in Figure 14. The component 
.~ 
• • ' n 
has the capacity and the flexibility to .~ssemble a schedule 
I I • .. ' 
! • ' 
fo~_ three different categories of p~rsonnel. The program < 
pro.ceeds to consider one ~ategory of staff' at a time. ' Each 
category of staff may cont~in regular. part-time, or permanent 
shift staff, ~anges can be made in the schedule .during the 
'build~up within eacp category or after the complete schedu~e is 
.. ~ . .. . . . . . 
'' 
asselllbled. Reports are available ~ request -so that the user 
can evaluate the schedule produced. 
' I 
., 
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The· inputs to the work schedule assembler are: 
(1) Category of staff, 
(2) Pattem_ length, 
(3) Work pattern, 
( 4) Cons train ts , 
. . 
r 
· ~ I ! 
': \ 
l 
·.' Category· of staff:· i This refers · to the skill ·class of the 
38 
·~ 
personnel being scheduled. In this seudy, three cate- \ 
gories of staff are sche4uled- registered nurses, · 
r. 1 • 
0 
nurse interns and nursiftg assis~ants. 
Pattern lensth: The pat tern length in week$ depends up9n 
' . 
· the number · of personnel bei~g · sclle~uled. The pattern. 
length varies from ~0 up to seven weeks. 
· Work pattem1 · . The .work pattern for ~ach staff category 
" • 
< • 
is input with shifts filled in. · The initial;' pattern 
f~rL e.a·ch category· is based upon interviews with member~· . 
. of that skill class so that preferences with ·regards to 
work ~tretches,, rotation and days' off are determined. 
Constraints: The constraints are input in the ·fo~ of 
" subjective judgement by the. user~ lbe user .i s aware of 
J I I 
the nurses' preferences; hospital policies and con~rac~ 
• J restrictions. The experience of .the user with the ·con-
.. ' ·. 
stralnts initiates a critical ·evalUat ion of. each schedule 
. 
so t~at a high grade schedule is produced. 
. . . . 
. . -
! • 








' .3_.2.3· ' Outp.uts 
., 





(1) .Work schedules~ , 
(2) .EvalU!ltio'n of. schedule, .. · ~ 
(3) Total coverage •. 
·A full report. from the work schedule assembler~ . 
(see Figure 15) gives the ~bove outputs. Aspects ·of the-
full report are ·now discussed. 
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. ~ I . 
****************************~··········~···········•***************** 
rULL REPORT rOR RN S 
==================== 
( . 
SCHEDULE F' OR I PERMANJ:;NT SH I F'T STAF'F' . 
------------------------------------
EMPLOYEE MTWTrSS MTWTF'SS MTWTF'SS MTWTrSS 
1- EEEXXEE EEEEEXX EEEXXEE EEEEEXX 
D e0ee000 0000000 000~000 00~0000 
E 1110011 11111001110011 111·1100 
N 0000000 0000000 0000000 0000000 
' SHIF'.T SCHEDULE F'OR. 4 RN S 
• I 
EMPLOYEE MTWTrSS MTWTF'SS MTWTF'SS MTWTF'SS 
I NNXXDDD DDDDXXD DDDDDXX XXNNNNN' 
2 XXNNNNN NNXXDDD DDDDXXD DDDDDXX 
3 ' DDDDDXX XXNNNNN NNXXDDD DDDDXXD 
4 DDDDXXD 'J)DDDDXX XXNNNNN NNXXDDD 
D 2222212 22222l2 2222212 2222212 
.. E ~000000 0000000 0000000 . ~0000e0 
N 1111111 -1111111-1111111 1111111 
I 
. . ' 
· T.OTAL COVERAGE RN S AND SH I F'T STAFF' 1 
--------------------------------~-- \ . 
. . ' . , . 
' -
• MTWTF'SS MT.WTF'SS MTWTF'SS MTW~F'SS 
D 2222212 2222212 2222212 222 212 
E 111_0011 11.11100 1110011 1 I 1110~ 
N· l 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 I I I 1 ~ I I I I .t I ! 1 1 1 1 t 1 t 
' FULL REPORT ON SCHEDULE -F'OR RN S 
. -
. --------------------~-----------
MINIMUM WORK STRETCH = 6 
: MAXI MUM WORK STRETCH = 7 
TOTAL DAY SH I F'TS = 13 
TOTAL EVENING SHIFTS = 0 
TO"J;AL N'l miT SH I F'TS = 7 
TOTA,_NUM~~R OF' WORKDAY§ =20 -, 
· NUM:13ER OF' SPLIT DAYS OF'F' = 0 
_NUMBER OF' WEEKENDS . OF'F" I N · 4 == 
- VIOLATIONS 





~- - -- -~ ' 
<• I 






NUMBER. OF' TIMES EVENING · OR NIGHT SH I F'T BEF'ORE WEEKEND ·OFF' = 0 .. 






. - ~ N I I I I I I I 1 I I I 1 1'1 1 1 n I 1 1 1 1 1. I I 
TOTAL COV~RAGE RN S AND SHifT STAfF 
-~-~-~-------~-----~--------------· 
MTWTFSS MTWTFSS .MTWTFSS MTWTFSS 
D 2222212 2222212 2222212 2222212 
E I. 11121011 ' 1 11 1.10.0 . 11100 t I I 111 i ·00 
. N I '1 I I 1 I 1. I I I 1"1'1 ·I I I I I I 1 I · U I I 1 1 I · 
. ' 
. ~LL REPORT ON SCHEDULE FOR RN S 
' ' ' 
------7-----------------------
MINIMUM WORK STRETCH = 6 
MAXIMUM WORK STRETCH = 1 
TOTALfDAY "SHIFTS : 13 ·. 
TOTAL EVENING SHIFTS. = 0 
TOTAL NIGHT .SHIFTS = 7 
TOTAL NUMBER Of WORKDAYS =20 . 
NUMBER {)f _SPLIT DAYS OF'~ =- 0 
NUMBER OF' WEEKENDS Off IN 4 = 
VIOLATIO~ 
••******** • I 
. . ' 
. ' "' 
I ' 
.. 
NUMBER OF' TIMES EVEN I .NG OR NIGHT SHIFT. :BEJf'ORE .WEEKEND Orr = 0 
· NUMBER Of TIMES EVENING-DAY SHIFT .= 0 
NUMBER ·or. TIMES EVEN I NO-N I a·HT SJ:i I F'T = 0 
NUMBER OF' TIMES NIGHT-DAY SHIFT = 0 
' ' 
·TOTAL ··coVERAGE FOR 1 CATEGORY ,OF 'sTAFf 
. . 
--~~----------------------------------
MTWTFSS MTWTFSS MTWTFSS MTWTF'SS 
D 2222212 . 2222212 ·2222212 .2222212· --
.E 1 I 1001 I I Ill 100 I I 1001.1 I I I 1 I 00 
" N 1111111 1111111 1111t"11 1111111 
. ' . 
·' 
END OF' R,UN I 
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Work schedules: Work schedules for·. both the regular and 
permanent shift staff, ~ith the coverage for eac~ is 
printed. ' Part-time staff are inc'iuded with permanent shift · 
. . . 




Evaluation of schedu~e~ · Impor~~nt vari~les are listed so .that 
. "•t . 
the schedul.e printed f~r the regular s.taff may b.e evaluated. · 
These variables aia the user· in determdning the fairness of 
the work sch~;!dule. . Items listed \Jnde~ "Violations" ~re Q 
. - ~ . . -
those ·.which are &.enerally c~nside.red tcf be· undesirable by the 
. . 
nu·rsing staff. The criteria used to evaluate the.work ' 
schedule contain elements which are of concern when develop-
• _1 !s 
· ing a., schedule. 
Total coverage: This part of the report gives the total cover-
. 
age of the number of categories scheduled to date. The 
" l!J · 'J•' 
. ,. 
~ . -._ .. -...:.. .r. .. --~ - - . • 
coverage o~ eaCh category is a8oed together to give a totar 
figure for ea~h shift. This ·: aids . the. user in moni tor:Lng 
the cove~age .as .each new category of staff is added to the ' 
schedule. · In lieu of · a full report, a ·summary re~ort as 
) . 
shown in Figure 16 is printe~. This report just totals 
the coverage .of the number of categories of staff scheduled. 
~ . . 
*****•*********************SUMMARY REPORT*****************·****'!'**~*~* 
I ' 
TOTAL COVERAGE FOR . I CATEGORY OF STAFF 
' . . 
------------- -------------------------
MT~TF.SS MTWTFSS MTWTFSS 
D 2222212 2222212 2222212 
E 1· I 1 r.!J01 1· I I 1 1 1·0r.!t l I I 00 I I 
N .· I i I I I I I I I I I I I 1. ' I I 1.11 I I 


















l tile s clle• u ~ ~ ... u 
These variabies aid the user in dete~ning the fai~ess of 
the work schedule. Items list.ed under "Violations" are 
those whi¢h are generally considered to b~ und~sirable by the ~ 
nursing staff. The criteria used to evaluate·t~e work 
.• . 
. 
schedule contain element~·wnich are of concern when develop-
. ~-t. '} I 
·ing a schedule. :-
Total coverage: This part 'of ··the report gives the total cover-
age of the n~er of . categories scheduled "to date. The . . 
coverage of eaCh category is added.together to give a total 
" ' \ 
- figure for each shift. This aids -the ~ser in monitoring 
. the coverage as each new category of staff is added to the 
schedule. In lieu ;,£ a · fu'll report~ a summary report .:as i . ~ 
sh""l'. i.~ Figure 16 is pri.;_ ted : ,;,f. iepo~ t j . us t . t!olals 
. ... ,... .. , "':. r 
the coverage of 'the number of categories of sta~f scheduled~ 




TOTAL COVERAGE fOR I CATEGORY Of STAFF 
-------------------------------------~ . 
MTWTFSS MTWT_FSS MTWTFSS MJ'WTF'SS 
0 2222212 2222212 2222212 2222212 
E I H 1211211 I 1 I 1 I 11210 1110011 I I I I 11210 
N 1111111 1111111 tttt111 1111111 






*** * * **·* * * ** ** * * * * * *·* • .• * * * * * * ** * ** * * * * * * * * * ............ * * * * * * * ** * ** * *** * * * * 
Figure 16. 'A Sample Summary· Report on ·Schedule. 
!'·: 
•' 
· , j . 
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. . . 
. The purpose of the work schedule., .projector is to pri.~t 
the individual and unit schedule for a planned period of time. 
, I l 
3.3.1 ~ogic ... 
. . . 
The logic of this component is shown in Figure 17.-
I~itial calendar and file. information is input to the 
·program. The calendar information is used ·mainly_ to 
print headings in the outp~t reports. File information 
· ~ is required so that an old pchedule which has been stored 
• I • t 
. -
by the computer can be retrieved art~ updated. Optional 
. . . . < 
printout of the individual's schedule·is·facilitated 
during input~. . '11\.e ability to project both' schedules up 
~~ 
to one year allows annual leave to~ be fitted 
. ·into the schedule. 
The ·update .feature· of th~s component· enables the user 
to modify an old. schedule be:cause .· of unforeseen changes 
in the schedule -due to sickness, absenteeism~ etc. Auto- . 
- ':. 
matic storage of each new wiit schedule is proVided once 
·· ~ . 
' . 
th~ file number has been spedfied. . Retrieval . of an old 
unit schedule is s~ply made by specifying th~ f:tie 'lil'tihw.er · 
. . \ . . - ~~ . - !. v ·: •• 
. J n . . •• ' ' · .r }. .• ;> 
and the n~ber of employees ·contained in the· file .. ' 
' .. 
,,. 
, . . ' 
, I 
, · 
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The inputs to the work schedule projector are: 
.. 
(1) Flle .and calendar·information, 
.- • • • "§._ 
: (2) Nmne and status • ,, 
.. ' 
·, .... 
0 , . (3) Work schedules • 
' ·.1 
. File and caJ.endar information: The file · number is used to 
' . ' . ) . : .. 
store new unit schedules or . to retrieve. old unit 
' ... 
sche~ules. The calendar informatiQn includes: 
(1) Mon'th~ day of month -and day of week that the 
' pattern starts, --
-~{11) · Begint:ling of the J!lOnth that~ the schedule starts, 
' (111) ~ndication if a leap ·year, : 
_(iv) Month 1 d~y ?f month a}l,...e year sdledule ends • 
. . 
This information is used ' in the~format of the output • . 
I , 
" Name and status: ,...!Flte name and status of each employee serves 
. . 
as identificatt~ ·to a particu~ar .w\it schedule. · The 
· • I J ' 
.employee's first name, last name and working· t' 
.. . . 
put for this ~urpose •. · 
Work schedules: · Each persop's schedule is 
.· , ~vening,· .night ~Jhifts ··and days off. 
·' 
.. 
' ' . ' 
.... 
. .• . 
. . 
" . .. 
'· 
.. · 




.· · · 
• I 
. \ " 
, .. .. 
, ' 
\ 
', · . 
. . ~ . 
. _ 3._3•? _Outputs 
./ 
. . . 
f .'. 
. . , 
. . ~ 
The outputs from thifii component are': 
(1) Individual schedule 
(2) Unit schedule , 
•'· 
Individual schedule: The individual schedule is p_rinted in ·. 
•, 
. 
wallet-size with a month1y calendar showing work shifts 'and 
,. ' 
. ' 
days off. · The. fo~'t for this is shown in Fig~re 18.' This 
. . ~ 
kind ~f per?onalized schedule helps the individual know .he~ · · 
. " I . 
t~schedule in advance and makes her· feel · part of a . working 
. ' . . .. ' , 
tem:n • 
. I . , . . . 
From this point of view, employee relations with . 
' I ' I • ' • 
. ' 
. adm~nistration are 'improved and a ·higher morale on the n~rsing 
-unit is achieved. 
-*********************************** 
* ~CHEDULE FO~ . M. AN~LER RN * 
****.*************~********t*'***** 
--------~-----~-~------~~-~~-----~--------~--
J I MAR , I 
1----·----~---------~~--------~------~~-----1 
. I . .S . . M · T , W · _ T f S . . 1· 
1- ~ ---------------------- - -- - -----~--- - -----1 I . , 
· ·' I · . I · . 2 I 
·; 
r .- · 1 
I 3 4 5 . · ~ ·7 · 8 . · 9 I 
I .. E X . X N N N . J 
I 1.0 1 I 12 I 3 1'4. I 5 16 I 
I . N · N. N ·. N· · · X · X ··o I' 
I . I 7 f8 . . 19 .':20 ~ I 22 23 I 
I ·· D D ·.. D ~ D ." ·D X X .1· 
I 24 -· 25 26 2Y ·2~ · 29 30 ·& . 
I X _o. · · D D D 0 · X I 
I 31 . - I . I X ·1 . 
---~~ -~- - -~~--~-- ~ --~-----~----~~ -; -------- ~ - -
' ... · 
Ft gur·e 18. .Ind;l~idual . !:;chedule£ · . 
.·,,; . . ,. ·•, 
· : 
' • .. 
.. 
t-> ' . ·. 
I· . 
..1 , .' 
. ... · 









' - . l' 







' ! I 
. . . 
·, ; 
, . . 
'· ·· . 
Unit· schedule: I ·The format of. the schedule for the unit is _ 
shown in Figure-19. 'Each employee's.~ name, status~ and 
sch~dule is listed~ The coveta~ellon each.:shift is shown 
J 
so that the number of personnel available on each shift 
f 
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-FILE NUMBER = 2 
·. 
NUMBER .OF EMPLOYEES =13 











THE GENERAL ' HOSPITAL 











, .. I 
MAR · 4 - APR J 4 1 97 4 u~ 1 T: NEU Ro_ . :-:.;1}· · , 
I 
I 
1 11.1 it' 1 1 1 122222 . 2222'233. 
4567890 1234567 8901234 5678901 
· 11111 I 
I 2345'6 7 8901234 I · 
1-------------------------------·-------------------------------------l·, I DAY OF' MONTH . I. MTWTF'SS MTWTFSS. MTWTFSS .MTwTF'SS MTWTF'SS MTWTFSS I 
• , . · r 1-----------------~---------------~-----------r-----------------------l · I NAME STATUS I. ~ 
.· I I I 
1 M'o BftOWN . HN I -DDDDDX?( DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DODD~ DDDDDXX DDDDDXX I I 
I I ,- I 
I M. ANtLE.R RN I . EXXNNNN NNNXXDD DDDDXXX DDDDDXX XDDEEEE EXXNNNN ,J 
I I I 
I L. ORE ENE RN I t~ . XDDEEEE EXXNNNN NNNXXDD DDDDXXX DDDDDXX XDDEEEE J 
I r J 
I I • BARLETT RN I DDDDOXX XDDEEEE EXX:NNNN NNNXXDD DDDOXXX DDDDDXX L 
I I EXXN~N~ ~N~~XDD . ... • I . .D. · OAKE RN J .·' ooDoxxx DDDDDXx XDDEEEE DDDDXXX I . 
I I I 
. 
I P. WISEMAN RN 1- . NNNXXDD DDDDXXX DDDDDXX XDDEEEE EXXNNNN NNNXXDD I . . 
•I : I I I ' 
• I t I I 
I w. ROSE Nl I N'NXXDDD DEEXXPD DDDDDXX XXNNNNN . NNXXDDD DEEXXDD .:· 
·I . ... I .· .I . 
· I T. PARSONS · N I .. I XXNNNt:JN NNXXDOD DEEXXDD DD~DDXX XXNNNNN 
. . 
I i NNXXDDD 
I I ( · 
I a·. KEATING Nl I DDDDDXX XXNNNN~ NNXXDDD DEEXXDD DDDDDXX XXNNNNN 1, 
I I I ~ 
. I c . LAHEY ' DEEXXoo· DDDDDXX Nl I . .DEEXXDD DDDDOXX XXNNNNf'l NNXXDDD J ! • 






•I G. MARSH NA I EEEX~EE EEEXXEE EEEEEXX EEEXXEE ... I\ 
l I .~ . . . I 




. I . 
.K. F'OSTER NA I XXDODDD .XXDDDXX DDDEEEE' XXDDDDD XXDDDXX DDDEEEE I• 
I I 
. 
l I . S. ·GOSSE . . NA I DDDEEEE XXDDDOD XXDDDXX DDDEEEE XXDDDDD XXODDXX 
r-
I I < 
I y ·. _SMITH ·WC · 1 DDDDDXX D~DD~XX DDDDOXX DDDPDXX DDDDDXX PDDDDXX. 
. I 
... I 
. I I 









I - Jl • 
I 
I 
. I 'DATEl MAR 4 · - APR 1.4 1974 UNIT: NEURO . 
I 
· ·I I I J 1 I Ill 1 122222 222223.3 . .. 1 1 J I 1 
,I · 456 7890 123456 7· 8901234 56 7 890 l 1234567 8901·234 
• # • • 
t---------------~-----~------~----------------------------------------1 
I DAY Or MONTH I . MTWTrSS MTWTrSS •MTWTrSS MTWTrSS MiWTrSS MTWTrSS I 
































I. BA~LETT RN I 
I 
D. OAKE RN I, 
I 
P. WISEMAN RN I 
I 
I 
W. ROSE .. N I I 
DDDDDXX ODDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX 
\ 
' EXXNNNN NNNXXDD DDDDXXX DDDDDXX XDDEEEE· EXXNNNN 
. .. 
XDDEEEE EXXNNNN NNNXXDD QDDDXXX DDDDDXX XDDEEEE 
DODDDXX XDDEEEE EXXNNNN NNNXXDD DDDDXXX DDDDDXX ' 
DDDDXXX DDDDDXX XDDEEEE EXXNNNN NNNXXDD DDDDXXX 




NNXXDDD _aEEXXDD DDDDDXX XXNNNNN NNXXDDD DEEXXDD 1-' 
•• I I . 
't: I 
I 
T • ? A 'R SONS N I I 
I · 
B. ·KEATING · N I. I 
I 
































DDDDDXX XXNNNNN NNXXDDD DEEXXDD DDDDDXX 'XXNNNNN 






EEEXXEE 'EEEEEXX EEEXXEE EEEXXEE EEEEEXX EEEXXEE I ; 
I : 
XXDDDXX DDDEEEE XXDDDDQ XXDDDXX DDDEEEE XXDDDDD' I 
I 
XXDDDDD XXDDDXX DDDEEEE XXDDDDD XXDDDXX DDOEEEE I· 
I 
DDDEEEE XXDDDDD XXDDDXX DDDEEEE XXDDDDD XXDDDXX ·1 
I 
DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX . I· 
" I . 
I 
r 
1--~------~-------- -----~------------~-------------------~-----------1 ; 
s.s;7s544 55 75544 55 7554:4 557554~ 557~5~4 . S5\554~ .::
1




EVENING . 2222233 2223322 2222233 2i22233 2223322 2222233 I 
. . l 
. I 
I 
N I Gl;iT .. 2222222 2~22222 2222222 2222222 2222222 2222222 1'1· 
1': 
-------------~----~--------~--------------~---------------------------- ' I.C.ODE:~ . D~DAY -SHirT . •E=EVENI-NG SHIF'T . N=NIGHT SHIF'T -X=DAY OrF·· 1! 
I S=SICK LEAVE A=ANNUAL LEAVE C=CLASS DAY O=DAY OWED l i 
I T=NURSING,DISTRICT · R=REQUESTED DAY OrP -ll· I " . I. 
---:---- ~------ -. ~---:- ----------.--- ~--- ~ --------__ .. ---.-- .:,_----~- ___ ..;~~- -~· - 1 
. ,.. . . . 
. ~~gure 19. Unit Schedule. · 
' .  
. ' 
















WORKLPAD .AND ALLOCATION : 
·\o 
This · component predicts workload daily ·on each unit and 
allocates staff. daily among the nursing units to match the fore-
casted workload. The aim of · .this part _of the system is to in-
crease nursing productivity 9~ staff utilizatio~. The logic of 
' 
F 
the component is shoWn in Figure 20.. The component can be divi.ded 
into tWo .parts: 
. . 
. ( l) Workload , 
'. · _(2) Allocation . 
Each pa~t is now .described _s-eparately. 
.. Input . · 
. . 
1. Workload Parameters 
2. Patient Mix 
. -0 . . 
' ' 
: Input 
l ~ Unit Schedules· 
2. Float Staff Li~t : . 
. 3. Substitution ~Li_st · 












Workloa,d one day 
. in advance 
.. . 
~ \ : . 
' .. . 
Allocation · . ' 1 
·' 
Alloca ti'on ·to ' meet . 
fluctuating workloaft deman~ 




.... :.""(,. · 
. ' 
1. Alloca~ion Report ··fo~ Float Employees · 






'- • u <u; ::;; 
. ~1) . Workload, 
. 
· .,(2) Allocation. ~ 
Each• part. 1~ now described. separately. \ \ . . 
Input 
1. Workload Parameters 
2. Patient Mix 
, 
InPut· 
1 ~ Unit Schedules 
. ' . 
2. Float Staff . List ·. 





Workload one day 
· . in .advance 
Allocation · 
Allocation to meet 
•flu~tuating workloa~ .demands 





' I ', • ' ' ' 
. . . . . ~ ' 
.-
' ·, 
,· . . 
1. ' Allocation Report' ·for Float· Employees . 
2. · Graph of Required ~~· Actual Staffing 
. . . . 
· Fig~re . 20. · ~lowchart o£ Worltload and Allocation 
Component~ . · · -
0 ' . 
' I 
r 
' . ' 
• • 1 , 
' ~ ' 
. . 
·-
•• •., , •• •• 0 
' ' 




















3. 4. 1 Workload 
The -pu-rpose o~ this part of · the component is to · 
o ' I ,I 




The workload is forecast for the nursing uni.t using 
the workload index equati~n: 
-Patients are classified daily into three categorie~ • 
and the workload index calculated for each unit. The 
workload index gives the nuDber of nursing 'ho~rs of care 
' . 
required for the follo'wing day. .· 
, I 
• I 
I ' I 
3.4.1.2 I~pu~s 
The inpu~s for the workloa~. part are: 
{1)· Workload paramete-rs • 
(2) Patient mix. 
' ' Workload parameters: The workload p~rameters which 
are obtained by time . s_ tudy are . reco~ded 8!1> in 
' . J. ( 
.. 
Figure_ 21. The units are . number~. d from 1 ••••• n. · · 
-.• 
The ~lttrie~ in t~e table correspond to the para-
meters in the equadon. · One file is maintained 
' for each of the three shifts • 
. , 
,I-
. ·• '. 
50 
/ ' . 
~ : ' 
.\ -. I , . , 
' 
·. ' . \ 
















WORKLOAD P AMMETERS " 
a' 2 





• . Figure ·21. Workload Parameters. Report. 
-. ' 
·. •' . 
Patient mix: 
I ' • • . 
The pati.ent mix 'is obtained by classi'fying 
.. 
' . 
the patients· on the . ~ursing _ unit using the prescribed 
. . 
forms shown in Appendix B. ·This gives .'values . for 
t! 
Ni, N2, N, which are required to calculate the worJcload 
I . 
index. , ·Patient. UdX is required daily for continuous 
' 1 •I 





I _; • 
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3.4,1.3 Output · 
SHIFT: 
DATE: 
The output' . fr0111 the worJtload .element is a workload 
'index for each tin it in the hospital daily. . :rtte required 
staff is obtained by dividing the- WLI by eight. · The :ln-
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3 .• 4 .• 2 · A1locat:i.on 
.. - ·, .. 
,• . 
The purpose of the · alloca~ion . element is to assign 
./ , . 
staff to nursing units to meet fluctuating workload demands. 
·-
'nle ~llocation procedure consists of a number .of 
priority rule~. ~25 J . The · log~ cal sequence. is: · • 
Make Base Assignments 
. . •.. ' 
Make Float AssigruDe~ts ' •' 
·' 
J... .. 
... . ' . 
Use Substitutable or Part-Tim~ Personnel 
• • 
· Workload ' · · · Balance . Staff Ratio among Units 
The all~cation seq!-Jence can be· modified ' ·to suit •· 
· each hospital's needs. 
3. 4. 2. 2 Iilp~ts 
. ' 
The inputs to ~he allocat~on part ~r~: 
.(1) . Unit. Schedules, · 
. (2) Float ·staff list, 
' .(3) 
(4) 
Substitution, list, · 
Part-tilDe s 'taff list.·. 
... 
·, 
'\_ ' ' -
Unit · schedules: 'nle unit schedules are'. those ·printe-d 
.· . . G . . . 
by the work· schedule ·proj,ector. . By scanning th~ · 
. ' 
% 
. . tota,l picture of ~he nursing staff. ~vailable in ' i:he ~ · . 
.j 
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Float staff list: The float staff list contains the 
' - . 
names of nurs~s · who are -willing to float to various 
units. Each float member is interviewed to obtain 
her preferences of bnits to . which · ·she would like · to · 
.. . . . . 
The head nurse approves th~ list so that on'ly 
. .. \ 
. ' 
. . - . 
float • 
· qualified .nurses with _experience are allowed to· be · 
r · Cf 
. : assigne~ to p~rticular ~its • The foruiat of th~ floa.t 
staff ' list is ·shown in Figure 23 where a check mark . 
' 
means· the person is willing to float to that unit. 
' PATIENT' UNITS 
STATUS 1 2 3 . 0 tl• • • • • • • . • . • . . 
' .. 





-. .. \ 











· whiclv indice.tes 
·Ji wft~ther a sub~titution of one _type . 
of personnel for .another is fea~"ible·. ·This _does riot"" 
. - . . ' ' . 
' imply that a ·substitution can be made without loss of 
. . . 
refficiency or effectiveness. . . Thus' when it is not 
. . ' . . . . 
possible t~_ -fill a· staff . requiret~~ent wt'th 'the staff 
category desir~c!, ~t may be beneficial . to sub~ titute 
' . -anothe~ · personnel type for the -desired ·categocy . .. .. · __ 
. . ' . . . 
' . . 
SChemat:i.capy, 
. [27] 
the. list may have the following form 
·-:ue.S'ur·~ - ~~~):. 
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SUBStiTU~ABLE PERSONNEL CATE~ORY · 









Figure : 24. •Format of Substitu.tion. Lis f. · 
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The entrles ~n tpe dia~~ are 0 or. 1 wher~ r 
0 ri substitution not feas:ible 







names· of nurs~s w~o are willing to work less thari ' five 
. . - . ~ :. ' . _:.... .. . - . . 
shifts . per week. 1 Each ·part-time person 1is interviewed 
' . - ' . . 
:to assess .her availabiftey t~ work. 
: . ~ . 
A record such as 
: . 
' ' 
~ . . ' . . . l . . 
II 
that shown · in Figure 25 ·.is kep-t so that resource develop- -
. . 
'· 
men,t to ~et patie~t .needs is easily ~permitt~d. Part-tiipe . . .. . ·. 
pe.:so~el a~e. ~ed p.r~marily . tc:» a~p~lemen't · the · regular 
core ' of staff em each unit. 
. " 
~" ·. 
. " ' .. 
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Figure 25 . E'o~ -~-of Part-time Staff List. 
.. 
,,..:,'/{ .. 
Q The en' tries i"n the list are coded 'where: 
..... 
-."\_ •;l)·,s, 1 day ·shift - . - -~ -
\ . 





1\ight shif t 
.. 
' 




The outputs from the allpcat ion e~ement are :· 
.; J. 
_(1) All ocation report ~for float employees. 
. .. 
'(2) . Graph 
.. . 
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·· Ailocation report for -float employees: This' ~8 a -list 
... 
i 
' I ' • . • • ' 
'·of all .float employees·'and their assigned unit~. The 
report aids in. pr~viding contiriu:i.ty of car.e ,since the 
c 
previous d:ay's assignment can easily be seen. The " 
.... . 
list -has the f9rm~t shown· in -Figure_ 26. Entries in 
~ . . - ~ -
the report w.ill be numbers 1: .•••.•. . n .where the 
' i 











Figuli:-~· 26. · ·Allocation Rep~rt for ·.Float ' Employees •. 
, . " . 
. . . 
-
. Graph ·of. reguired vs. ·actual · staffing: This gra~h- is 










hours is the workload index. ~ The actrial . daily s.t~ff:.:· . . 
I ,' , . • • ... o 






• I •' ,1 ' ing is that which is providt;d daily on . the patient \init· ~-· 
' . . . ~ -
. ··: :--~ ' ..... 
The grap~ is plo_t~ed ,as ·.show ·in Figure 27. 
. . . · 
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~igure 27. :Required Staffing Versus Ac_tu~~ Daily Staffirig .. _. 
1. 






Staff p~d~~t:!vity or _ utiliza_tion ·is mt!asured 
" . . 
. , 
The productidty inde,x for each unit equ~.i.s the . 
~f staf~ re·q~i.~ed ove~ ~ctual stai£. [lS] ~e 
J : - · • 
·' here. 
ratio 
closer · this _r~tio is~_o ·~e, .then the· higher _ t~e sts.ff 
utilization or : produ~tivity. 
. . ~ . 
. ' 
Ideaily. -the required : 
. . . 
.. · hours of nurs-ing care· should coincide with the actual · 
• • ' q • - • i 
. hours· provided; that .is; the tWo lines on the graph 
' . . • . , • ,. . ~ • ' ' . , I I . . 
·would be coincident • . : This mechan,ism monitors the 
. . 
u~iliza~~on as both -the actual staff· and the requi~e~ 
me~ts change. The ·gr~ph . serves as the' u~timate ~est' 
.. . 
of nurs;Lng ~agement efficienq regar-din-g resource·,._ 
I ' • • ' 
. . 
' . .. 
~-
, . ' ~ 
.. 
-. 
























· 4. · .IMPLEMENTATION - ~ 
. . · ;~\!; tj~·, ., . 
4.1 GENERAL 
.. 
implementation . of the. nure .. ing scheduling s~stem . depe~ds 
.. 
. ' 
upon ~our fact~rs: 
1. Centralizatiqn of scheduling. 
· 2. Employment of - fl~at ·staff. 
3, _ Alignment of hospital policies, · 
. . ' 
'4. ~ooperation of staff' and administration~ 
Q ' 
The following de~cripti~n discusses the need to consider · 
.., '· ' · ,. 
· · · these factors .be-fore· imp~eme~tation. · ·An outline is· then g~ven 
. .... ~ . . . . ' 
. for-the general procedures for implementa~ion. Specific pro- · 
gress to ~~t~ in- the . GeJJeral H~spi.tal.wit~ _respect to ~pleme.n- . _· · ... · 
tation is also disc~ssed, 
. . 
4 .1 ,1 ' Ceri ttali za tion of· Scheduling 
,. . . , 





and allocate nursing staff efficiently within the ;hospital.·-: . 
I • • • ' 'If. I 
For th.e .Ge~eral Hospital, centraiiza~ion wo~ld 'result. in 
. . 
·.· .. 
·a cost ~aving in terms of h~ad nurses' ·time .of $20,390. · 
. . . . . ' 
A central office monitors the totai staffing situation in 
. . . · .. 
·. 
) . . . .. . . ·, . . . . . ' 
the hospital daily, ·and supplies personn«i to . meet unexpect~ . 
. . .).·. . . r • : . 
' ed changes in workload. · Re~ponsib~i~ty for ·ache~uling is 
· clearly defined -in the central office. 
' I • ' , • J • 
Application of 
" . hospital policieJ! 'in ·a_ . unifor:m ma~er is · also easily 
' . . ' . , • 
. · I 
- .; . 
. managed, . 
~ • •' # 
• _" I 
. ..... 
. ' . . , I' 
- .. · .. - ,· . .. . 
·' 
~. ~ . ' . 
' ·. 
') 




• 4 ' . 
' :, 
; ·. 
' . ~ . 
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4.1.2 ·Employment o'f Float Staff 
,. -
' \ ... . 
Float·,aurses · are . essent:f,al to .the operation. of the · · . ·r 
- . 
nurse scheduling system. Float s~aff'may · be acquired from 
the existing working staff or through hiring and training 
new staff. A ready supply of floats are avail~ble in nurse 
. ' . 
inte~ who ~av~ ~ompleted.their training in · ~he. h~spit~l. 
·· Their familiari,ty ~t'th different units req"res ~ess ~rai,n..:. 
ing ~and o'ri~ntad.on. 
Incentive . _has to b~ p~oVided for a nurse to float .• · 
' . . 
Extra benefits to float me~ers could include higher pay, 
.· b'etter ·shift sche'auies, etc. Consideration in the 'form of 
"' 
.extra benefits recognizes the skill and a9ditianal experi~nce 
of a float nurse. ~e value of utilizing fl.oat nurses is, in . 
. ·. 
their ~lexibi.lity which permits a lower · ove.rall ·1evet. . of staff 
. . 
· .. to be mainta,ined within ~he h'ospital. 
4.1."3 -\lignment of Hospit'al · Polic~e~ 
To implement this .system some .basic decisions with ·re-
... . . . . . . 
. • ' 
, ' 
. : . spect --tQ. hospital policy. are' required~ 
. . 
AQy hospita~ policy 
. . . 
· . ; . t~B:t relates to th~- hiring and .schedul~ng of nursing staff 
- . · l . • . . - . • · - . ' 
. ~ mlJ8t be ·eXamined. ~~d streamlim!d~ The 'centraiization 'of 
. " -
sch~dulitig means that new · responsibilitie~ are.now. placed ' · 
<1n the · cent:tal offi~e ~4 that there . is a release of res_ponsi- · 
' ·, - ' . . 
,>- . . . - ' - . . -
bility f~om .the head nurse • .. · Hiring ~ractices have , to 'be 
.,cqan~~d 110 ~hat ' a ' new staff memb~~ -~~ - aware ~f the work ~ 
: 'pattern" on ~e· unit 'aa·signed·, tl,le, -a~vantages· of "floatfn~ . and . . _· 
· ' 
. t;he type of schedulin'g _system in effe"ct. 
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• , • I I' 
Policies for .float st'aff have to be developed so .that .· 
. . . . . . 
. . l . 
both the float· and the scheduling office are ·~ware of their 
. reepe~~i~e .. r~sponslbilities. ·. · Part;;.tim~ staff policfes: . .. 
·_which. allow their~chedules t .o . supplement those of the full-. I 
.. 
time. nurs_ing staff h.avt! , to be de~el_oped. Nurse intern 
policies have to be ~xamined - ~d coor.dinated so that decisions 
. . ' . . . ~~ . 
. ' ..,_ 
. f~r scheduling nurse interns · ca~ be made. a~ the , ~entrai ~ffice. 
In total · then. p.qUcies need be ali~~d s~ ·that responsibil:-
. .. . '. . . 
i ties. for sch,edultng. are clearly defined; a~d appli.cation ·of 
' ~ 
. ' ~ ' 
· polic,ies is con1i is tert t. 
'· . ~ 
. 4 .1.4 
. . ,, 
Cooperation of S~aff' 
' ' ' . 
to implement u~less. ·~ 
. . . . 
both administration ana nurses .c perate fully; Each group , 
• . . . • I ' . ' . 
··h45 i::o be aware of the other 1 Nursing a~inistration 
. ' .. · . 
. DtUS t , clearly explain t6 . the . ~U ses the' benefitS'r of changing to . · 
• J ' • ' • ' • 
-
<I! 




valved· ·in the design process !JO tha:t tpe ,system ~n~orpora·tes 
. , . . 
: : th_~-·.i_deas a~d· experien~e ~f . th.e :use~~. , . Nu!Si~g . staf~ :lftrbe. '. 
kept i~formed regularly during the ·~.developme~t of· a new system. 
' . · ' ' 
. ' 
. . -Considerable time was sp~nt in this study in,,interviewing 
• I ' t ' ' ' • ' • ~ • 
nu~sing staff. to ·assess the proble~ associated with curr.ent 
,. 
, " ' ""\ ~ • • • ., • • .... ~ ~ I• • 
·scheduling pro~edures .- ·obtaining suggestions ·for improvements 
. ' ' .' . 
··and PF.eferences ·with regar_d~ ··to the working . sched~~e. Nursitig 
personnel were cons tan,tly . informed, . of progress. The . time spent . 
. ' . 
.. on this ·aspect o~ : the desiSn phase was · >Considered ,worthwhile , . · 
. . . . .. ·. . . : -. 
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' 
·4,2 GENERAL PROCEDURES FOR IMPLEMENTATioN 
I 
I o' ' 
. ' 
.. . The actual imple~entation of the system requir~s two 
· ·steps:." 
(i) De~elopme~t . of .the work schedule. 
. . 
. · (ii) Daily _operation of all~cating sta~f. 
These two procedures are now outlined. 
Development of the work schedule: .' The s ~eps to develop· the ~ork 
s clu!du~e _ fo' each uni ~ are: · _ 
2 • 
Obtai~ the nursing ~taff's prefer~nces ~ith respect 
to: 
.. · (i) length ·a,f-work stretch,- . 
(ii')_·. split or consecutive. day~ - o~f., 
. ~ . ' 
:Ciii) .. "length rof ~eekend~ . ' 
(iv) shift rotation. 
c~~l~ hea4 nurse to obtain coverage ·~d st~ff ~x· 
It 
for the un~ f. 
,· . 






Use work · schedule selector ·program to obtain ·list o:f 
• • • t . . . 
. ,1 , 
. ' 
p?s~ible wqrk r terns. . ' . 
Select a suitable work pattern or develop 
I 
., 
. .. , . 
owrl ' p~ttem. · 
Use work schedule asseiiibler program to_ assemble . scliedul~ 
.. 
f .or the unit. , ; 
. ~ 
• ' • I 
· 6. Use work _schedule proj~c't<?r program to _ print. ·s~edule 
•• "' .· l 
· _or · project the sch~duie·. . \ 
.. r 
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.. . ' . 
.· 
. . 
. ~ .. 
, · . 
~ l ... 
•. 
An exam~le -~hich .·. sh~s the .capabilit·i~s ·of, the ·computer 
. \ . . . . . ·. ·. . 
progra~ . to develbp a work ~sched~le _ is shown in Appendix c.· 
Daily operation of allocating staff: .. ~· outline of th: pro-
·:: ·cedure for daily operation :o'f. the system is: 
·\& i ~ . . • L . 
· i. · On .l?ach patient unit hav~ ' the head· nurs~ complete 
. . . . . 
. . 
. · . the "Patj,ent ~lassificatiorr Form" ~Appendix B) and_ 
·_ . . . have . it ·delivered to' the staffing cler~ in the central 
. schedul~ng off~ce~ (May be . . done· around 2:00 p.m. each 
day.) 
~rq 
2:· .. The .~taffing clerk claa~ifies all patients for all 
.. ~ " ·. 
. . " 
units uBing ·the "Criteria for P~t!ent Classifi~ation" . .' 
. . 
' t: 
form. (ApJ?endix B)". 
·. . . . ~ 
. . . 
3 • . The "Daily Adj~~f~m~nt Form" is shown in Figure 28 • 
The as~ignment of staff is made using · th~ predetermined 
. '· . 
· . 
4 . 
. . .Float staff report t~ the _centiai. scheduling. office · 
·before each shift and "re a~Stgned to a Unit. 1/ ~ . . ' 
63 
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· I 
4.) . IMPLEMENTATION. AT THE GENERAL HOS,PITAL 
,• 
S.ome·: pro.gi:ess with . imp~e~entation .of the nurse 
sch~dtiling syste~ has be~n ·made at the -General Hospital. · Co~- -
.I 
t>uteri~ed. scheduling ~~s currently being implemented on one 
,nur.~ing . tinit with·tent'<i'tive plan~ ·to ·include ·an units in the 
hospit~i. One u~it has used· the_ schedull~g part of the system 
for three months~ Much .of the J)~Ogress to date has occurred. 
because of the close coo·perat:f:on of t~ staff·. . Nursing appr_ova~ ·-: 
.. of the rie~ __ system ~s mainly. t~e outcome ·of their involvement in .. · 
the design process'. 
. . 
·. Basically the .:progres~ to date can b~ .described under· 
five ·headings: 
. •' '·I 
1 ; ·<Time study. 
.. · 
. . 
·· 2. Debugging programs. 
. . . -
. ~ . i 
. - ~ . . . . ' . ' .... 
3. Monitoring of manpower. - . -~ · 
. . ~ . -. ' · . 
. . 
. 4. Estimate of time ~savings. 
- 5~ · ~ost . estimate of computer operation. 
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. ... . 
. .. 
• ., The puq»ose of the time study was 'to determine the 
.. , ·_, pa~aine~~rs (~, ·~1' a 2 , a 3 ) in th~ . equatio~: . ~ 
.·· 
. • . 
. . 
The ' ti~e study wa~-designed tQ let the nurses help in 
. . ,, ' ' 
. 
coll~cting : the . data. 'this was done to reduce · costs arid . · 
•I· ., 
• ·. speed results. 
~ . .. 
Allawing~'t_l}e ·nu_r~es · to condu~t _the data-
' I 
.. .-tak~ng, encoura$ec;t' ,partictp~tion in -the study and dispelled 
I • • ' • • • ·, • ll' .t • ' 
. · . ·. -at;\Y f.ears "on their part . th~t theiJ;" work was being que~tione~. 
··The· quicker the result~· could be analyz~d the· more b~ne~icial · - · 
• • \ ' ol •• • • ' 
•,. 
. 
. . ,• 
~ .. 
. ,• ':. ,. . 
they. would be to the concerned . individ~ls. · 
. ' 
. . - , - [11, 1a, 48; "52-J -' · . d. - · Other method~ - of'st~dy were consi ered 
and discarded for a number of reasons. . Wo_rk sampling ~~ ., 
found unsui~able'. primarily bec~~se ~n uiany cases a nur_s·e 
would be working for a sp~cific ·pat~nt hut wo_uld not be f?y 
• , i • • • 
I I 
. the bedside. · -.._. 'l1n,1s the person doing the work · s~ling w·ould 
• • , I ' ' ~ • 
< • 
· have to ask the nurse what work she was doing before he could 
. . .. . . ~ - . 
- •• ~ • ' ' ' • • ~ .. • J • • II ' 
. ~ssign a time ~o a ?~tient • . Other pr,o~le~ with ~otk sampling · 
• I ' I I .. 
. . were the limited ~umber . of men· avai.lable · to conduct the study · . ,, 
. -· .. (on~y .the ·authol a~d the fact the r_e~uits:·~ere n~~ded . ·in · a .: . ·_ -o· 
· .. 
, fai~ly short time. 
• ' t • 
Continuous time study of either nurs'es or· patients .wa8 . · ' ! 
r .. .. ' 
·not attempted .be¥~se the nurses. ·mig~_t misi~teq,ret the· ·• · 
' ' 
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• I ·~ 
,o 
I • 
timed. :A!Qo, patient e~ucation would have_ been necessary 
to exp~ain tli.e pers~n • ~ · pres~nce at th·e b~dside. Fit}ally, 
' ( . . 
tllree differe.nt classifica~ions ~£ · patie~ts would have to [ ' 
be studied and ve-rified, -to · .. obtain reasonable .estimates of 
I . 
· Orientationo of the· 'new fol1DS and . the reason for con-· 
ducting t!J.e t:f.me .study ~ooJt a~out one and -.a ·half hours for -
each. unit. . Meeti~gs were held . with i:he nursing person~el ·_ 
. ' 
. . ~ ' 
to explain the ~echanics ·of the study and the reasons for 
• • I 




· · ·. coneeiv~d conclilsion .. about using .the · results. 
2 •. 
·' . 
. That ac~uracy a_nd ~ones ty . -_in .report_ing the data 
·-
1. • • • • 
'· 
, . 
. -- · .. . ·_ . . - -~ _were veiy impor~ant. · .. . 




' ' . 
.. ' 
, 
·', I '~ • 
.. 
· •• • c. 
3. 
.. · 
That all nur's_ing staff were ·eXpected · t _o . partic;~pJite 
. • r • ~ , • . • ~ . • . 
_and by doing so could help in . improving the ~ork schedule. 
. ·"' . ,,. 
? a .. 
' . . 
4. · The he~d nurse' would be responsible for 'the · conduct-
. . . . .. 
·o~ . the study. . . 
Consultation with _another industrial engineer, t~e head 
.. nurs·e ~~ ~rsing . administration. resulted in the fi~ai':design'' .. 
of th'e' time. ~~udy ~orw (~~gure 29) ~ .The form was des.igne'd . 
• t' I ' • ' 
{ -
to fa~ilitat_e sJto~t .. bu'~ accur~te e~tr_ie!J . and occ~py a mi~itnum .• 
amount of the nurses' . t~me~ 
.. , . 
. ·. 
1 . • 
··:' ··.·. 
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~- , · .· 
(' •• -o 
~ -.:-. 
_.-
• ! . 
. ·' · 
: ,.. 
.-. 
~ .; , 
~ ' . t - . 
\ . 
. . . . 
. . 
stiff ·cardboard can be held :in the hand and fits easily,.into 
the pocket o~ · the nurse's ~niform. 
, The .time ~tudy fo~ were introduced'and used .on two 
m~dic~l-surgical units f~r one week. . The actual data 
'collection was acco~·lished by havirig each 'nurse complete the 
time study {orm for each shift ~orked. The head nurse and 
I 
team leader were excluded from the 'time study since their 
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:35 :55 
:40 - 10:00 
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CODE~ 
INDIRECT · CARE 
1·1 • Paperwork. meetings, telephone 
- .1-2 • Other ' · 
DIRECT CARE . 
D-1 • P~tlant · In Class 1 -(Salf·car~l 
D·2 • Patient in Class 2 ll'ltrtial·car~l 
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Ipdirect care activities were r~corded ·as~I~l or '1-2 • . 
By adding ,these-two ·parts together over each ·shift the 1total 
. . 
am.ount of indire~t ~~re (I) was detetmined fo~ each shift. 
The -breakdown of indirect care into I-1. and I-2 was included 
.· . , 
d. 
0 • 
although not essential to . this.study to ' facilit~te · deter-
. . 
Uu.nation of time spent on tiOn':"'productive activi_ties • 
.. 
,. 
The direct care ~ctivities wer~ recorded as D~l, ~~2, or, 
D-3·. · · The m~ber portion· of ·the code indicates . pa ti.en t cate-
· ' "' . . 
. . . . 
gory for pirect · ~are. ' This -was determined from the ~'Patient · 
~ .. . 
. '.' 
Classification Form" wlli~h · wa.s posteq ·on the- ~ulledn boar~ 
I • ~ ' " '- <:- • 
4 . . .'"' ' . ' ·. . . 6 • • • •• · 
daily:.·· 'I;h~s, one. of the 'five co~es and an associated time·, · · 
. 
. . 
.to the nearest five mi~utes, were recorded ·.for each .a~tivity · ~ 
. . . 
completed. Brief descriptions of the codes.are contained on· 
.. ,.... . ' 
.. . 
the front of each 'time sheet with a more detailed check list 
. ·
. given bn t;he bac].t. An inst~uctioti sheet was also given to· 
~ . . 
e~c~ _sti!ff member. : "'The format of the "Code Check List" and 
' . .. . ... . ' 
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' • CODE CHECK LIST 





CSR - ' Supplies · 
Dietar,y 
Housekeeping 





~etings . ·. , 
Preparing Medications 






·Trips to . · 
. Payroll 





DIRECT' CARE - DIRECT PATIENT CARE 
·Assistirl!} .. Doctor · 
I • Bathing' Patient 
• ESco~ting . Patient 
Giving Treatments 






db$1!1'1/ lng Patient 
Teaching Pat ient · 
Thlking t~ Patil!nt 0 ·' 
.. 
















. . ~ 
. ;.-
_; 






Obtain your patient's Class · Number from H~ad 
Nurse before starting work~ 
. '--' 
Fill in Title; Unit , Date, Shift . • 
. UnderlirrJ time s~arti!l~ work: ': - · 
. . / 
Determin.e what Cooe to use. i.e., wh~t.a~ i~ 
vou'are doing. ' . . . . 
If Indirect C;re, decide 1·1 or 1·2. 
0 . 
• tt Direct Care, oecide D-1, D-2,< D-3 -w'he~,e t he 
nu,mbers ( 2, 3 mean patient';· cl~ss as db-. 
· tained from Head Nurse. 
Record Code in Code Coiumn . 
. "" ' Underline the Time (to the nearest_ 5 minutes) 
the act ivity is comP.Iet~, 
Q 
. •, ~ 
. _ , .... 
.. 
<' 
. . . .., G 
cOde Check List and Instructio.n : Sheet • ., . 
.. .. ~ ·. 
-··.- ... . 
\. 
; 





















t . D_aily, ana~ysis . ~f _. the "t~me sheet,~ yielded the result~ 
. ~ ·-s~own' in __ T~b:J.e . ~. . . / . 1 • ( 
~\ - . ' · . . 
7 • 
. . ·, 
. . . 
.,. 
Table 2. : DAILY ANALYSIS ·oF TIME SHEETS FOR TWO UNITS. 
0 I 
~ ,• 
" NEUROLOGY UNIT • . 2-N WARll ""liN IT · . Nov.14-21/73 ,.. 
. / 
l I al . a 2 a a_~ I .. a 1 a,2 
· DAY ~-=' ~- WED 11.33. o:Jo 0.79 . 2.11 '\ 14.74 . o.n ~ 0. 39 
19.59 0. 24 : 
" THI.!R ' ~· 73 0.61 14·.33•· .0 .17 0.97 
~ 
. FRI 15 :·17. 0.34 ~.28 6:42 15.83 . o. 75 1·. 47 
SAT-· . 12.75 0.22 tf.2.6 ··1.1~/ 0 1 • 9.2 ; 7.~1 1.00 I SUN 10.33 0.28 I 1,41 6.25 0.58 1.42 --~ 1.56 
·r 
.. • 
HON I 20,25 0.91 ·. 1.63 1.19 14.00 0. 86 1.57 
TUES 22 .• 59 0· .. 52- 1.53 5.50 13.25 
" 
o. 78 1, 82 
' TWAL HRS • • 112.01 2 .. 81 9.63 ·. 18.53 ' 86.31. 4.86. 9~56 
·.) AVERAGE 16 0.40 1'. 38 2.65 12.33 0.691 1.37 
~ . 
o'.i~ 'I! o'.42 8.08~ 1.391 . EVENING WEJ) · 10.50 . 0.61 ' 0 ... 06 
. TIIUR s~5s ·o;56 2.59 6.91 0 .33· .o. 61 ' 0 ._18 . 
. · , · · .·FRI 10.41 o.:p 0.27 0.64 4.50 l.SO 1.33 
SAT 11.08 0.37 0~ 19 0 : 44 
.. 
7.34 0. 53" . · i.}5 . . 
SUN . 12.25 " 0•22 , 9.31 ' a·. 22 · 6.75 0.57 1.90 
• o. 
. 6·.1 7 .HOt/ . 10.83 0.08 0 r58 
' 
- .- o.~5 L32 
' ' · TUES p.33 
-
0.07 0.47 ... 5.00 Q.4~ 1.15 
' 
. . 
I' ,TOTAL HRS; 80. 98· 1.44 2,.80 4.50 44.75 ·5.29 8·.12 
.AVEMGE 11.57 o.2r 0.40 
.. 
0.90 .. 6'.39 . o. 7~ 1. f6· 
NIGHT. -WED 18.34 o:22 0.49 · 
-
5.6q · 0.07 0.07 
0 TIIUR .)0. ~3 0.02 -0.15 8,91 0~66 0. 47 . ' 0.58 
: ( fRI 9.25 .0 .02 . ,, 0.92 LOB 11.09 0 .19 . . 0 . 14 
SAT 7 .. 00 0.02 ·. 1.4'0 0. 61 ' I 7 .• 66 CJ-.19 0.93 .. . 
0 . SUN ·14.17 0.12 1.32 0. 81 4 .25· 0.-08 2.75 
' , ) . 
'HON . ,, 14. 34 0.12 1,09 1.14 7.08 0;07 . 2. ~j 
TUES • 17.42 0.40 _. 0,45 0.17 - - -
. 
.r:- ' TOTA'L HRS. 90.85 0.92 6.42 4. 39 44_. 65. ·<1. 26 ·7 .09 
"· . . .~ 
.. 
· AVERAGE 12. 98' 0 .13" 0.92 0. 73 . 7.44 . j):: 21 1.18 
.. 
. . ' 
.. 
. ·. 
. . . · ~ . . . . 
Further details on the analysis ~f the time .s~eets is 
. ' . . . 
.. 
• 
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The results wer~ averaged for the veek to Bive the 
. ' 
following . equations:. 
. . ~ 




• :~:r .. 16 -~ ·a .• 4Nl +/!".~~2 ·.~ .. ~i 1,; · . 
.. wi.I · .. 11.5· + 0,2N1 + 0.4N2 . + 0.9N; . 
. 





,• , l 
· 'DAY · WLI"" 12.5 + .7Nl + · 1;.4N2 +.3-.4N!. ~~ 
' 
,J ' 
WLf •. 6.5 + 0 8th" + 1.2N2 + 2.3N3 
.. 
., . 
\..' . . ' 
·NI.GHT · ·lotl.I · .. 7 .s' + 0.2N.i + 1.2N2 + 3.2N3 
· .. 
'I ,' 0 
• ' ' I • o • I f ~ 
· The benefits of this kind of ti'me··study to the h,ospital 
, • • • ( - • • • < • 
,; 
administration are: '.' 
I • . I • • 
1. No specially trained-: personnel requir.ed 'to .conduct·-f!!·tudy. 
' . . . 
. ' 
2. c~~bta.:i.n_ p~ramet~rs fcir,· alloc':lting 'st~ff da-fly: 
,. '0 , ' ' • I F ' ' • o # • ., 0 ~ ' 





0 • ' . • • 
Fo~ are easy · to use - ~es~gned .~o fit .uniform pcreket • . . · . 
. - · h~-aize. 
. . 
. . 
·_' - . .r~quires ~~ly pen an9 . wat~. - .. 
- complete ins.truction&> included. · · 
; ' 
~ . . . 
# • : . • • • ' ' • • • • , ,. 







~ ' ' 
,, c~~ven tional 1me_thjcis • __ 
',• • : II ' ~ • • ,. 
, : ' . 
. . I 
.'\-:· 
i . ' 
'' .. 
.. , ' . 
:. , . 
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, • · · . . . ~ r 
, ' 
I • • ;. 
1 1, ,( 
-" . . : i 
,. ' 
~· .. ~, : 
. .. :\ . . ·: 
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. · t, # 
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. ' . the benefits of the 'time st~dy to mirs.iqg personnel are: 
. . . ' ' . 
.· . 1. !~proved !work sched.ules. 
\, . . -
· ·'2. Parameters are provided . ~() .. equalize ~~rkloads ~ 
3. Job awarene.ss. 
' 
4.3.2 Debugging ·Programs ·. . . 
• , ' 
The. t~~ee. com.puteriz~d col!lponen~s of the scheduling _system 
"" 
were tested al)d debugged over a · ·three-month p·eriod on 'the 
I 
' I 
. Du~ing this _period_various improv~ents and 
. -
modifications were made to the ·eomputer programs. The fopnat 
. ' . . 
of the output ~eports were evalu~ted apd finalized~ · . Gradual 
• • c • • • ,. • ~ • I • 
... 
. . ~ ' ' 
~implementation of full ·cyclic schedulinJ is nea~ly accomP,lished · 
7 , ·, • • 
~owever' 'only partial potential' of'" th~ system . ' 
.. ' . 
, on the unit. 
• • I 
is being reali~ed a·ince present allocation -procedltres ~emain· 
unchanged. 
. I 4o3o3 Monitoring of.Mqnp,awer· - . : 
Two -~·its were selected. for on~ mt?n'th ' an.d 'patients cla~~i- . 
. ·' 
fied ·to obtain a workload index daily• 
· , . ,·, . 
. .. 
· The pu~ose of "'mQilftor- . 
. . . 
. . . }, 
ing to~ workload daily was . to determine _the utilization . of 
. . . ' . ' . 
. , . . 
. pr~sent l~vels of 'a·~aff. · · This was .. ·also _used' t~ estima~e · the 
\, . . . . 
time s.ewing that could ·be effectt!d· ~Y objectively :anoca(~ng ' 
. . '• 
. ' 
avail8hle staf'f .• :. 
f • , • 
Graphs o·f · the fluctuations in patient ·.c.are 
'I 
. ' 
# • ~ ·, : : ' ' • • .M 
are' · sfiown ·in: Figures 31-36 for both units. 
. . . . . 
.The he~d nur:se ·and 
. ~ . . ~ 
team ~~ader · 'are excl~ded in the fi,ctu~l' n~e~ - ~f n~~in_g_ hou~s .'_ .:: 
I • 
. ., .- , I 
. . . 
.,. 
' · . 
' \ ' 
' .. 
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' ~ I 
11 · . • 
· .. :: 
'· . 
... . 
provided.: Student9 nurses work: ortly in the day :shift. ~nd 
, ' . ~ . . 
a.re · ~onsidere'd to provide · sb; ·hours·· of '· c~r~e· pe~ ·shift .worked. 
to • • • • • 
. . 
.·· ~rge, ~aria~~s in st'affing ~c~ur mainly . in .the da_y· s .hift.· 
I ' 
Excess st~t_ff indicates low utilization and ~nwarranted costs· . . .. 
. . . . \ j 
t ~ . 
Evidence ~ere points to -potential savi~gs in ti}lle 'by better 
~ . ~ 
·uti'lization of th_e available nursing_ resources • 
. ..• 
4.3.4 _f;s .timate of Time Savings _ . · . . 








The es tima·te o'f time savings ,from .ins t": 
... 
of . the 
" 
'The time : .. ... 
system is based mvsa:vings irt. head nurf?es' t 
~ • . .. I ,_,...___ . •. 




s.aviqgs are /ummariz~d as follows: 
c' 
Es.timated saving in overtime per year 1_7, 550 ,Hrs. 
. : 
Estimated savings in, heaq nurses 1 time 4,248 Hrs • . 
. . 
· Total- Saving 21,798 Hrs.- ... . 
Q -' 
· ".Details of calculations · foflow O'n. the next_ page. . , . 
. ' ,· 
·. 
··, .... 
' . . 
.. t:. . . 
~~· . -~· -~-------------:__ i~r -.; . . . . 
,·· · .. · ~- -~i~st year nu~se~ 
. \• 
, . 
in training· •. 
.. ' ' . 
. •· 
I ' 
. ~ . 
'· 
. .... 
' ' I ' ·, . - ~· 
. ·' .. 
. . . 
-1 0 ·~ · 
,-r-· · D_iffe~en~e in 
.. 
a'ctual hours of care provided . and that'' required. .· 
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Average overt.lme . per· unit 
. . 
(Figure .31, 34) .. I 128.·5 Hr ./4 Wk~ ~· 
• 
.. 
contr~bution11 . 96:4 Hr./4 Wk~ • Nurses' ::a • 75 X 128.5 = 
' 
. . 52 T_otal overt.! me for 14 ~its fo.r onE! year ·=:14 X 96.4 x-= J 7 ,,550 Hr. 
. 4 .. 
. HEAD. ·NURSES 1 CALCULATION 
;, 
'. 
Total of h~ad -nurses' .time = 
;, 
! ' . 
' . 
...  
.. . . 




• I :. 
' . 
' ~ . ' 
. , • 
• 35~ hours 
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- 4.3 .s· Cost Esttma~e of C0111puter OpGra~io~ ·· . . do · 
. . ' 
> ,. 








. An investigation was con®cted to ,'determine the costs · 
0 
of an ·on-line computer .2_peratiqn of .the ·system. The ·costs 
shown in Talile 3 . 1~re. the appro~i:mate :installation and re'fital' 
• • ' 1 • • • • 
costs of representative· computer · terminals. Installation 
costs· are ~ixed wi.th terminal rental, ra~~s bein:g ~hM"ged · . 
. · . .:.·.· .... · · . • .- --
~mon~hly.. .The,. cost of cou;rputer· - ~rocessi~g time i~ not ·1n..: 
. ' . 
.. . , . ' ~ 
eluded in t;he termi~al . rental c~s t. _This varies' ·\lith. the 
., .. 
: usage of th_e~ com'?ut~r_ by th~ prog:rams. . The yearly cost ~f 
... 
. . 
time-shar:~n~ at\ ~BM 370'tt5s computer using."a~ · lBM 2741 
- ., -· . . : (" -<> . 
. .. .: . . " - -
.. terininal .is ·~S'timated to ,Pe '$23 ,460 with . initia_l insta11ation 
I 
cost of. .approxim.at.ely $100~ 
• • f • ' 
Further details .of the estimate 
~ 
ar«7- given below: . ' . ' 
' ,·I 
. ' · ' . 
··. Estimated, computer 'i)roces'si,ng .<:osts 
I '_. ' ~ "' ' I' 
.. . 
' Est.imate~ . rental cos~ of IBM 2741 termina~ 
, , <! '. 
Estimat17d· salary cost o~. computer ope.rat_or 
.. • q •• 
Total ·monthly, _!!ost 
~ ' .. 
Annual: cost • 1955 x 12 . ,' • 
·' ··r .: 
• Ill: 
.$10QO/lof:o. ·. · 
.- 120/Mo. 
.. ,· 835/Mo·. 
·- $1955. 
$23·,460 •: 
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Table 3. Economics .of Selected Computer Hardwa.r.e. :. 
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·Total - Rental 







1 Di'splay . 




. . ,, 
' ts .' " . . 
Impact Printer 50 130 · . 
. 
~ . :;J 
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... .  
. , 
·r :\ . ··-Non-Im·p~ct. : .... ,, . 




Datacom 300. so. 50 130-250 
•. 
0 ·• ·: . . 
;rwx 30 30 40~1-35 
. ' 
b 
Com term 2060 . 500 . · 
'" 
soo 2 ,5oq · 
-
·1fo_o IBM 2741 100 . 100 
.... 
' 
. 30 ; . '30 d ITY-35 "PSA" 90 · 
'· 
l··soo Comterm· · 2100 500 2,800 ·. 
' -. I ' t 
. 




2'30 · I~M .~275 . .. . 1230 . 250 
" 
I I .. NCR 39.9 . 300 ' 300 550 .. 
I 
' ;I 
, Telex . 3~J · 25 . 25' 50 .. . 
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~ Canadian Pacific/Canadian National .. · : · .. · 
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=· I ternati9na~ Busi ness Mach4pes C~rporation : 
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5 • · CONCLUSiON 
' 
,.: . 
' This rep~rt has . described a nurse ~cheduling system which 
solves present s~~eduling problems and mee~s stated objectives. 
The· system is - i~ ·the pr:ocess of being implemented on' .one unit at the 
.. General Hospital. 
} . . ~ 
An optimal use of _available personnel is· achieved 
'IJSing cyclical scheduling lpld an allo'cation method . The four compo·- · · 
. rients of the sys.tem .combine to yield a total-scheduling package • 
0 .. . • • 
Au·tomation of part o£· the system helps the user forui. optimal schedules 
. . \ .. 
' within given C~nst~aintso I 
.. . 
I · 
5,1 . BENEFITS \ '. 





' Cyclical scheduling produce~ work sch~dules that are recur- · 
· ~ • I 7 • 
.!-" 
The schedules.are fair to staff members with shifts. ' ' rent. 
being d:ts tri.buted equally. Nursing personnel know their sc~d-
• . 
ules in advanc~· and can plan recreational activities accor~ingly, 
. if ' " 
This results in les)J requests : for· c;lays off. Centralization of 
. .' 
scheduling eliminates the ~ime spent by_ the, head. nur~e on .ached- . · 
uling and also the potential ' ch~rges of favouritism on' the part 
' q 
' ( . 
of the head nurse. The_ .. n~w system uses flo!lt, permanent and · 
part-time staff to augment . th~ reg~lar staff work schedule.s. _, 
( ' 
The workload and allocation compqnent of the system pr?vides 
an _objective method to adjust staff to meet patient needs • . The 
~ew t~me st~dy method allows quick dete~inati~ of param~t~rs. 
. ' 
·for workload predicti~. ' Ove;rstaffing ·is avoided and ·a uniform 































level of care· mai.nta:l.ned. ··. A measure of ' s~aff utilization is intrcr. 




Automation -of -the three scheduling ~omponents intro~uces ~pee~ · 
·and flexibility into the system. ·More combinations of schedules -can 
, .. . . 
be tried until an optimal result is attai~ed. Conti~uous updating.of 
0 I 
unit·schedules · is permitted so that nursing resources are monitored 
daily. ~npower availability can be forecasted so that · se-asonal · 
fluctuations are' foreseen and recruitment started early enough to 




· The nurse s .chedulirlg syst~ is g~neral eno~gh so that any hospital 
. ·.. . ·. 
~y use it. 
.. 
Each component of •the system is · i~dependent of the other· 
/ / 
so that it can be selected and used to fulfil"! a specific need. 
lmple~i:mtation or" . the sy~tem' is enhan~ed because all · components are 
user-oriented.· Thus, the system": ~y ·be u8ed by any hosp_ital intere~ted 
// . . 
in establishing a method to effectively schedule .and· control nur.sing 
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5. 2 FUTURE WORK · \ . l 
Future work on the syst~m could include automating the t 
. . 
workload and allocation component. More manag~ent reports 
on nursing performq.nce, · cost indicat~rs ~nd quality o.f care 
are also needed. The nursing performance reports ·could in-
. 
. elude indicators_ of utilization, overtime, turnover, absentee-
, . 'T :.. : '\ , . 
· ism and job satisfaction. 
. .. . . 
1 ' · ~ 1 . 0 
Reports on ~oats could include cost/ 
' \ 
patient day, salary costs, overtime costs and manpower cost/day. 
Reports on the ·quality of care could include indicators which · 
make both the administration and the employees mbre aware o( the ·· 
• ·.' 
factors that ensure high quality of care. 





As a result of this study it . is recommended t .hat: 
1• Nurse scheduling b,e centralized. 
. 2. The ·cyclical scheduling method be used to schedule 
nursing personnel. 
3 ; Flexibility be developed in the work schedule by 
~ ' 
· using float, part- time and permanent shift staff • 
4. 
. I 
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~ . . ' · ~ .. 
"----- ---------WORK PATTERN . SELECiOR-7- - ·- --·----- --·-
. ' 
: ·~-- -·--.-- ------ ------.- ----- ---.-..:-- ----- ------- -----
" PA R;T I AL . 'L I ~T . PR:oGRAM VARIABLES . . 
.. ··------ ....... -"""----- ---- .. --~---- ------------------- --- ... 
.. .,__ AC~-~~Y<49> . OUTPUT ARRAY OF' . PATTERNS 
"·- A~·iil.\ I~DICATOR . F<;}J(· ANOTHER RUN , 
"-- o(',...·:f> • _COVE RAG! REQ '.0 ON DAY . SH I F'T 
"-'- · ·.· pAYS< 7) DAYS QF WEEK 
,, __ .,. Dl -~3) . COVERAG ON DAY SHIFT 
·-
. , 
"- - · "'. . 02 C 3.) COVERAGE ' ON EVENING SH I F'T 
· !'-.;. ~&·j/1 03 .< ~ > COVERAGE ON N.l GH T SH I F'T 
"-- -~. E ( 3) COVERAGE ON EVEN I NG SH I F'T 
"--· INF INDICATOR F.OR INFORMAT·ION 
· • "-- NC 3) COVERAGE .REQ'D ON NIGHT SHirT ' 
"-- P< -3> STAFF' NEEDED F.OR · coVERAGE 
"-- · PE·R<3> . RN;S ... NI'S,NA'S AVAILABLE . 
"-- REDUCE ,.. . WEEKEND. INDICATOR . 
"-- S<3> TOTAL EACH CATEGORY-WEEKDAYJ 
"· - SSC3) TOTAL ON EACH SHIFT-WEEKDAY 
"-- S I~ 3) TOTAL EACH CATEGORY-WEEKDAY 
. :.·. :-;-~ .. 52 .< 3) TOTAL EACH CATEGORY-WEEKE.ND 
"- - · S ~ I < 3 > TOTAL SH,I F'TS - WEE-DAYS . 
"·- SS2C3) TOTAL SHIF'TS -WEEKENDS 
· ·."~- TYPE(7~7> SEVEN. BASIC WEEK TYPES · 
•• .,;_ WEEK< 49) WEEK HEADING 
1
'·- W3 ~ 2, 1_0) 3 WEEK PATTERNS 
"-- . W4 < 3~ It ·> 4 WEEK PATTERNS 
I 
"·· · ,·wsc7 .. 12) 5 WEEK PATTERNS 
"-- W6 ( s~ 13 > 6 WEEK PATTERNS 
"-- .. W 7 <.b I 4 > 7 WE.E:K PATTERNS . 
··---- ------ -~----- -·,.------~----- - .. -- ------- -·--- - -~--
IMPLtCI'T tt5EGER<A-Z) ·. . .. . 
LOG I CAL* 1 . -~EEK< 49) .. DAYS< 7 >~ARRAY< 49 ) . ., TYPEC7 11 j 
COMMON/HOLD/D~YS~ TYPE . . · .· _. · . . · . .. 
·D I M~NS I ON W3 < 2.tl 121) ,W4 < 31 II ) ~ WS < 7, I 2), \1{6 < 5_, 13 ) ·_, W7 C I~· I 4) 1WSI ( 
42) - . . ~ . . 
.I • . • 
1,.)52 C 4 2), W6 I C 32), W6 2< 33 > ~ N~ 3) .. E C 3), D ( 3 >, NUM< 5 >, P < 3), S < 3) 
D-1 MENs 1 oN ss c 3·> .. s I c 3 >, s 2 c 3 > ~ ss 1 < 3 > .~ ss2 < 3 > .f 'o 1 '< 3 > ,· o2c 3 > ~·oJc 3 > .. 
· · ·. PER< 3 > . . 
' ; . 
D\TA W3/2~3,s,s,r;,.,eJ~2,2,2,·2_,2,Jj2,213,?..,2~2,2,2/ . 
DA T A w 4/1 .I ?. J 2 J 3 J 3 J 4 ~ 5 .I 5 .I 5 J 0 ~ 0 J 0, 3 .I 3 J 3 ~ 2 .I 3 .J 3 J 3 .II 3 I 3 J 3 .I 2, 3, 3 .. 3 
· ~3,3..-3,-
2,3 .. 3,3/· I o<} , · , 
. DATA WSI/I.~t~ 1 .. t .;?.;2,2,2/2.~3.~3,3',3 .. 4, -3_,4.,· 4,5~4_.515.t5~s,s~6 .. 
. ·. . .., ' ' ' ' s~·6 .. 6~eJ, .. _.· . . • . .: ·· · . · . · · 
0.~ t2l.; 0 ... 0, et-.1.0., 4., 4, 4., 3, 4, 3 ., 3 I , . . 
DATA W52 /3·., 3,3, 3 .. 4_; 4, 4.- 3~ 3, 4, 414, 4 ... 4, 3_, 4,,4, 4; 3, 31 4., 4_, 4,3,- 4, 
3,4,4 .. 4~ -
3, 3 ~ 4·~ 3 J 4 .. 3 .. 4 J 4 ~ 4 ~ 3 ~ 4 J 3 .. 3' 
. DATA w 6 I IJ .. i J I J I .I 2 J 2 .. 2 .. 2 J 3 .I 3 .. 3' 3 .. 4 .. 4 J 4 .. 4 .. ·5 . .,· 5 J 5 _, 5 I 5' 6 ... 6 .I 6 .I 6 .. 
121 .. 0, 121 .. 0,- . 
0~5, 4/ . " 
Q:\TA _W62l4., 4~ 4~ 4., 4., 4~ ·~., 5, 4~.~~ 4,s·;s·;~~~!.4, 5., 5 , _4, 4, .5 _, 5,·4 .. -4, 4, s .. ~ 
. ' - . · .. 
·' 






. .. . 
... :· 
,. 
. / ... · 
' ' ' 
. ' 
·. 
. . : 
DATA W?,S .. NUM,SE·X .. SSJ,SS2,"YES/t_,2_,3,4.t5_,6_,0,s,s .. ~,s ... S:.S , · · 
.. 4 .. 4 .. 5 .. 4 .. ~ .. 4 .. 4/" - . _ . - -~ . - - . ·c· .. 
*0_,7_,6_,5_,~· .. 3,7*0_,-'YES'/ ; . .'' . '._'. 
· EQUIVALENCE <WSI<J) ·,WS<l)),<.W52(l),W5~3)),(W6t'CJ>,W6ct · ), """"' 
. EQUIVALENCE <W62C I >~W6(33>> . . ·:· .. 
. EQIIIVALENCE <PER< I ),RN), <PEJH2>,NI ), <PER<3 ),NA> " 
PRINT 5 . "' . . ~ . . 
S F'ORMAT(//9X.t46< ··*')/9X,'*',·44X,'*'/9X, '*',44X .. '*'/9X,'!Ic', · 
t2X,- . , . . . . . _ - .,· . , , 
'THE GENE~AL HOSPITAL', J2_X .. '*'19X .. '*',44X~ '*'/9X,'*',4X,- -~ ~: ~;~~OME . T.O THE w_oRK PATTERN · SELEC~OR.' _, 4X, '*. '/ . ~X,' ·*·. ··." 4'4x, ~ d • • ·-
9X,'*'.t44X .. '*'19X,46('*')// > . 
PRINT 1 .. 
7 .F'ORMATC //I X, 'J?O YOU -WANT. I NF'ORMAT I ON ON HOW . TO U,SE THE. P.R 
OGRAM? '- · .\ " 
//JX,'ANSWER YEI.Q OR NO ENCLOSED IN .SINGLE QUOTES.'/) 
READ *,INF - . 
IF' . <INF.NE.YES> GO TO J2 
P·RINT 10 ... . . 
HI F'ORMATC'//7Cil< '*')//D(,'INF'OR~AT.ION'IIX .. t _J( -~*' )//JX,·'PURPO 
. SE -.- . . I I 
19XA 'TO SELEC·T. WORK PATTERNS FOR < 3) CATEGORIEs · Or - ' . . . . 
STAFF'.'19X .. '(EO. RN"S,NI"S .. NA"S)··- .· . 
//IX, 'INPUT - '111X, 'THE BASIC INPUT ' I_S .THE COVERAGE REQUI_RED 
~ . 
, ON EACH SHIFT.'/7X, 'FOR ' EACH CATEGORY OF STAFF.' /11X, 'WEEKEN . 
D COVERAGE- . . •. 
·IS ALSO CONSIDEPED.'//JX,'OPERA.TION -'1/J tX, 1THE PROGRAM SE 
LECTS- , . . 
PATTERNS WHICH GIVE .. THE Mo'ST EVEN'/lJX,?'COVERAGE•'//.llX.t'QU 
EST IONS - . . 
ARE ASKED BY THE COMPUTE~ AND THE PATTERNS ;' /It X .. ".ARE SELECT,E 
D BASED- , ' . . . . . 
ON THE ANSWERS Gl VEN. '//I X, 'ASSUMPTIONS -'I II 3X,' 'EACH PERSO 
N -
wbRK.s s sH 1 FTSIWEEK. • 111 3X .. 'MAXI MUM 7 DAY woRK STRETCH-< 4 .. s .. ·6 · 
.. 1 WEEK PATTERNS> .. a FOR 3 WK'-
//13X.t 'EVE-RY PERl OD Orr SHALL BE; AT LEAST 2 DAYS DURATION.' 
. . . 
· //tX .. . 'DETAILS - .'//CJX,'ANSWER YES OR NO IN SiNGLE QUOTES UNLE 
:~P~C I F I ED 0 THE ~WI SE, ' //9X, 'PATTERN 5 ARE Ll ST~D WH_ER~ s . '119( 
'BLANK . - . ~ORKDAY'//9X.t'O . : DAY OFF''//IX, 'L"lMITS - · i/BX,- . 
. 'MAXi MUM NUMBER OF' EACH CATEGORY WE CAN SCHEDULE AT A TIME = 
7' // -
. .70-( I * . ) I I) 
GO TO I 2 
14 PRINT 13 . . 
13 FORMATe //.IX~ 'OKAY TH'EN ... LET' 'S 
E.··//> 
SE'X= I 




. . ~ . . -
, . 
I ' 
LO_OK AT .THE . WEE~~NP ·coVERAG 
.· 
' ' 
. · I 
-·. · 





, ~ .. 
• .· t · I 
. _... 
··--:---DAY 5H I FT . . 
IS F'OR'MATC/IX.-35( •-• >/iX.- 'F'IRST,LET'"S CONSIDER iHE DAY SHIF. 
T. '/IX.-35( '- '>1> · J" 
~ PRINT 20 
20 F'ORMAT( IX, 'HOW MANY ,R.N."S ARE NEEDED. ON DAY SHIFT7 '/) 
READ •.- DC I) 
PRINT 30 _ 
30 F'ORMAT< /I x, 'HOW- MA.NY N. 1.,..!.-•\s ARE NEE:DED:- ON. DA.Y SHIFT?' I) 
. READ *-' D<2> 
P.RINT 40 . . 
~ 40 F'ORf1ATCIIX.- 'HOW MANY 0 N.A."S ·ARE NEEDED ON DAY SHIFT?'/) 
READ*" 0(3) 
. "-----EVENING S~IF'T 
PR I ~T 45 
45 F'O~MA:r< ( 1\ X,36( • -I) It x .. I NOW, LET" s CONSIDER ' THE EVENING s 
HIFT.'/IX,36C '-')/) 
PRINT 50 
·~~ ... (  ' . ' 
' . 
. .. 
50 F'ORMAT< JX_,_ '.HOW MANY R.N;. "S ARE NEEDED ON EVENI -NG SHifT?' 
/) 
READ *.- f:< I) _/-
PRINT 60 . , 
60 F'ORMATC !t'X, 'HOW MANY N.I:."S ~RE NEEDED ON .EVENING SHIF'T 
1 I/) . 
q READ *.- EC 2> 
' • ' I ' • 
'PRINT · '70 ,. _ 
70 F'ORMAT< /1 X, 'HOW MANY N. A.' • 5 ARE NEEDED ON E\1 EN t'NG SH I.F'T 
1 ~ /) I 
READ *.- EC 3) 
"-----NI GHT " ~IF'T. . 
PRINT '74 .~· . / p• . c:' 
7 4 f.ORMATC I I I '$_,"35 ( ' -' > ·./ ~X,_ 'NOW, LET' 'S CONS I DER. THE N l OHT SH 
1FT:.' 1- . · . : _, 
. 1Xi35( ~- ')/) 
PRINT 80 
80 F'ORMATCJX_, 'HOW MANY R.N."S ARE NEEDED ON NIGHT SHIFT?'/ 
. . . 
) 
READ *" N( I) 
• PRINT 90 
90 f'ORMATC/tX_, 'HOW MANY N.t.• .•s ARE.NEEDED ON NIGHT SHif':T?'/ · ··" 
) 
READ *" N< 2·) 
PRINT . 100 . 
100 F'ORMA T< /1 X.- 'HOW 1 MANY N. A.' '5 ARE NEEDED . bN. t-J I GHT-r SH I f'T?' 
/) ;' 
. 'READ *" N C 3) 
IF'CSEX.EQ.J) QO TO. 123 
PRINT 101 . 
)0.1 F'ORMATC//1~~ 'HOW MANY R.N.'"S ,N.I ."5 .tN~Ai"S DO ··YoU H 
AVE. AVAILA8LE FOR THE UNIT .. 1 //JX_, 'EXCLUDING THE HEAD NURSE A 
ND TEAM LEADER?'~/IX~'TYPICAL ANSWER MAY BE 5_,4,4'/-) 
REA·D .• , PER ·. . 
"----·-t·iEEKEND - POLIC-Y 
' I - " 
·121 F'ORMAT (-//I X, 'Do- YOU REDUCE STAF'F' ON WEEKENDS?·'/) 
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·• . ·~ .. ' • o . ; ' 96 
\ 
READ *~REDUCE 
"--·--f3TOR lNG INPUT 'fROM WEEKDAY COVERAC?E 
.' (j 00 I 22 · I= l ~ 3 
S l ( I > ;:::: tl ( I > + E ( I ) o + N ( I > 0 
SS ( I ) .e S I C I > *S 
·sst ( J > =0< I> +SSt (.l > 
·ss 1< 2 > = E < n + ss 1< 2 > 
SSt < 3 > = N < I > + SS I < 3 > 
OJ ( I > = 0( I > 
D2< I> =E< I> 
122 03( I )·=N< .I) .. 
lr( REDUCE·. EQ. YES)' ' GO TO t4 
. . ,. . 
.,, 
GO T 0 .t 5 I ,.J . . · ,. 
"---:-:-FINDING Tl;iE COVERAGE ON A . . WEE~EN* 
123 ' 00 124 . . 1=1 .. 3 ' o• 





I , . 
' ' L 
. . 
• I \ I 
. -- SS C I > ·= S 2 < I > *)2 + S S C I > 
SS2CI>=D<I>+SS2<1), ' .. 
S52(2)::;.E(I)+SS2C2>.. ~ ,. 
'J24 ' SS2<3>=N<I>+SS2(3) I . 
"-----NUMBER Or 'PERSONNEL NEEDED. CONSIDE.RI NO WEEKEND. REDuCT! · . 
()_N .. . 
00 1 25 I= I , ~· . 
REM=MOD< SS < l ) ; 5 > 
PC I > = S S ( I > /5 
. . : . . . 
I • • to 
'), 
.. 






IF"< Rt::M. GE. 3 > PC J.)·=P< I) +'.1 ' 
· {25 ' CONTINUE .. ' 0~ 
"--o.--PRIN·TING SUMMARY OF ' COVERAGE-WEEKDAYS-WEEKENDS .. <~ · · · , . 
PRINT 126 · . . · · · o' 
126 F".ORMAT < /170< .~*'>I it 9Xf' SUMMARY Or. COVERAGE R'EQU I. RED' i 19X 
~28< '-')I /I 3X, 'l~E£KDAYS '~ 24X.- "WEEKENDS'> 
PRINT I .27 • . . . I 0 / 
127 FORMAT< t 3€( .. 8 ( '-' > ~ 24X, 8 C '- ' >I' /BX.. 'RN' , 3X, 'N I •, ~x,· • NA',. 3.X . 
, 'jOTAL', l 0X, 'RN ·~x~ 'N-.1 '~ 3X~ 'NA', 3X~ 'TOTAL 'I/> ' 
PRINT t2B .. ol~sst u)> .. D~·SS2<.t>.D2,SSt<2> .. E .. SS2<2> , · · : 
t 28 F"ORMAT <?X, • 0', 2X .. 12 .... 3 px, I 2 >, I 0X~ ~ o'• ~ 2X~ 12, 3 c--3X, I 2) i IS X, 
'E',2X, 12 .. 3<3X, 12), 10X, 'E',2X,· 1.2~3C3X .. I2> > 
PRINT 129,03,SSI (3),N,SS2(3),SI,S2 " . . ' 
· .. 129 ' J.-oR~AT < ISX .. 'N ·', 2X, 1"2.- 3( 3X., 1z), t 0X, 'N',. 2XJ 1.2.- 3 (-3X, r 2>1 /1 X 
~·TOTAL',2X~ 12,2<3X~I2>~ (IX, 'TOTAL'~2X, 12., ·2<3X, 12)1/) • 





. ~ .. 
~~~-·--FIND.ING -~~E C.OV~RAGE. ~1 -TH ... ~o ~EEKEND REDU~Ti~~ ·oor .STAF . 
I·SJ. o'S(t.>=O<I~+E<t)+N<t> . . 
' SC2>=~C2)+EC2HNC2) 
S.< 3 > = DC 3. > + E C 3 ) + N < 3 ) 
55( I } .=.D< I ) '~ DC 2;) +D<3 > 





·'"'"'~ 55C3"> =N<t>+NC2>+tH3> o • · . , • 
"-.--·--NUMBSR Or · PERso'NNEL NEE.DED .WI'rH ,No-·. wE-EkEND REDUCTION -~ .. ·., 
. ' . 
·~ .· 
'· I• • •• 
DO ft 's l=b3· . . ' . f . I 
. · SSS= S C I ) * 7 . . 
• 
. RE~=MODC ss~,s > 




i-ll: . ' . ~-;-""" 
. (~: · . . : 
o, • 
: ' .., 
..··o.· .· ~ 
~ 
. .··' 
' l • • 
. ' . . .. 
... ·· 















' . . .. 
i.F' < R~M • OE • . 3 > P < l ) = P < I > + , ·· · . 
. " 
.. 115 .rCONTlNLIE u • • 
"-----PRINTING . COV~AGE WITH,Np REDUCTION 
- ~ 
· '· 
PRINT 116 . 
, 116 rORMAT( //70( '*')//20X, 'SUMMARY Or COVERAGE REQUJRED'/20 
x .. 28 ( • - • ) //) . . - 0 
PRINT 118 .. D .. SS<t> .. E .. SS(2).1N .. SS(3)' .. S . ._ 
f1 8 FORM'AT < 28X ... ' RN • .. 3X, • N 1 • .. 3X .. • NA • .. 2x ... ·TOTAL; tt2sx .. • D • , ·zx .. 
12 .. - 0 0 • 1 
3C3X,(2)//25X .. 'E',2X, 12 .. 3C3X .. l.2)//25X .. 'N' .. 2X, 12,3(3X, 12>1121 . 
~ • (}I 
X .. 'TOTAL',-
2X.ti2,2~3X,I2)//) 0 ' 
• "- -:::-- -PR t·NT I NO STArr REQIJ I RED TO G l VE COVERAGE . 
131 PRINT 119 . 
II 9 F"ORMATC 20X, 'NUMBER OF" PERSONNEL '/20X, I 9 (•-' )0//9X, 'NEEDED 
~~ISX .. 'AVAILABLE',7~_,'SELECTED'/) . • 
• PRINT I 53, J? < I > .. J:~ER < I >,PER< 1 >.. P < 2 >,PER< 2 >,PER< 2 >, P< 3 >, PE~< !3 >, 
' PERC3> ,. . , 
153 F"ORMATCIX .. !~N',8X,I2 .. 20X .. I2,13X, 12//JX,'NI •,eX .. I2,20X~I2 
.. t3X,·I2//IX, 'NA ~ ,8X .. I2':.20X .. I2 .. 13X,I2//70( '*')/IX, '*'.,67X, '*' 
11 x_, • * ·, 6 7X .. • * · > · · · · .. 
.,-----FIRST WE 5CHEDIJLE THE R.N.'S 
. . PRINT 132 
132 F"ORMATCIX~ '*'.t18X,!~IST Or PATTERNS SELECTEtl',24X~'*'/IX 
, '*"',6-7X, ···* '«JX, '*',.67X, '*'/70( '*' >ll> 
IF"~ PER< I> .LE. 7) GO TO 133 
IND=I 
CALL PRINT< & .1 80 > ~ 
13'3 I ND= l . 
.' ' 
... 
: ' PRINT 134 ' . · 
134 FORMAT ( .<//20X.,'LIST Of ~ATTERNS FO_R R~N.''S'/20X,27('::' 
)//) .. '' 
GO TO< i 2-0 .. I 20 .. 1 30 .. I 40 .. 1 50 .. 1 60.t 1 70) .. RN 
.. 112\ lr<P~R<2>.LE.7> GO T0."13 5 
CALL PRINT C & 180) 
· 135 PRINT 136 • 
1~6 fORM~tC//20X .. 'LIST OF PATTER~S fOR N.I.''S~/20X,27('~~> 
-//)' 0 ' 
GO ·roc 120, 120, 1·30_, 140 .. 150 .. 1 60 .. 170 >, N 1· 
114 IF"<PE.RC3>.LE.7)' GO TO 137 .' 
CALL: PRINT ( & 190) 
· 137 PRINT 138 . 
0 
138 rORMAT < //20X .. ',LIST Of PATTERNS FOR N. A,' 'S '/20X, 27 C ':: • ) -
//) ' 
GO 10CI20.,)20,J30,140.ti50;160.,170),NA 
12 0 P. R I NT I 54 ·~ . 
154 rORMAiC//JX, 'THIS SCHEDULING PACKAGE · IS 
OJLE 3. TO ' 1 .f?ERSONNEL AT A TIME.'/) ... 
GO. 1'0 I 90 . . 
· '
1
- - -: - -e3 - \.JEEK COMB I NAT I ON 
, " 130 CALL .PAT< ARRAY, W3, WEEK .. 2_, 3, 10 > 
GO T0 . 180 
- ·"-----4-WEEK COMBI·NATfON · . 
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GO TO 180 
. "!--- -5 ·-WEEK COMB I NAT I ON . 
150. CALL ~~f<ARRAY~WS~WEEK~7~s~l2> 
GO TO I IB 0 
.. ·--~-6-WEEK COMBINATION . 
160 C~LL PAT<ARRAY~w6~WEEK.~S~6~13) 
oo .To t 80 
"- ... . - --7- WEEK. COMB I NAT I ON 
1·10 CALL PATCARRAY~w7~WEEK~I~7~14> 
180 11\JD=IND+I . 
-· GO TO C I I 2, 1 I 2~ I 14 > ~ I ND 
190 CONTI~l/E 
PRINT 194 . 
I 
194·. FORMATC//IX,'.GOOD-BYE.t5EE YO!.! NEXT .TIME.•//) 
END ; - I • • • 
SIJBROlJTlNE PAT<A, IWK~ IWEEK~L,M~MM> . · 
IMPLICIT INTEGER<A-l) 
L 0 G I CAL.* I .. DD C 7 > , I \.JEEK~< 4 9 >, A C 4 9 ) , J Y PE < 1, 7 > 
COMMON ./H OLD/DD~ I YPF; ' 
DIMENSION IWKCL,MM> 
,JJ= I . t . 
DO 5 Kr;; I ,M 
DQ 5 J= (,· 7 . 
JWEEK<JJ>=DD(J) 
5 JJ=JJ+ I 
. ., 
JJ'=JJ-1 . 
PRfNT . 10.tC lwEEK,<J>..J=I· ~JJ)' . . 
10 fORMATC JX, 'P_ATTERN NO.' . .(X,7C7AI.t1X)) · 
DO 30 I= I, L 
' -'KK= I 
DO 20 J = 1 ,M 
DO 20 K=t,7 
. LIM= i 1.\IK < I, J >+I 
A<KK>=IYPE<LIM,K> 
-'· 20 KK=KK+I 
30 PRtr::JT .40 .. 1 .. <A< II ),fl .=·t,JJ) 
40 FORMAT< 6X, 12, SX, 7'< 7A I, J X>) 
/, .. ... ~J6~ • 
I 
.. : ~ . 
! · 




. PRINT 50 '. ·...: 
. si~ FORMAT< 1/ISX, 'DAILY COVERAGE FOR: EAhH. ~ATTERN ABOVE'/15~~ 
37-f•-•),1) ;; 
I 
PRINT 60 · ,. 
60 FORMAT< 18X, 'PATJERN No.•,sx, ~ : M T W T F 5 S'/) 
. • MVIW=M+ I 
, ·· DO 70 I= I, L .. 
70 PRINT 80,1,( IWKCI,K> ... K=MMM,MM> 
a0 · FORMATC23XJ12~9X~71~> 
PRINT 90 
90 P.ORMAT< //70{ '*·')) 
. · RE'TIJRN 
END· · r 
SUBROU•TINE PRINT<*) . 




' 10 FORMAfc/tX,'IT 
'E NUMBER OF ST~FF 
IS IMPOSSIBLE TO SELECT. A PATTERN...S.INCE TH 
REQUIRED IS GREATER THAN SEVEN.'/)\ ·· , .' · 
.• 
; • • ~ Q 
.. 
·. · .. 
() 
. 98 ',.t.-
. ' • 
.. 
. ::. ., .. 
.. 
.. ' 















DATA DAYS/'M',~T','W','T','f', 'S','S'/ 
OATA TYPE/'o:·:.·s*' '•3*'0',6*' ',2*'0';6*' 
o•,- . :. -- ~ 
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. . . i . . 
"----- _._. ._-- -'J./ORK SCHEDULE ASSE.f'I:!Bk£'~?.:.-- - ------ .- ... 
" PARTIAL L 1ST PROGRAM VAR I·A;BJEs . 
. . -::::---- --~;,~~~ ~ ~:-~; ~;;--- ~ ~~~~~ri~~t~~ ~~~;-~~-- -~--
II,...!., A( 7~49~3) , . EXPANDED - PATTERNS .. 
"-- AAC 7~49.~3> EXPANDED PATTERNS 
"-- AI< 7,49,3) ·EXPAN-DED PATTERNS 
"·- ANS ·1 . . I NDl CATOR 
"-- ANSS INDICATOR _ · 
.,·_- · CR.< 3, 49 > ARRAY OF COVERAGE 
·~- CC3~49) ARRAY OF COVERAGE 
".,.- CC ( 3, 49) ARRAY Of c·ovERAGE 1-
"-- CSC3,49) AR.RAY OF C-OVERAGE 
"·- -. tr-c 3, 49 > " " ARRAY Of· COVERAGE - '. 
"-- -.. CRTC3;49 .. 4) TOTAL COVERAGE 
."-- CAT<3> PATTERN LENGTH 
- -"-... . DAYS< 7) DAYS · Of WEEK 
" ... ..:. _· i'NF . .· _INDICATOR 
-"-- . I ND INDICATOR 
"-- INDIC fNDICATOR . 
• "-- l< I NDC 3-> NAME OF WORK CATEGORY 
"-- LEN' LENGTH OF.J WORK PATTERN 
.. "--- LL · " LENGTH ··oP.. WORK PATTERN 
"-- NIJM.BC 3) NUMBER PeRMANENT STAF'F' 
"-- · OH : LETTER X -. 
· ••-·- PAT·( .7_,7,3) . WORK PATTERNS FOR .STAF'F 
·_ ·.,__ P(7,7,3). , WORk PATTERNS. FOR STAPF' 
"-- · -. PSC7,49,3) PERMANENT STAFF PATTERNS 
"-- • PP PC 7, 49, 3 -> . PER~A-NENT STAF:'F PATTERNS 
"-• · PERM INDICATOR 
,;__ . PAR!Yl I'NDICATOR . 
"-- REV C 7 > ARRAY fOR REV l S I ON'S 
"-- . RE V.l sE: - REV I 5 I ON .NIJMBER 
-"-- · ROTC3) -ARRAY Or . SHIFT TYPES 
"-- R'UN RUN NUMBJ;:'ij 
"-- SAT' · . I NDJ CATOR . ' 
"--, SC 1.t7) WORKING ARRAY . , 
"-- STRC l4> -·_MIN AN.D MAX ; AR.f.tM ··~ 
"-- TYPE< 3 > , . NAME Or WORR CJ\~T-EGORY · 
"-- T<7 .. 49 .. 3> PERMANENT 
. ~ 
"-- WEEK< 49 > WEEK HEAD I NO"./ 
'" " :-- : ~KN 0 'WEEK NUMBER · 
"-- ' W~( 49 > • - WEEK HEADING 
"-- W< 49 > - WEEK HEADl NG 







IMPLICJT INTEGER ~A-Z> . 
.' Dl ME~S foN PAT<_7, 7, 3 5, ~AYSh), WEEK~ 49 > .,f~RRAY('T, 49, 3h RE~ 7 ,>.. P 
. 5(7,49,3),ROTC3>,CRC3,49),CRTC3,49,4),CS(3,49),CATC3>,KIND<3 ) . . - . .. 
DATA OH,ROT .. DAYS .. BLA .. CRT .. CAT .. YES .. IND,INDICJRUN/ 1 X', 1 0 1 , 1 E', I 
N'.-.. ''M', 'T'~ !_,.,.; 'T', •r• .. ~s·.·~ ·s·,~ i_..saa•0 .. 3•e . - •YES' .. 3*0/ 
' PRINT 10 . 
t e 'FORMAT c I 19X, 46 c • ~I> ;9x .. • * • .. 44X~ • * ·."t9x, • * •, 44X, • *· • /.9X, ' ·* • 
'· . . ' ' . . . 
·• ' 
101 
. • ' 
' , 
.'• 













. . . l 
' · 
~-
. J2X .. 'THE GENERAL. HoSPITAL'_,.jzx,; '*'19x ... ·••• ... 44X ... . ~··i9x,••• ... Jx ... 
. : .. . ·. . . . -
WELCOME T 0 THE WORK SCHEDULE ASSEMBLER •·', '*' /9X~ '*' 1-
4.4X~'*'/9'Xi'*',.44X.t'*'i9X~ .. 46<'*')//) > ' ' 
PR.INT 5 . 
5 FORM.AT< I II x~ 'DO YOU 'WANT I Nf"ORMAT I ON ON HOW TO USE THE PR 
OGRAM?''//!X .. 'ANSWER YES OR Nt ENCLOSED IN SINGLE .QUOTES.'/) 
READ *.t I NF ' . · , . . . . ' 
lfCINF.NE.YES> GO TO IS . 
PR.fNT "6 , . . . . 
6 FORMAT< //70( '*')//IX, 'INFORMATION·' /IX .. II<'*' )//IX, 'PURPOS 
. . . I E - '- . -
j/9X,'TO WORK OUT DAILY · SCHEDULES FOR (3) _CATEGOR,ES Of STA~ 
F~ '1.9X·, - . . . 
'(EG. RN' 'S.tNI''S,NA''S) "//IX, 'INPUT-··> 
PRINT 7 , . . 
? '· fORMAT< ?X, 'THE ' BASIC I~PUT IS · A PATTERN (SHOWING DAYS OF' 
F AND SHIFTS) I /7X, • - • I 
\thi I CH . MAY BE SELECTED US~ NG . "NURSE:.I " ' PROGRAM OR WORKED OUT' I 
7X, 'INDEPENDENTLY • '> 
·PRINT B 
8 FORMATC//IX~·oPERATION -'1/llX .. 'THE PROGtAM SCHEDULES ST 
AF"f I N A CYCL I C - . . . · . . . . , r 
'MANNER AND REPORTS"/I-1X, 'ON E';ACH SCHEDULE _PR DUCED.~//ItX,.'T 
HE OPERATOR- . . , 
ANSWERS 'A SERIES Of QUESTIONS THAT THE .COMPUTER'/IJX,'AS~S 
AND CHANGES ... •· 
EACH SCHEDULE UN.T I L A SATISFACTORY SHIFT' I 11 X, 'COVERAGE~ AND 
PE-RSONNEL MIX IS OBTAI NED. ~ ) # 
PRlNT 9 
\ . 
.' .. 9 FORMAT< //JX, 'DETAILS -'//9,X~ 'ANSWER .YES_ OR . NO. IN S I NGLE Q 
UOTES - , . 
. UNLESS SPEC'I F' I ED OTHERWISE,' T:-
//9X,'THE PATTERN IS E~TERED SHOWING DAYS OFF',-
AND 'SHIFTS WHERE: '//9X, 'X- DAY . OFF',T~S, 'R- REQUESTED DAY 
0Fr'19X, 'D- DAY SHIFT',T3S,'S -SICK LEAVE'/9X~'E- EVENING 
SHifT',T35~ '0- .DAY .OWED'-
·· /9X,'N- NIGHT SHfri',T35.,'T- NURSING DISTRICT'/9X.,'A- ANN 
IJAL - · . 
LEAVE' .. T35, 'C - CLASS DAY'//9X, 'PATTERN LENGTH IS' IN WEEKS. • ,' 
119X,- · ' 
· 'TYPING CODE FOR ~'ATTERNS:-'//9X •. '0 - DAY OrF',T35.t'5 ' ·:. REQU 
ESTED- -
DAY OFF'/9X, 'I- DAY .SHIF'T'.,T35 .. '6 ·-SICK LEAVE'/9X~. '2- EVE 
Nl NG ~ 
SHIrT', T35, ' 7 -
lNG -
Dl STRICT I !9X, ·4 
E: CODES 0 . : 3 
~- 'I /9'?{..~ - · 
DAY OWED'/9X,'3- NIGHT SHIFT',T~~~ ~ a · - ~URS 
. ~ 
. . 
-ANNUAL LtAVE'.,T35~'9- CLASS DAY 9 //9X.,'NOT 
USED IN THIS ~ROGRAM.'//IX~•LIMITS -· · 
·. 'MAXIMUM PATTERN LE:NGTH ·= 7 WEEKS'.I/9X .. 'MAXIMUM NUMBER OF' 
-













15 PRINT 12 • 
12 F.O~MAT< //IX, 'STAFF' CA.TEGORY? ·~ · 
I ND= I NO+ I 
:READ *"KIND{ I ND) 
PRINT 20 
20 FORMATC/JX, 'P~TTERN LENGTH?'/) 
READ *"LEN 
cAT< I ND> =LEN 
LL=LEN* 7 
PRINT 30. . 
30 FORMATC/JX, 'PATTERN?'/) 
READ *, ((PAT< I, J, I ND>.. J= 1, 7 >.. I = 1 .. LEN> 
DO 21 1=1 .. -LEN 
DO 21 J= J, 7 
\ 
IF"<P~t< I,J,JND).EQ.0) 
IF'CPATCI,J, IND).EQ.I) I , 
lf'CPAT< J,J, I ND> .EQ.2) 
I ( f"( pAT ( I J J .. I N D ) • E Q • ;3.5 
21 CONTI NIJE 
PAT< I JJ, I ND1 =OH 
PAT< II.J .. I ND>=ROT< I> 
PAT<l .. J~ IND>=ROT.<.2> 
PAT< t .. J,.IND>=ROT<3> 
JJ=I 
DO '25 I =I ; LL 
DO 25 J= I, 1 ' 
WEEK< JJ >=DAYS< J > 












~- " .. 
PRINT 65,LEN .. KJND< fND> . . 
65 roRMAT< 11 x .. 'PATTERN cHosEN ~oR • ~ 11 .. 1x ·~ A-4/tx .. zsc •- ·>I> 
PRINT 84~<WEEK<J> ... J=t .. LL> . 1.: .. : 
PRINT 84 .. ((PAT(I,J,JND>,J=I .. 7)·.,J=J,LEN> . 
B4 . FORMATC-7( JX .. 7AI > > . · 
85 ·FoRMAT< 1 x .. 'EMPLOYEE· .. 1 < 1 x .. 7 A 1 '> > 
''-----EXPAND! NG PA·TTERN 
PRINT 78~LEN .. KIND< IND·) 
I • 
'78 FORMAT( /;9X, 'SHIFT SCHEDULE FOR ', I 1:. tX,'A4/·9X .. 25('-' > /) 
.PRINT 85 .. < W~EK< J) .. J'= J,LL > 
-' \CALL EXPAND .(PAT .. ARRAY,LEN,JND> 
CALL COVER < AR.RAY .. LEN,C'R ... I NDC > 




225 . PRINT 230 
·• ~.230 FORMAT< II X-, 'St\T.l SFI ED WITH COVERAGE?· ' I) . · . 
READ *"SAT · · 
IT<S"AT.EQ.YES> GO TO 270 
I 0 0 REV I 5 E = RE V I SEt I 
"---:--PRINtiNG PATTERN- ' l\ 
··; ' . 
~ . . ~ ' 
. . PRJ NT 83 . 
· 93 fORMAT< !8X, 'THE PATTERN" IS :·';ax, I 4.< •-' > >) 
· LEN=CATC t'ND> 
PR l NT 8 2, < I; I = 1 ,'LEN> 
82. · FORMAT< 7( 4X .. IJ, 3X )') 
LL=CAT< I NO>* 7 . . 
PRINT'' 8 4 ~ <WEEK< J '), J = J... LL > · . 
PRINT 84,((PAT< I .. J .. INO),J=I~7>~ l=l~LEN> 
·: ~ PRINT 240. .· . . .. 
. 
. ' · 







':" ' ·. ~ 





' . ;., 
I ' • 
= 













240 FORMAT.<,Ii x .. • CHANGE. WHICH ·wEEK?·)> 
READ *~WKNO ~ 
· PRINT 250 
250 .FORMATC/IX~ 'REVISION fOR THAT WEEK?'/) 
"---,.-READING REVISION . 
· READ *-'REV 
~ DO 2 55 J = I .t 7 
n1 r <REV< J) • EQ. 0 > 
iF'< REV< J > • EQ. I > 
lf<REV(J> .EQ.2) 
If< REV< J > • EQ. 3 > 
' . 
255 CONTINUE 





260 PAT< ~jKNO,M~ I NO> =REV<M> 
"-----PRINTING REVISION 
PRINT 265~R~VISE ~ 
265 .fORMATC/9X, 'R~VISION NUM~ER'.tl3) . · 
. PRINT 7B,LEN,KIND~IND> 
PRI .NT as~· < WE-EK<J>,J= t .. LL> . 
I . . 
CALL EXPANDCPAT,A~RAY~CATCIND>,1ND) 
CALL COVERCARRAY.tCAT<IND>.tCR .. IND> 
GO TO 225 
. ' 270 CONTINUE . 
"----.-PERMANENT SHIFT ST.AF'r 
PRINT 280 
i , 
280 FORMATC/tX~ 'ANY PERMANENT SHIFT STAFF?'/) 
READ *-'PERM . I 
IF (PERM.NE.-YES> GO 'TO 305 . ' . . . I 
284 CALL. SPARE< PS,CAT< IND>,.WEEK.tCS.t IND> . 
I 




2~3 FORMATC/IX.t 'SATISFIED ~lTH 
~ · . _· 
THE PERMANENT. SHIFT SCHEDULE 
?'/) 
READ ,.., PARM 
IF< PARM. NE. YES> 
DO 285 ..J=I.t3 
00 285 K=t,LL 
284 
285 CRTCJ .. K,4>=CSC K>+CRT(J .. KI4) 
. "---:--PRl NTtNG .QUPI REPORT , 
305 . PRINT 300 
30~ FORMATC/IX, 'fULL TIME SCHEDuLE?•;) 
READ *"OUT 
If (OUT. NE. YES > GO · TO I 0 
CALL OUTPUr<ARRAY,LEN .. WEEK .. PS.t~IND~PERM.t IND.t&310~ 
310 CONTINUE· _ + . 
. " .:- .- - --INSERTING COVERAGE fOR PATTERN<RN;NI .. NA> 
DO 320 ..J = J., 3 . . . 
DO 320 K = J,LL . 
. ·3?~ 9RTC.J .. K, IND>=;'CR(J,K>+CRT·<J~K .. IND>+C-RT<J,KJ4> . 
f.IF(OUT.NE.YES> GO TO 390 , . 
. . .' IF<PERM.NE.YES> GO T0 ' 351 ' 




. .. ..., . 
· /./·~R I NT 335, .K I NDC I NO) . . .: . 




. ' ' 
; , 





,• . .,. I 
I , . 
. •, 
l . ~ · 
. . · ' 

















-· · .. - ~A!t?l ~·· :·' 
' . . 
PRINT 33 7 #. <WEEK< J), J= I , LL) 
337 FORMATC9X,7< 1X,7A1 )) 
DO 340 ' M=t,3 , 
. ' ' 
340 PRINT 350#ROTCM>,CCRT<M#N#IND)#N= ,LL> 
350 fORMAT(( BX:# AI, 7C 1 X, 711 » > · ·. ·· 
••-----RETURNING TO SUBROUTINE OUTPUT 
351 CALL S.IJ82( ARRAY> 
GO TO 390 
354 IF<IND.EQ.3) GO TO 355 . 
PRINT 95 / ~ 
95 fORMAT< /IX, 'SCHEDULE ANOTHER1.CATEGORY Or ' ST.Aff?' /) READ *" ANS /. 
IFCANS.EQ.YESl . GO TO . 15 ~ . / 
355 PRINT 3 70 . .> ....... · , . . 
370 FORMATC/IX, 'SATISFIED WITH THE COMPLETE SCHEDULE?'/) 
READ *" ANSS · 
IF CA~S~.EQ.YES> GO TO 440 ' 
PRINT 380 · 
380 FORMATC/IX, 'CHANGE WHICH STAFF' CATEGORY?'/) 
' READ *"I NO . 
· .. __ .. :__.ZEROI~G CRT 
DO 382 N= I, 3 · .. , 
DO 382. K=·1, LL 
CRT<~, K, I ND> =0 
382 cRrcN .. K .. 4>=0 
·}Rtv 1 SE=0 , . 
60 TO 100 . 
;•---- - TOTAL 1 COVERAGE F'OR C.OMP~ETE SCH?DULE 
390 CONTINUE 
lr<OUT.NE.YES) P~INT 39S . 
, · 395 FO'RMAT< //28( ' * ' ), 'Sllf1MARY REPORT',28C •*• )//) 
.lf.<INDIC.GT.IND> IND=INDIC · · · '·· 
IF.'(IND .• EQ.I·>··PRINT 40S .. IND . 
• > 
. / . 
... 405 FORMAT< /I X, 'TOTAL c ·oVERAGE fOR ' :1 11 .. • CATEGORY Or STAFF' ; 
11 x·~ 38 c •:. • f}.). · ~~·. · · 
. If.< I ND:E:Q.·I) 00 T0 !-406 
PRINT . 400.,1 ND . '-.... . 
400 FORMAT< /J.X:, 'TOTAl . COVERAGE .FOR •, It, • CATEGORIES OF ST 
AF'F'/tX,4t ( •'-')/) ' 
406 DO 410 M=li3 ' 
oo· ~-tPJ N= 1 ,LL 
I· • . . 
410 CRTCM,N,4>=0 "----~-s~A'fl·cH .F.OR ·MAXIMUM LENGTH 'PATTERN . 
MAX=0 
oo· 40& ·K= 1, 3 
IF' CCATCK).GT.MAX> MAX=CATCK> 
I'. 
402 CONTINl~ . 
" -- - -·TOTALLING COV.ERAGE SO FAR 
Ll=MAX* .7 ·· , . 
po 4 2 0' M::: J,JND 
DO 42rll· L = I i3· 
SOMA =CAT ( M) * 7. 
SOME·=SOMA · 
. . KK= t 
• • !"' 
.. . · 




' . · 
I . 
. . . , .. 




.' " I 
~ • • I 
' . ' 
· .. . ' 
' . 
·' 












DO 42lll K=t,LL 
lf(SOME.GE.K> GO T0 - 415 
KK=I . 
SOME=SOME~S 0~1A . . 
j 
415 ~RT<L~K,4>=CRTCL,K,4>+CRTCL,KK~M> 
420 KK=KK+ I . 
"---.:.-PRINTING TOTAL COVERAGE SO fA~ 
PRINT 337,<WEEK<J>,J=t,LL> 
· DO 430 M=l,3 • 
. , 
430 PRINT 350.,ROTCM).,(CRTCM,N,4bN=I,LL> · .. 
RUN= RUN+ 1 
PRINt·. 435 .. RUN 





j DO 432 ·K=I,LL 
432 CRTCN,K,4)=0 
435 . FORMATCIJ~, 'END . Of . RUN 
INDI C.= I ND 
. ' ' J · .. 
•, 11/JX, 12( I.:.. )//-70( ••• >. 1~> 
GO ·TO 354 
440 PRtNr360 . · 
360 F'ORMAT <I II X, ··SO LONG, SEE YOU NEXT TIME I '/ > 
END . ~ 
"-·---SURROUTJ·NE TO EXPAND. PATTERN 
SUBROUTINE" EXPAND(P,A,LG,POS) 
' IMPLICIT INTEGER<A-Z> I '. 
Dl MENS I ON . P f 7, 7, 3 >,A< 7, 4 9 , ·3); S <-I, 7 > · · 
LL3=t 
DO 10 LLI=t,LG ~ 
DO·:. 1 QJ LL2 = i~ :.' 7 . ~ r-' ' ·. 
I ' 
AC1;LL3,POS>=PCLLt .. LL2,POS> 
J0 · LL3=LL3+1 
L=LG- 1 
DO 100 ·t =I, L 
LEG=LG . 
· DO 5 0 J ='I , 7 
50 SC J,'J)=PCLG,J~POS> 
oo·· 60 M=2, LG . 
. . £?0 5 5 N : 1 , 7 . 
f , 
55 PCLEG,N,POS>=P<LEG-1,N,POS) 
' 60 LEG=L.EG-1 
DO 70 K=J,7 
7lll P C I , K, P OS > = S ( I , K ) 
.LL3= I . ., 
DO S2. LLl=t .. LG 
00 . 82 LL2=t .. 7· , 
A< I+J,LL3,POS>=.P<LLI~LL2,POS> . 
82 LL3=LL3+ I . 
I ~0 CONTI NIJE 
LL=LG*7 . 
00 120 I=J,.LG · ·· 
• J .. 
· 120 PRINT 105,f,(A_(I,J.,PbSbJ=J,LL) 
. 105 F'ORMAT< C4X, 12,JX,7{1X.t7Al ») 
·z=t 
00 1 I 0 I =·I , L 0 
DO I .1 0 J ·= 1 , 1 
. d • • ~--- ...----... 
-::-..-- ;,....-- · . ·. 
., • 0 
' · 





. ' . 
' 1 









·. . ~ 
.. , 
., .. 




: \ 0 
. . 







. . . , 
.\ •. 
I P<I~J~POS>=ACI,Z,POS> ,· 
· 110 Z=Z+I . . 
RETURN 
END .· . . . 
. c 
"--:...--SUBROUTINE TO TOTAl. E:OVERAOE. DAY,f.VENING,NIGHT 
SUBROUTINE COVERCAA,LENG,CC,PLA) 
IMPLICIT INTEGERCf\-Z) . , , . 
DIMENSION AAC7,49,3>~Cc3·>~ccc3~49)~RoTC3> 
DATA ROT/'D', ·~·, ~N'/ 
END=LENG*7 
9 DOS 1=1,3 
. DO S J='l, ENDa 
.. ·. S CC(.I,,J)=f2J 
.~ 
DO 20 J:J,END 
-CCI >=f21 
. _/ . CC2>=0 
( cc 3 >.=0 
DO ' I 0 , I= 1 ~ LENG 
' I 
DO 1 0 . K = 1 I 3 ' ' ' • 
. I r C AA t I , J, PLA > • EQ • ROTC K > )" C C K > = C C K) + t. ·. ·- · 
1_0 CONTINUE 
DO ·. I S L = 1 ' · 3 
I 5 C C C L, J > =·C C L > 
20 CONTINUE 
DO 4 0 M = I , 3 .-· 
40 PRINT 30~ROTCM>,CCCCM,N> .. N=I,END> 
30 FORMAt-< C 8X, A I~ .~ ( 1 x~ 7 I U ) )' . 
RETURN 
END 
.. _:_ ___ Sl.IBROIITINE FOR PRINTING bJJTPUT 
. 
• ' 0 
o ' 
} 
SUBROUTINE O.IITPIJTC A·t 1 LENGTH, WK,.'PP? 1 TYPE) PER,. MMM, *) 
.' IMPLICIT INTE.,.t~RC .A-Z> . . . .. _ 
, Dl MENS I ON A 1 (7i 49 I 3) ~ WK ( 4 9 )J c ( 3, 49). ppp (.7 j 49, j), STRC 14) I TYPE' 
:, .J 3) 
'· DI\TA oH, DAY, EVEN.; N t oHT. YEs .. STJV'X • .. • D', • E • .. • N'·, • YES· . -1'4*0/ 











'I ' 1 
PRlNT s~ TYPECMMM> 
5 F'ORMAT.C//70( '*· '}//20X~ .'F'ULL REPORT F'OR: ~ .. A4.i2't!JX .. 20(H:'' >i> 
• "---~-PRINTING . SCHEDULE 
IF'CPER.NE.YES> GO TO~ 
CALL SUB I C 'PPP~ .WK,MMM) 
4' PRINT 6.~LENGtH~TYPECMMM) . . . 
.· 
6 FORMAT~/IX~ 'SHIFT SCHEDULE FOR',IX.ti1,JX,A4/JX,25~'-')/) 
PRINT JQJ,(WKC~),J= I•TL> 
10 FORMATctx; 'EMPLOYEE',7CIX.7AI)) 
DO 20 I= l.t LENGTH . . . . 
20 PRINT 25.1,CAI<I~J;MMM),J=t .. t~) -. 
25 FORM_ATC C 4X~I2,3X~7< tX .. iAI > > > 
CALL COVER(.A1~L~NGTH.C,MMM> 
RETURN 1 






~. • • • t .. 
-~ ' ' 
107 .' 
. . · .. · ~···· 
' 
·,· 
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'-· 









".:..:.---FINDING MAXIMUM AND M, _IMIMUM WORK STRETCH 




DO 30 J=t ~TL 
lrCAI<t~J,MMM>.NE.OH> GO TO 28: 
CHECK= CHECK+ I 
IF<CHECK.GT.I) GO TO 30 
I~CCOUNT.EQ.0) GO TO ~0 
KK=KK+ I 
STR< KK >=COUNT' 
COUNT=0 
GO TO 30 
28 COUNT=COUNT+ I ' 
CHECK=0 
30 _CONT.'! NtJE 
N= 1 • 
"--..:--SEARCHING fOR MIN AND M1\X 
lr<AI(I,TL~MMM>.EG.OH) GO TO 36 






GO TO 36 
34 KK=KK+t: · 
STiH KK >=COUNT 
N= I · 
. 36 I Ml·N=99 -
· .MAX=-99 .. 
· ' DO '3 7 J: N ~ KK 
IF'CSTRCJ).LT.MJN> .MlN=STRCJ3) 
. l'F'<STRCJ>.GT.MAX> MAX=STR<J > 
37 CONTINUE . 
. o. 








38 PRJNT 3S,TYPE<MMM> 
35 F'ORMAT.C/IX~ 'F'ULL RE~ORT ON SCHEDULE . F'OR ',A4/JX,32'<•-•' >' > 
" I PRINT 40,MJN,MAX 
40 FORMATC11X, 'MINIMUM WORK STRETCH ='~12//tX,'MAXIMUM WORK 
STRETCH =',12/) 
"----- T_OT_{\~.;.p,E,N SHIFTS FOR PERSONNEL 
. D=0 . 
. . E=0 . 
N=0 . 
....._ 
- ·' 0.~ 50 J::::, l ,TL' ' ·,. 
· IF'CAI C J,J,MMM> .EQ.DAY> D=D+ I 
·. IF< At (f-,,~MMM> .EQ.EVEN> ~ E_::_E+ .· 1 
-~ 
~ . 
. IF'<AICI,J, M>.EQ~NlGHT) N=N+I .. · · . . 
50 CONTINUE . ~-· .. · . ·. 
PRINT60,D~~ .. N · .-- .·. . . o .· .. • '• ·:. 
60 FORMAT,< IX, "TOTAL Y SHIF'TS =•, 12//JX~ . -TOTAL·EVEN.ING 
TS =· ·,.12/IJX, 'TOTAL Nl ' T SHIF'.TS =',12·/) . . 













. ~ . r I 
. ' 
- ' ' 
,. ... . 
., ' 
PRJ NT 65, \.olD . ~ - . 
- ... 
65. F'ORMATC I i{, 'TOTAL. NUMBER OF' WORKDAYS =',I 2/) 




· ·bo 70 J=2,TLI 
IF'CA.JCJ,J,M.MfY!>·NE.OH) GO aTO 70 
IFCAf(t,J-J,MMM).EQ,QH) GO TO 70 . 
lr(Al ( t,J+j,MMM) .NE.OH> SJ:'LIT=SPLIT+I' 
70 . CONTitrf:JE ' . • 
. I~CAl(l,TL,MMM>.NE.OH> dO TO 72 
) 
IF'CAI ct,TL-J,MMM).EQ.OH> GO TO 72 
,JF:<AICJ .. J,MMM> .NE~OH> SPLIT· =SPLIT+! ' 
72 .CQNT I NUE . . .. 
IFCAI(J,J,MMM>.NE.OH> GO TO 74 
IF'CA1Ct,TL,MMM>.EQ.OH> GO - TO 74 
IF'CAJCJ,2~MMM>.E~.OH> GO iO 74 
lr<AI<I.~TL,MMM>.NE.oH> \sPLrT=S~LIT+t ·· 
74 PRINT 80,SPLIT 
. 80 fORMAT C I X,' NUMBER OF SPLIT DAYS Orr =' ~ 12/) , 
"-----:-NO OF INEEKENDS Orr 
WE=90 
DO . 9 0 J:;: I , TL., 7 · . 
. IF'CAttJ,J+S,MMM>~NE.OH> GO TO 90 
IPCA·lCJ,J.f-6,MMM) .EQ.OH> WE=WE+l 
90 CONTI NIJE. · · 
. PRINT 100,LENGTH,WE 
! 
I 1 • I 
... 
.· 100 F'ORMATCJ'X, ~NUMBER OF' WEEkENDS OFF LN.'.II2,.1X,"•=• . J2/) 
. . "-- ~--V 0 I LAT I ONS 
";-----N · oR E S}iiF'T ON F'_RI BEFOJiE 55 OF'F 
PRINT 102 . . . 
102 FORMATC /JX, 'VIOLATIONS'/JX, 10( '*' ~/>­
DO 110 J=J,:rL,3 
IFCA1 C I ,J+S,MMM> ,NE.OK> GO. TO ·11e 
-d F' C A 1 C I, J + 6; MMM >-. NE ~ OH) . GO TO I I 0 
' I f\c A H I , J + 4 i MMM > • EQ • N I GH ~ > V 1 = V I + I 






. . PR I NT 1 20, VI , 
. 120 F'ORMAT.C./JX, 'NUMBER 'Of' TIMES EVENING OR NIGHT SHIFT.t BEFO 
. ' .RE WEEKEND OFF ; ', 12/) 
. ' 
"-----E-0 SHIF'T, AND.E-N SHIFT 
· · DO I 3 0 J = 1 , TL 1 , 
lFCA~CJ,J,MMM).EQ.E~tN> GO T0 ' ~25 . · 
GO TO 130 
· I 25 . If< A I C I , J * 1 . .~ .MMM.> • EQ:. OA Y > V 2 = V 2 + 1 
.. .' IF C A.l < I, J +I , MMM > • EQ. N fOHT) " V 3 =V 3 + L ' 
130 · CON.T I NUE 
I~CAI)I,T~,MMM>~NE;EVEN) GO to · 131 
I F C A 1 C I , 1 , MMM' > • E Q • DAY) - V 2 = V 2 +.I . 
IF'CAJ ( J, I.~MMM> .EQ.N1GHT> V3=V3+1 - -
t:H CONTINUE - . 
"----:--N-D SHirT 








I ..._ _ ,, .. c,. 
J ' 
· . 
.... :· . . 
·. 
tl 
' , ·· ~- . 
- ·-· . 
' . 
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. :._ .. 










IFCAJ(t,J .. MMM>,.NE·.NIGHT) GO TO 134' 
IF<AI< J,J+J,MMM>.EQiDAY> V4=V4+1 .. 
• 1 '3 4 C 0 NT I N IJE . , -
lrCAfC l.tTL,MMM) .NE.NIGHT>: GO TO 132 







. ... ...... · 
I 32 PRII NT '140 .. V2 .. V3, Vll .r 
140. FORMA.T(IX .. 'NUMBER Of TIME·s EV.Et)IINO-DAY ' SHif't' =",J2.i/IX~ 1 'NUMBER OF TIMES EVENING-Nl.GHT ·sHIFT . =",12//IX.t ' 'NUMBER Or Tl 
MES NIGHT~DAY S~I~T =' .. l2/j 
. 
RETURN 
END . ./ ---::- .. 
"-----SUBROUTINE F-0~ PERMANENT~ART T.IME; . S'f~rf, " 
SUBROUTIN& SPARECT,LI,M .. W,CT .. SP> / . 
IMPLICIT INTEGERC-A~Z> ·" • ' . 
DIMENSION T< 7.t49,3),WC49>,CTC3.t49).tNUMBCJ),ROT<J> 
DATA YEs .. ROT" OH / • YES I, .• D .... E I i • N I ... X • ~ 
L:.IMIT=LIM~7 . . . 
· PRINT 5 o 
s· fORMAT<·II X, 'HAVE YOU SC)iEDULED THEM ·BEFO_RE·? ''/)~ 
' READ *.tANS ' I •. . ,, 
IFCANS.EQ.YES> GO TO 70 
P.R I NT ' t 0 , ,. 
t 0 F'OR~AT< /I x, •Hov,r MANY PE~MANE:NT SH I F,T . STAPf? 'f) " 
READ. •.~NUMmSP> 
PRfNT 20,L JM~NUMBCSP> .. · •· ,. I! • • 
... ' 
. 20 FORMAT< /I X; 'PL~ASE ENTER ', I t .. ':-.WEEK ~HI FT STArr PATT~R.N 
· r ,OR ·,, I I, ' PERMANENT .SH I F'T STAFF',' I l. ' · 
NUM=NUMBCSP> . . . 
READ *.t<CTC 1..--..J,SP>-..J:t,LIMIT>, 1=1-.. NUM>· 
DO 2 2 · I = l t., N tJM~ ~ -. . 
DO 22 J=I:.LIMIT .,,_ - . 
·IF'CT.C t. .. J .. SP>.EQ _.0) TC ),J .. SP)=OH ' 
IF'CTCI,J,SP>.EQ.J) Tti,J,SP>=ROTCI} . 
1-F < T C I , J, s·p > • E Q. 2 > T <-I .; J .. S P > = R 0 T < 2 ) ~ 




. ' . 
... 
·.'~ :· 








, . "'.•- . 22 CONTINUE ·· j 
•. '- ENTRY SUB I'< T, \.J, SP> '. . • 
PRINT 25.tNUMB<.?P>, <WCJ .),J-J,LIMIT> 
. !t. 
NIJ~.=NUMBC SP) . 
DO 40 · I =I ,lVJ_JM : 
40 PRINT 30~ I . CTo( I,J,SP>,J=j ·,LfMIT> 
• · . . 30 f"ORMATC <AX .. 12, 3X,7C I X .. 7.A t > > > ·-: 
· 25 rORMATCriX.t 'SCHEDULE FOR •, I l.t' PERMANE~T -~HIFT ·sTAfF'~lX 
~ ' .... .. 
, 36< •- ' -) .-/ /l•X, ""EMPLOYEE', 7 .(.'( X, 7A I)> 
lf"CNUM.E0! .7) 00 TO 60 
BEO='NUM+ t 
• • ,. ' I o0 
DO 57 I =BEG,..-7 ~ 
DO 57 J ,;: l, L I M'l, T " 
~ 7 'T C' l ,'J ~ S P > = ~ , . 
.. 
, , 
GO TO 60 ~u ~ 
70 PRINT 50 ~ ~~tl - , P • • • • 
.. . . 
Se F'ORMAT< /IX .. 'OKAY .. L ET·• ··s LOOK AT THE: 'PERMANENT SH·Ifl' SCHED 
~· ULE AGA'I •Nl'/) ., . • I . . ' ' : 
'· ' .. 
PRINT" ss ·• . · ~ . . 
-.. 
. . 

















' I - ··. 
f' '. 












' " .... 
. . 
· . ss : rQRMAT<I,l0X., 'J:'REVIOUS. PERMANENT STArr SCHEDULE'/1'01< .. 33~'- · 
't:. ~· • ) I) . . . • . 
" '• NUM=,NUMB( $P) -·- --· . 











! : •• , ~ • 
0 I 
" ' 
S(J .FORMAT< (lX .. ,'EMPLOYE.E' .,7( IX .. ?AI)> 
DO 56 I= t .. NUM . . . . 
56 PRf_NT 30 .. t.,(.T< I,J,"SP> .. J=I.tLIMJT> 
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· ~-~--------WORK SCHEDULE PROJECTOR-~---------~------
''--------~-----------------T---------------•--------
.. . PART,AL LIS~ PROGRAM VARIABLES • 
• f- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - .- - - - - - - - -:,- - - - - .. -
"-- ARRAY<42)' OUT~UT ARRAY OF" SHIFTS 
"-- BE.FORE INDICATOR 
"-- C0(3,LI2) . COVERAGE ARRAY 
" DAYS<t2> ARRAY OF DAYS OF EACH !"10NTH 
~·~- DAY · DAY OP MONTH 
"-- DI~'K 'DAY OF "WEEK SCHEDULE STARTS () 
"-- FIRST DAY OF·--~'EEK MONTH · STARTS ON . . 
"-.- FSI < 42) ARRAY , OF" HI rTS 
'!-- GAMA 'I NDICAT R 
"-- HOLD OUTPU Nl!MBERS 
"-·.. I N D I N D I C T R 
" INDC INDICA 0 
•!~*- • .· LEN PATTERN L NGT.H IN WEEKS 
"-- LIM .• PATTERN l-ENGTH,' IN r>AYS' 
''-- MANY INDICAT R' 
•• ., MO MONTH · N MBER 
. ,, __ ' MONTH<t2> . ARRAY 0 MONTH N'I\MES 
".,- . NAME 1 < 2 t ) r I RST NA Or EMPLOYEES 
·· "-- NAM"£2 < 21 > LAS.T NAMES EMPLOYEES 
.. ;__ NEWNO . DAY NUMBER 0 ·NEW SCHEDULE 
"-- NIIMBC 3 J.'> · . ARRAY Or. NUMB RS 
."-- OVER< 3.,42> .OV OW IN C VERf\·GE 
" PAT( 49) A AY WORK PATTERNS 
"-- PATTC2t .. 49) . TORAGE ATTERNS 
"-- PL < 2 t > PATTERN LE:NGTHS 
'"-- PROJ<366) YEAR'S PR.OJECTION OF SCHEDULE 
"-- RE INDICATOR 
. .,__ Rt:M I NO I CATOR 
-· 
" RQT < 9 > CODE ARRAY· 
. " 5<42> OUTPUT ARRAY 
'· 
"-- SAVE<21',-42> OUTPUT ARRAY 
"-- STATUS< 21) STATUS OF EAGH .. EMPLOYEE 
" TE. END OF MONTH . ._ 
"-- UNIT NAME OF UNIT 
" WEEK< 7) DAYS .OF .WEEK 
"-- XX I.NDI CATOR 
"-- YR" YEAR SCHEDULE ENDS . 
., 
··--:..-------------- .... --------- -~---- --·---..:. ---~--- ---
IMPLICIT INTEGER<A-Z) 
I NTEGER*2 STAT IJS< 21 > 
· • REAL•a NAME2C21 ),UNIT.,HN2 .. W.C . 2 . 
. ' 
'(;_-
• D'IMENSION WEEK< ?),MONTH( tz>.,OAVS< 12).,ARRAYC42).tHOLDC42),NUM 
~B< 31) .. SAV.E~ 2t ·.~42t~S<42>..C<3r,"GC(3., 42) ,ROT<9>;0VERC~·, 42>trSt ( 
42) . - . .. . . . .. 
- ' • • • • • • <} DIMENSION .PLC21> .. PATT<2J,49>.~PATC49),PROJC366).,NAME.IC21),TOP 
('42),80TC42)~NUMBERC 10') . ' . . , 
DATA . ·sEPT .. APR, JUN .. NOV, JAN .. MAR~ MAY ,JULY, AUG, OCT.tDEC., rEB., OVER 
- --1 (.- - . . . 


















' . ' 
' \ 
«• • ' D 
DATA WEEK .. MONTH) ' s • .... M t .t 't I .t • w ' .. .' i ' .t' ' F' I .. ' s ' .. ' .JAN ' .t ' I F'E B I .t -
~MAR', 'APR', 'MAY'.t 'JUNE', 'JULY'~ 'AUG''.t'SEPT','OCT'.t'NOV'.t'DE.., 
c I J , , ' 
. DATA D,AYS .. YES .. BLA, SAVE/.3 1·.t 28, 31, 30.t 31, 30.t 31 .. 31 .. 30, 31 .. 30,·31 • 
'YES',' 1 .t882* 1 • 'I . 
DATA NUMB I '· I ... I 2 .. ' .. ~ 3 • J • 4 • ,;' ' 5 ... ' 6. , • 7 .... . 6' I ' 9. I ' J 0' , 
• I i ... ' I 2 .... J 3 I .. I 1 4 I .. i I 5 I .. I J 6 ' .. ' I 7 I .. I I 8 I ... t? ... I 20' .. '21 I .. ' '22' .. 
·. '23~ .. '24 1 .t '25 ... ' _26' ... '~7· .. '28' .. ' .29', '3~'." '31'/ ' , 
· DATA ROT .. oH .. ·NuMBER .. EE/' D • .. • E • ... • N I .. • A I .. I R • .. • s •, • o • .. • T' .. • c •,; • x 
·: .. ·0','1'.t'2' ... '3' .. '4 1 .t 1 5','6' .. '7',;'8' .. '9' .. 1/ 
PRINT 5 . 
S F'ORMAT< 119X~46C '* 1 )/9X, '·*' ... 44X.t '*'19X, '*'•4~X, '*'19?'<, '*~" · 
12X.t 1 THE GENERAL HOSPITAL',12X.t '*'19X,'*',44X,·•~t9X, '*'•- . 
3X .. 'WELCoME TO THE WORK SCH.EDULE PROJECTOR', 3X .. '.* '19X .. '* ' .. -· 
44Xj,'*'/~X, '* '.t44X .. 1 *'19X .. ;46( '*')1/) 
PRINT 2 . 
2 F'ORMAT< I It X, 'DO .YOU WANT. I NF'ORM~ T I ON ON HOW . TO· USE THE PR 
OGRAM?-
'//JX, 'ANSWER YES OR NO ENCLOSED IN 51NOLE _QUOTES.'/). 
READ *• I NF'ORM 
· I F' C J NF 0 RM ~ NE • YE 5.) 0 0 TO 6 
PRINT 3 . 
3 F'ORMAT.<II70( '*')//JX,'INF'ORMA:riON'/JX,Jl('*·')lltX .. -
'PURPO~E -'il'tX, 'TO PRINTi- <t. > INOIVIOOAL SCHEDULES AND .(2> 
UNIT -
SCHEDULE'I/9X,'OVER A PERIOD ,OF TIME.'//tX .. 1 1NP.U'r ,..•tt7X,· '(1 
>.· THE. - . . : 
WORK .PATTERNS FOR .EACH STAF'F' MEMBER AS F'INALIZED'I/ltX .. • IN-
'"NURSE2" PROGRAM. 1 //7X .. ' ·<2> CALENOAR ,.AND P.lLE INF'ORMATION. 'I 
I I .X~ • OPERATION - I- . 
IIJJX,'THE PROGRAM PROJECTS WORK SCHEDULES OVER A GIVEN PERl 
00'//ltX .. 'OF' -
TIME.'//JX .. · 'DETAILS -'/19X,~ANSWER YES OR NO IN SINGLE QUOTE 
S UNLESS - ... . . ~ · 
SPECIF'IED OTHERWISE. '//.9X,. 'MONTH ___ ;. _____ _ NUMBER OF' MONTH. 
·Eat- · · 
11'' I /~X .. 1 DAY OF' MONTH - .-- NUMBER. EO, 22 • I 19X, 'DAY OF' WEEK 
-~--NUMBER • . IE. I 2 3 4 56 7'Y36X.- . • 
5 M T W T r S'//36X,.'EG. SUN WOULD BE l'/i9X~'NAMES ---
- F'IRST- MAXIMUM OF' 4 LETTERS. EO. "JUDY"'//24X .. -
• '-LAST-- MAXIMUM Or 8 LETTERS. EG. ''SHEPPARD' • •- ' 
. //9'1<~ 'STATUS --,------.- MAXIMUM Or 2 LETTERS. ·EG. • 'RN' '•-
'/(9X,'PATTER~ LENGTH- IN WEEKS. EO. 4'//9X1 •PATTERN COOt---
- SAME AS fN "NURSE2" PROGRAM.'- . . 
/19X~ 'NAME OF UNIT_,;._ MAXIMUM OF' 8 LETTERS. - ~ 
EG. ''2-S WARD'' '//JX,'LIMITS -'//8X~'MAXIMUM F'ORECAST F'OR A 
~ NY ... . . . . 
SCHEDULE = 12 MONTHS '118X, 'MAXIMUM. NUMB~R Of- STAF'F' SCHEOOLED 
. IN ONE RUN ::;: 21 '1/70('*')//) 
"-----READI NO ·scHEDULE F'ROM Dl SK 











'. , . 
' . 
DEFINE riLE 8C84~60~E~ID1 > 
P= i · "· 
PRINT ·7 
7 fORMATC/IX~ 'NEW riLE?'/) 
~EAD *~NrlLE . 
IF"UU'ILE.EQ.YES> GO TO 8 
PRINT I 1 . . . . 
I I rORMATC/IX# 'rlLE NUMBER & NUMBER EMPL0YEES?'/) 
· READ *~ F I LEN, NEMP:• 
P=<riLEN-1>*2i+J . . 
READ CB •p, 14) < riLEN~NAMEI C I >~NAME2< · 1 bSTATUS( I > ... <SAVE< l.tJ) 
. ,._J=I .. 42> .. - . 
I: 1 ~ NEMP >. : . . . 
· 14 f0RMAT<<J4,A4.-A8,A2.-6<7AJ))) 
' . 
GO TO • 4C212 
a 'PRINT . 9 ' . r- • 
9 FORMAT< /JX, 'riLE NUMBER?'/) 
REA.D ?"~ r I LEN 
P=<FILEN-1>*21+1 
PRINT IC21 
• ,,' I 
.. . ' ' 
t 0 FORMAT< /IX-, 'INHAT MONTH, DAY Or MONTH~ AND DAY OF' THE WEEK 
1;>0 li1E ·sTART - ·· 
PATTERN?i/) . 
READ *,MO .. DAY, DWK 
MOO=MO 
DAY I =DA'( 
DAWKJ =DWK 
' PRJ Nt 70 . 
· · 70 FORMAT< /I x, '\.JHAT DAY OF' THE WEEK DOES. _!YIONTH START ON?'/) 
READ *" F' I RST · 
. Fl RS.TI =FIRST 
.PRINT 25 
· 25 rORMATC~JX, 'IS THIS A LEAP ' YEAR?'/) 
. READ *~ANS 
. 23. ··IND=0 
.24 PRINT 26 
'\ 








F"l RST:FI RSTI 
(ND= lND+ I . 
READ *#NAMEIC IND),NAME2~1ND>~~TATUSCIND> 
PRINT 2QJ · . •. . • 
. 20 . FORMAT(/) x ... PATTERN LENGTH? I/) 
READ *~LEN 
Ll M=LEN* 7 .. 
. PL< I ND> =LEN 
PRJ NT 22 . . 
22 ~ORMATC/JX, 'PATTERN?'/) 
I .READ * .. <PAT(J) .. J=t.;LIM> 
. . . ~ 
- ) -. 
. •' 






" .-- - ,--CONVERTING CODE TO D E N SH I F'TS 
DO 21 ' J=·t,LIM . 
lf<PAT<J),EQ.0)' PAT<J>=OH 
DO 2 t I<= 1, 9 
lf<PAT<J).EQ.K) PA'T(J)=ROT<K > 
21 CONTINUE 
"- -,---SAVING -PATTERN 
DO · 27 .J=l ,LIM 
27 PATT<.IND,J>=P~T<J> 
PR(NT •12 
. · 12'F'ORMAT< /IX~ 'PRINT THE INDIVIDUAL SCHEOOLE?'/) 
READ *"INDC 
l.f<INDC.NE.YES> GO TO 17 
. P.R.I ~T 15 . 
15 FORMAT.< /I X, • F'OR HOW MANY MONTHS?' I) 
RE:AD *"MANY 
MANY:::MANY- I 
l~y CONTINUE. . 
If( ANS .EQ. YES> GO .. ro 28 
fiNA1.!=365 
,·,·-----GETTING LAST DAY OF' MONtH 
I ' ' GO TO ( 40, 50, 40, 30, 40, 30, 40.t 40,30 .. 4~, 30, 40), MO · 
28 CONTINUE · : 
fl NAL=366 
00 . TO ( 40, 55, 40.·, 30, 40 .. 30.i 40.r 40~ 30.~ . 40.r 30.r 40) ,M·o . 
30 TE=30 ., 
'do TO 60. 
40 . TE=31 · 
00 TO 60 
50 TE=28 
GO ·To 60 
55 TE=29 . . I· 
60 CALL YEAR< PAT, PRQJ,'TE, DAY .. LEN.r ANS·> 
$VTE=TE 
. SVDAY=DAY · 
· SVANS=ANS 
"----·SAVING .SCHEDULE F"OR UNIT· 
DO' 76 J=1 ,42 . 
76 SAVE< IN.D,J>=PROJCJ> 
IF'( INDC.NE.YES> GO TO i .89 
"---- -PR t·NT' N G PATTERNS · 
5 S =DAYS < M 0 > - ( 7- F' I R ST + 1 ) 
' .. 
RE=7-MOD<S.S"7) , 
. "-- ---fl LL I NO F' I RST WEEK WITH BLANKS 
XX=DAY-2+F I RST 
DO 8 0 . I = t , XX 
·80 . ARRAY< I> =.BLA ··· 
... NUM=DAYS< MO) 
"-----fiLLING iN SHirTS ·· 
N= t . 
YY=XX+ I , . 
. DO 9QJ I =DAY, NUM 












, 90 N=N+ I 
DO 92 . I= l1 RE 
ARRAYCY-~)=BLA 




" - -- - - P R I NT I N G r I R S T M 0 N T.H 
< ' 
. PRINT 95.,NAMEtCIND> .. NAME2CIND> .. STA'F,U,SCIND) . 
95 FORMAT< ///t9X~35< '*')/19X.,'*'.,2X .. 'SCHEDULE FOR •.,A4 .. l~.A 
' • I• .., ,' 
s .. JX .. A2.;2X. '* '/19X .. 35C '* · » · . -· · 
• PRINT 100 .. MONTH< MO) . . ' 
100 FORMAT< //14X.,45< '-'·)/14X_,'•I ' · .. JBX .. ·•a•, tX ... A4~tx_. 'I • .. t7X .. i I 
• I /1 4X .. I 1 • I A 3 ( ' - ',> ... I ' ) ' . • 
·~-----PUTTING NLMBERS IN ARRAY 
XX'::FIRST..;1 
DO 1 1 0 I = I ., XX 
. I 10 HOLD( I > = BLA 
Y=XX+1 
DO 120 J= 1., N UM 
. HOLD(.Y> =NIJMB< J) 
120 ·Y=Y+ 1 · 
DO' I 22 I =I ., RE 
HOL'b< Y> =BLA 




PRINT 1 25 .. < WEEI<C J >, J·= 1 .. 7 > . 
125 FORMAT< I 4X .. • 1,'" , 3X .. A2 ... 2X .. 5 ( 2X, A2 .. 2X).; 2x .. A2 .. 2X .. · • I'/ t 4X ... ' I' · 
., 43 C ' - ' >., ' I •,) 
126 FORMAT< 14X .. ' I ' .. 3X .. ~2 .. 2X.5C2X,A2 .. 2X> .. 2X .. ~2 .. 2X4'1'> 
-L=NUM+F'IRST . r 
K= I· · • 
DO 135 I= I, 6 
KI<=K+6. .. 
IFCI<K.GE.L> KI<=L"+RE-1 . • 
. PRJ NT 138 .. C HOLD< J), J:l<, KK> 
PRI~T 126 .. CARRAYCJJ),JJ=K.,I<K) 
IF'CKI<.GE.L> GO TO t39 
135 K=K +7 • . • 
. 138 F'ORMAT< 14X, ·,I •,zx~A2 .. 2Xi6C2X,A2 .. 2X),1X, • I') 
1 39 PRINT I 3 7 f . 
·. 137 F'ORMATC .I 4X .. 45 < ·• "':' ') )· · 
''-----PRINTING REMAINfNG MONTHS 




.... . .. 
REM =:MOD< s ~s ~ 1 > · -
1F'C.MANY.EQ.0) GO TO 180 .. . . "· .· 
"-----LOOP TO PRINT REMAINING MONTHS 





RE=7 :..Mooc ss .. 7> 
NIJM=DAYS< MO> · . -
"-.- -..:F'IRST WEEK 
·I;>o 140 1-= J.,REM 






.. "" . . j' . 
. I , 
• • j • 
. . , 
···~ 
·.. : _ • .k'UI 
· · l,.~f; 
~ . .. 
' ) I 
"-----F.lLLING IN SHIF"TS 
. · DO IS 0 J = 1 " N UM 
ARRAYCYY>=PROJ(COUNT) 
. COUNT=COUNT+ 1 
t 50 'YY=YY+ I 
' · DO 155 HL= I" RE 
ARRAYCYY> =BLA 
· 1ss· 'iY=YY+ 1 . 
"-,-~- - PR 1 NT I NG M.ONTH ' 
PRINT t00JMONTHCMO) . 
"-----FILLING IN' NUMBERS 
DO I 60 K= I .. . REM 
1 60 HOLD< K > ::i BLA 
Y=REM+ 1 
DO t 70 N= t, N UM 
HOLD<Y> =NUMB< N> 
170 Y=Y+J 
DO t 72 Hr=·t, RE • 
HOLDCY> =BLA 
t 72 Y=Y+ t " 
_. 
END=NUM+REM . . .. 
P~INT 125 . CWEEKCJL).,JL.=J.,7) 
Kl=t 
IF~RE.EQ.7) RE=0 
DO 1 7 5 H = 1 , 6. 
K2=KI +6 
, IF<K2.GE~END> K2=END+RE 
PRINT 138o~CHOLD<jt ).,Jt=Kt .. K2> 
PRINT . t 26 .. CAR R-AY( JJ > "JJ=K t .. K2> 
.IFCK2.GE.END> GO. TO t 76 · 
I 75 K I =KJ + 7 
. t 7 6 PR I NT. 1 3 1 
FIRST=MODCEND .. 7>+t 
180 REM=FIRST-1 . 






190 .f"ORMAT< //1 X, 'S.CHEDIJLE ANOTHER PERSON?' I> 
READ . ,ASCHEP . • 
IF(SCHED.EQ.YES> GO TO 24 
203. PRINT 200 
200 , F"ORMATC·/JX., 'UNIT NAME?'/ ) 
RE;AD *"UN I T 
"· . 
PR 1 NT 204 . • 
204 F"ORMATC/JX, 'NAMES OF ~EAD ~URSE AND .WARD CLERK?'/) 
READ *o~HN1 .. HN2 .. WCt .. WC2 
KK=I 
DO 20'1 I = 1 , 6 
DO 20t J = I, 7 






205 tORMAT< /IX .. 'WHAT MONTH.,OAY OF MONTH AND DAY Or WEEK -DoE 
s 
e 
- ·;, .· 
.. .. 




•• t <\ ~ 
_, 






, ,..., ,J 
119 
c. 
' • I . 
SCHEDULE ·sTART? • /) 
READ *"' M J._, Dl., DWi<2 
IF< DWK2 ~ EQ. I ) GO TO 206 
"-----·HEADING 
DO '206 I= J_, 42 : 
S < I >=WEEK ( DWK2 > . , . ' ' 
· ' 
. DWK2=PWK2+ i 
' 
•. If"( DW.K2. GT. 7) DWK2l:: 1 ' "\ •, , 
206 CONTINUE 
PRINT 2~7' 
207 fORMAT<IIX., 'WHAT MONTH:. DAY OF' MONTH AND YEAR DOES SCH'ED 
I.ILE-
END ?'/) 
REI,\D . *"'M2.t D2.t ~R 
I NDA=~ 
: 
IF'< <M2-Mt > .EQ .2) IN.DA=I 
IF< IABS<M2-MI) .EQ . \0) INDA= IL 
. "---.--BOTTOM Of" MONTH HEADING 
.._ 
. ' 
EX I T=DAYS (MI) 
X= 1 
DO 208 I= Dl, EXIT 
·. 
NA=MOD< J:_, lli'J) 
BOT( X> =NUMBER< NA+ 1 ) 
If"< I ,LT.J0> BOT<X>=NUMB~R< 1+1) '. 
208 X=X+ I 
· IF' C I NDA, NL I > GO TO 213 
• f 
NEXIT=DAYS<MI +I> ... 
· .. 
00"'211 l=t .. NEXIT r 
NA=MODC 1 .. 10> . I ' 
BOT<X>=NUMBER<NA+·I > .. ' 
IF'<I.LT.t0> BOTCX>=Nl,JMBERC 1•1> . 
21 1 X=X+ 1 · .·. 
213 DO 209 I= I., D2 ; . , .. 
NA=MODCI.,!0) . 
BOT dO =NUMBER< NA+ l > ... 
lf:-<I.LT.Jel) BOTC X> =NUMBER (I +·t) 
209 X=X+ 1 . 
•.·-----TOP Qf MONTH HEADING 
-X= I .. 
,. 
DO 215 J=OI,EXIT ' 
IFC~.LT.32) . TOPCX)=NUMBER<4) 
: IF'<J.LT.3el) TOPC X> =NUMBER< 3 > d 
r. IF'CJ.LT.20) TOPC X) =NUMBER< 2) 
IF'cj,LT.10> TOPC X> =BL~ 
21? X=X+1 
I F'. (I NDA .. NE • I >' GO T 0 218 . ' 
DO 216 J=I,NE?<IT 
IF'(J.LT.32) TOPCX) =NUMBERC'4) ' J 
- IFCJ.LT.30) · ToP<X> =NJJMBERC3) ' . 
· IF'< J. LT. 2r2J> TOPCX>=NUMBERC 2) . .. 
IF'CJ.LT.I0) TOPCX)=BLA .... 
Zl6 X=X+ 1 
.. 
., 
218 DO 217 J:: I ., D2 . . ~~ . 
. -
IF<J.LT.32) ·TOPCX>.=NUMBERC 4·> 
' 
. . 
• ' . 
. . 
' ' ' ~ I 
_ .. _. 
" 
.. : 
. . 0 . 
~ · .. . 
. . 
. . · ~ 









TOP< Xt;NIJMBER,C 3) 
TOP< X> =NUMBER< 2 > 
T<6J? <X> =BLA 
'• 
221 PRINT 295~P.ILEN . IND 2~5 FORMAT< /IX~ '•riL'E NUMBER ='.,12,SX~'NUMBER f>F' EMP.l-OYEES •' 
.d 2) . '. 
PRINT 2H?l.tMONTH<Mt }~Dt .. MONTHCM2hD2~YR~I.JNIT.tTOP .. BOT 
21 0 FORMAT ('/It X I 71 ( t- • ) I I x .. ·• I I I 6 9XI I I t I I x, I I t .. • 6 9X .. -
'l'>tX,'I' .. 23X, 'THE - GENERAL HOSPITAL'.t24X.t'I•/IX.t 'I '.t69X .. ~ 
'I'/JX .. 'I'..t23X, · ·siX .WEE:K' TIME SCHEDULE',24X.t· 
·, I. I / I X, I I ... 2 3 X .. 2 2 ( ·' - • ) _, 2 4 ~., • I , I I X.. • I t ., 6 9 X.. I I • / 1 X I I I I -.. 6 9 ~., I l I 
-1-_. 
I X.t • I • I I x .... DATE: ·~1x .. A4~1X,. l2o~' - . ~.tA4, JX, i2, 1 X,' 19 • .. 12:. ·24X 
-. 
. - - ' 
. · •uN 1 T: • 1 1 x .. A a, 1 x .. • 1 • 11 x .. • 1 •., 6 9X .. • 1 • 11 x .. · 1 •_, 20x, 6 c 1 x; 1 A 1 >, •· x, . 
-·•t•/jX,'I" .. 2etX, -6(1X.t7Al )_,JX, 'I') . -
PRINT 212.tS.tHNI.tHN2 .. F'Sl 
212 FoRMAT< t x, · 1 ·, 69 c ·- • > .. • 1 • 11 x, • 1 ·,\X .. ·DAY or MONTH • ... sx .. • 1 
~' I X .. 6 ( I x .. 7A I ) .t I x, . I • /I x •. I ... 6 9 ( • - .' ) .i • I '/I x ...... I I x ... -NI\ME. -.. 6X 
. .:·: ~~:~~~~: 11 ~~:! .;X:~~~~ : ~~ !~; ~~ ;~: ~~~ ~~ : ~ :~X.t 1 J • /1 X, .' I 1 1 1)~1 A4 
"~----P~INTING SCHEDULE fOR ~NIT -# 
DO 220 J= t, I ND 
I rC J. EQ .1) P Rl NT 235 
lr<J•EQ,J) GOT0220 . 
IF< STATUS( J). NE. STATUS< J-1)) PRJ NT 235 
235 · FORMAT< IX~ 'I •,taX, • l 1 .r50X, 1 1' •) 
220 PRINT .2301 NAME I (J > _, NAME2 <J > 1 STATUS<J >.. CSAVE(J,K > _, K= J, 42) 
230 F"ORMATCIX1'1',1X,A4,1X.,A8,JX_,A·2.,JX,'l',JX.-6('JX,.7AI>.JX~'· 
I '/ J x_,' I •, JBX, • I •, 50 X.., • I ') 
PRINT 232..,WCIIWC2~r51 -. · ' 
232 FORMAT< IX_, 'I ',IX.,A4.,JX_, A8 .. JX, 'WC '_,Jx_, '1 1 _,I X .. 6C JX,7'At )_, iX 
I • ( ' /1 x ... ( • I IBX ... I '.I 50 X_, ' I I ' ) 
'"-:-----COVERAGE DAY .. _-EVENING_. NIGHT 
END=42 . 
DO 240 I= 1 _, 3 
DO 240, J:: 1 _,END 
240 CC< f _, J) =0 
DO · 260 . J= J ,END 
C( t' ):0 
C( 2) =0 
c ( 3) =0 
DO 250 I.,;, I _, IND . 
DO 250 K= I I 3 
... 
, I r < 5 AVE C I :. J > • EQ • ROT. ( K > > C ( K ) = C ( K > ~ I 
_250 CONTI N UE 
·oo 2ss L=t .. 3 
255 - CCCL.- J)=C<L> 
260 C_ONT J NUE 
- ' 
"-----OVERFLOW .. GT. 9· 
DO 265 I = J 1-3 
DO 2 6 5 J == 1 _, 4 2 . 
·"' 
·' 
lr<CCCI.,·J ·> .GT.9> OVERC ,l,J)::::Cc<I:.J) 
. ' .. 
,\ 
.- . . 
\ 
., . 









H'(CC( I,J>. GT.9> 0\!~RI · = 1 
OVER ( 1, J > ~ C C ( 1, J > 
· 265 CONTI N I.JE 
•• 'V' 
PRINT 270,(CC<I,N),N=I,END> .:.. . . . 
2 7 0 FORMAT < 1 X, ' I ' , 1 8 X, ' l ' , 50 X, ' .I ' II X, '· I ,· , 6 9 < ' - ' > " ' I ' '/ J X 1 ' t·' " 
tX,'C.OVERAGE···,sx, 'DAY', 1 x,·•1•, tX.~6 ·( IX,? II >.IX,' I.-, 
PRINT· 280dCC(2,Nb.N=I,END> . 
280 FORMAT< 1 x .. I I • , IBX:.. I • ,50X ... 1'11X: .. I I', l0X, 'EVENING.# I .X~. I 
" - ',JX,6<JX,71t),JX, 'I')· 
P~INT 2901CCC(3,N>,N=I•END) -
•290 FORMATe JX,,!I',18X,'I •,s0x_,· 'I'/1X,'I',J2X,'NIGHT', IX,' I', 
'tX,6C tx, '711 ),JX,· 'I '/JX, • I',JSX, ,·1··,s0x, 'I '/1X,71 C '-') > . . _ 
PRINT ~92 . ; 
121 
292 FORMAT( IX, 'I ~~IX,' CODE:-', IX~' D.=DAY SHIF'T~, 6X_,· , E=E\!ENI N 
G . SH I FT I .. - . • :'\ .. . - • 
2X, 'N==NIGHT S):{IF'T ',3X, 'X=OAY OF'f~,2X, ,' 1'/IX, 'I' ,aX, '.S=SICK L · 
EAVE',SXJ- I 
. 'A=ANNUAL LEAVE',3X,'C=CLASS DAY',S~ ... 'O=DAY OWED',IX, '1'/IX .. 
·1· .. ax,- . .. 
'T=NURS.INO DISTRICT',J6X .. 'R.=REQU.ESTED DAY OF'f'',SX,'. I'/JX,•t• 
, 69X,-
'·I '/I X, 71 < '- '> // /) . 
"--..:.--WRITING SCHEDULE. ON DISK . 
WRITE ·ce'P,I4) (FILEN,NAMEI< I ),NAME2<1>,STATUS< I ),(SAVE-
(J,J>.-J=IJ42), L=I ... IND> 
IF'< OVERI.NE .1 > GO TO 402 
"-----PRINTING OVERfLOW 
PRINT 291, <COVER< I,J),J=I.~42), 1=1 .. 3 .> 
.. 
291 FORMAT<IS)S,'COVERAGE WHICH IS GREATER THAN 9_t REGULAR 
covERAGE· 1/1 1 x .. ·DAY.·, 1 x .. · 1 4< 1 2 -.. 1 X> 11 sx, 14.< 1 2·, i x > / 1sx, 1 ·~ < 12. 1 x 
) .;. . 
/ /7X, 'EVENING', 1 X, 14 ( I 2 .. 1 X> i I SX, 14 < I 2 .. I X>/ IS X, i 4 ( I z, I X) /19X, 
'NLGHT'-
. , I X, I 4 < 12, I X ) /I 5 X, I 4 C I 2, nO / I 5 Xi I 4 < I 2, I X ) /.') 
. "-.-----MAKING CHANGES ·ro THE l.JNIT SCHEDULE·· · 
402 PRINT 4.0111 . 
400 F"ORMAT< . /IX, ~ANY CHANGE· TO THE . UNIT SCHEDULE?'/) 
READ *,CHANGE · 
. · If( CHANGE. NE, YES> GO 10 450· 
405 PR I NT 4 I 0 
410 FORMAT ( /I X, 'CHANGE WHICH NUMBER iMPLOYEE?' /) 
READ "'" NOEMJ? ·. 
PRl NT . 420 . 
420 .F'ORMAT< /IX .. · 'NA'ME & NEW 6-WEEK SCHEDULE?'i> 
0 
READ *"NAME 1 ( NOEMP), NAME2< NOEMPb <SAVE< NOEMP,K) 11 K= 1• 42f . 
. ''-----CONVERTING CODE TO 0.-E .. ·N SHIFTS 
··oo 4311.1 J=·• :.-42 
IF'<SAVE<NOEMP,J> .EQ,0).· SAVECNOEMP~~)=OH 
DO 430 K= I, 9. , . •. 
IF'<SAVE<NOEMP,J) .EQ.K) SAVE<NOEMP,..J>=ROT<J<> 
"" · 430 CONTINUE . . • 
PRINT 440 . 
440 F:_ORMAT </IX., 'ANOTHER CHANGE?'·/)' 
I ' • 
. ·. 
•.. 
. . , 
. . ' . 
.-
. .. _ . 
·: 
' ' I 
• 
. ' 
READ *#A CHAN 
I F<ACHAN.EQ. YES> GO TO 405 
IF'<NFILE .. NE.YES> IND=NEMP . 
·IF<NFILE.EQ.YES) GO TO 221 




- ~ '\ 
450 CONT INIJE .. '·, 
I • • 
122 
· ."-----AUTOMATIC PRn.JECTION OF SCHEIXJ4E ·, 
. PRINT 500 • . :·'\\ 
500 FORMAT< /I X .. 'DO YOU WANT TO PROJE.CT ·THE UNIT s·cHEDULE AN \ 
· OTHER SIX \.JEEKS? 'I> 
READ *# GAMA 
l F< GAMA. NE. YES> GO 10 540 
· PRJ NT 502 
502 FORMAT( /1 X., 'FILE NUMBER?' I) 
READ *~ F'ILEN 
P=<FILEN-1>*21 + 1 
EE·=EE+'42 
DO ' 530 J= I, I ND 
,LENN=PL < J) 
LENG=LENNllc 7 . I 
EA=EE ·' 





510 PAT( K>~PATT(J., K) < 
CALL 'YEAR< PAT~ PROJ.; SVTE, SVDAY., LENN, SVANS>· 
. DO 5 20 L = II 4 2 
SAVE( J, L) =PR OJ( tA) 
520 EA =EA+ I ·. 
530 CONTINUE 
.GO .,.TO 203 
540. PRINt' 550 . 
' . 
550 ,FORMAT< //tX., 'SO LONG .. SEE YOU NEXT TIMlf,I ."//J 
END . . . 
"-----SUBROUTINE TO .riLL YEAR WITH PATTERN 
SIJBROUT I NE YEARO~T, PRO .. END~ DA .. LG,LEAP>. 
IMPLICIT INTEGERCA-Z) 
Dl MENS I ON PT< 49 >.,PRO< 366 > 
.' DATA YES~FINAL/'YES ·~365/ . 
· KK= t .·\ 
~KK=I 













-.; ~0 10 K=DA, E:ND 
IF"O<KK.GT.LG*7) KKK:=l . 
. ) . 
. ·. 
) 
PRO<KK) = PT(KKK> 
KKK=KKK+ ~ · 
I 0 KK=KK+ I ·· 
IF"<L~AP.EQ.YES> FI-NAL=366 
• DO 20 M=N,f fNAL ' 
IF"CKKK.GT.LG•7> KKK = l 
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1. Patien.t Classification Form. 
Criteria for Patient Classification • 
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w/o Assistance il ~ wt As"sistance Ill rt I. > 
~ 




~ Self r 1:1:1 
Ill ~ Partial Self , rt P' ~~ Complete ..... 
Assistance ~ 




~ Complete ..... ~ · ~ Assistance 
g Oriented b9 
( ~ Confused ~ 
s pi Disoriented 
~ Vital 'signs of 2 or mote 
~ I.V . " 'I j 
4 
0 
~ Suction of g. 




~ Isol ation 
- I . 0\ Unconscious · 
" 
...... Incontinent "' 
Vision @ 00 
·Inadequate 
Being Specialized· 
.:? .• · 
of Necessity 
.Y 
~- f . 
§ • H 
.. H en 
0 








. . ./""" 
•. /.: . -~ 
, .. 
. ' .. 




' · 1. Category 'I 
~ 
.. 

















: ·.: ....  
, .. 










Al and (Bl or B2) aftd Cl and pl 
' I 1 ' • 9 0 .,. I ~ · If all four signs are p~esent, ~atient i' classified into Cdbegory I. 
2. Category III 
, ~ ~ 
If any ·one of., the follwing is true': 
{1) · 7 present· ·· 




, (3) · at least three of (A3, B3, C3, D3) present 
0 •. 
. {4). ,_A3 and · ~e.'of _(B3, Cl, D3) and one "otq~t;" 
\ . 
. 0 (5) A3 and 2 "oth.er11 
... 
" .. ~ ~ (6)' . two. of (B3, · C3, D3) and three ,;other11 
. ' . 
(7) \ o_t\e of (B3;, ~c3,' 1;)3) and . four "other" 
• , J \ 
I' 
. 
(8) six "other~' 
.• 
3. Category II 
'. 
.. , 
. . . 













. I · 
"Being Specia'i:ized ·of Necessity" app~ies . to a patient 
• • • fu' . \ e. 
, 
d • . • . ' 
· ; .. ~h~ . ~qu!res 'e.ssentiall~ ' continuous observation, ·. Sucli a · patient ·. 
• ~ f • • ., t• ~ • :, p ~ • • • """ 
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1. All ruwu;~ OF A ,COMPUTER QE11ELOPED SCIIED 
PROBLEM: . To develop · a unit schedule for · 
a 16-bed nursing unit given the 
follow~ng: · ..• : 
•. 
Staff Weekday Coverage Weekend Cov,erag'e 
, · 
5 .RN's . ·Day Shift ·., • 5 Day Shift • 4 
'!;; . 
4 .NI''s · ·. Evening · Shift .;. 2 
• .... ,r • '" ' I 
.Night . Shift • 2 
0 ! 
·• 
. ~ ' 
.. 
. , 








. ·. . 




.... .. I . . I ' 
' . . ' 
' r., · : ·~ . '
· v--- • . 
.· 
'[7-
. 'f' • . 























. ' · 
. . 
************~········~************************ ' 
* . . * 
.. * 
* THE ~GENERAL Ho:~P·I TAL * • 
* - 0 • 
·• ·wn.coME To THE woRK PATTERN ·SELECTOR * 
* . .· · . . .. ~- * 
* . . * .********~*****~******************** ·········~: 
' J 
00 YOU WANT I NrORMAT I o'N ON HOW TO USE THE PROGRAM? 




.· ' . 
*******~*********~***********~*****************************~********* 







TO SELECT. WORK PATTERNS FOR (3) CATEGORIES· Or STAfr. 
CEG. RN 'S,NI'S,NA'S> "" 
. ; 
INPUT -
r "' •• 
THE BA~IC INPUT IS THE COVtRA~E REQUIRED ~N EACH SHirT 
~OR EAC" CATEGORY Or STArr~ 
'l • •• 
WEEKEND COVERAGE IS ALSO CONSIDERED; . 
OPERATION 
· THE PROGRAM SELECTS PATTERNS WHICH GIVE THE MOST EVEN 
.COVERAGE. . ~ 
QUESTIONS ARE ASKED BY ·-THE COMPUTER AND tHE PATTERNS 
ARE SELECTED BASED ON THE ANSWERS GIVEN. 
·AS.SUMPTI ONS .- ~ · 
. . 
EACH PERSON WORKS' s · sHIFTS/WEEK. 
. ~ 
.. MAXIMtiM · ~ DAY WORK STRETCHC4.~5.~6,7 . WEEK ~ATTiRNSi,a FOR j w: 
• I'> . 
EVERY PERIOD Orr SHALL BE. AT lEAST 2 DAYS DURATION~ 








' ., . 
IETA I LS 
, . 
ANSWER YE~ oR· NO IN .SINGLE QI!JOTES UNLEss· -SP~Cirl~D, QTHERWIS~. 
PATTERNS ARE·LISTED WHERE: 
• 
BLA'NK - \.JORKDA'( 
· ·o - DAY OFF' 
·' LIMITS -
· MAX tMU!VJ NUMBER OF' EACH CATEGORY WE CAN SCHEDULE AT A. TIME· = 7 
. . 
** * * * *** ·~ * **. * ·~ * ** **~ ·~* ***** * ** * * ** **** ** ·-~* *** ******** ***'!'* ** ** ***.-
,. 
-------~---------------------------
F."IRSTJLET··s· CONSIDER THE DAY SHIF.T. 
HOW - ~ANY R.N. •·s A'RE N~~DE;:P 




·HOW MANY, N. I. 'S ARE NEEDED ON DAY SHIrT? 
1 · 
. -2 




----~------------~------------------ · NOWJLET'S : CONSIDER THE EVEN[N9 SHIFT. 
------------------------------------. ' 
HOW MANY R.N.'S ARE _ ~~EDED ON -EVENING SHIFT? 
·.? 
t 
HOW MANY. N. I. 'S ARE -'NEEDED ON EVENING SHIrT? 







>. ·'· q• 
• '. I •· -
·. 
I 
- . ~ 
; I 
. 
,. r;:_ , 





; ' . . -: ... . 


























N·ow .. LET ''S CONSIDER 'niE NJI GHT SHIFT • . 
~----~------------------J·------·--•1 .. 
. 









HOW MANY N. A. 'S ARE NEEDED ON N I GHJ', SHIrT? 
r 





HOW MANY R.N. ··s .. N.J.'S ~N~A. '5 DO. YOU HAVE AVAILABLE' FOR THE ·UNITI 
EXCLUDING THE. HEAD . NURSE ··AN.D TEAM LEADER? 
.TYPICAL ANS~R MAY ' BE 5,.4_.4 · 
.. 
00 YOU REDUCE STAFF ON WE-EKENDS? 
'1 . 
'YES' 
' . . 
OKAY ' THEN .. tET'S LOOK. AT TH~ WEEKEN~ COVERAGE. 
-~------~--- -- - - ----~------~-------
FIRST .. LET~s CONSIDER THE DAY SH~rT • . c-
---------- ----- --------------------
~ - - . ' 
. HOW MANY R.N. • S ARE NEEDED ON ~AY S!"{ I FT? 










. . . ,, 










\ - . . 
********************************************************************* 




RN Nl NA TOTAL . RN .. Nl NA ., TOTAL~ 
.. 
D 2 2 .I 5 ·o 2 2 0 4\ . 
\ ~ - '• 
E ' ' 0. 2 · E 
'J 
1 0 ~ 
\ 
N 0 2 N 0 2 ' 
., 
' e 
•TOTAL 3 3 3 TOTAL 3 : 3 2 
NUMBER OF' PE~SONNEL 
-------------------
- ' ' 
NEEDED AVAILABLE SELECTED 




NA . 4 . . < 4 · <4 
*************~***i*******~**********~******************************** 
* * 
* . * 
: L r sr oF' PArrERN1S sE~EcrEo j . : 
* ~ ****~*******~******~*******'.***********.***********************~**** 
LIST OF PATTERNS F'OR R.N.'S 
. . 
=~========================= :I 
PATTERN NO. MTWTrSS MTWTFSS MTWTF'SS MTWTF"SS Ml'WTF'SS .. 
I 00 00 00 oo 00 
2 00 00 00 oo ·oo 
3 00 00 DO 00 00 
. . 4• 00 . 00 00 0 0 00 
. 5 00 00 00 00 00 . 
6 00 . 00 00 0 0,00 















DA.ILY COVERAGE F'OR EACH PATTERN .ABOVE 
-·----------------------------------~ 
PATTERN NO. M' T w T F 5 5 ' . 
I 4 3 3 3 4 4 4 . 
.2 ,,. 4 3 3 · 4 4 3 4 
3 4 3 4 4' 3 3 4 
4 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 
5 .4 4 4 3 '3 3 4 
6 3 4 4 3 ' 4 4 3" 











LIST OF PATTERNS .FOR N.J.'S 
===========~=========~===== 
• 0 
MTWTFSS MTWTFSS MTWTFSS 
00 00 00 
00 00 00 
oo oo ·oo ' : 
DAILY COVERAGE F"OR· EACH PATTERN ABOVE 
----~--------------------------------






3 2 3 3 3 3 3 
3 3 3 2 3 3 . 3 
3 3 3,3 3 2 3 
********~*******•**************************************'**~···~,.~-·· 
L I ST OF PA T'TER'NS FOR' N. A. 'S 
=========================== . . . . 
. ' 
PATTERN NO. MTWTFSS MTV!TFSS MTWTF"SS MTWTF'SS 
J , 00 00 00 00 
·.----··-
'' ' 
2 00 00 ,' 00 00 













- -. ~~ 
DAILY COVERAGE,_F'OR EACH PATTERN .ABOVE 







M'T W T F" S S 
3 2 3' '3 3 3 3 · 
' 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 
3333323 
/ . 133 
. . I . . 




































THE GENERAL HOSPITAL 
* ljc 
* t.JELCOME TO THE WORK SCHEDULE ASSEMBLER . * 
* * * .• 
***************~*********~*****~************** 
DO YOU WANT I NrORMAT-1 ON ON HOW TO USE THE PROGRAM? 
I 













TO WORK OUT DAILY SCHEDULES ·FOR (3) CATEGORIES Or STAFF. 
l ( E 0. RN Is .. N I • S.t NA •. s) 
! . . . 
THE BASIC. INPUT IS A PATTERN <SHOWING 'DAYS OFF AND 'SHIFTS) 
~HJCH MAY BE SELECTED USING "NIJRSEl" PROGRAM OR \t!ORKED OUT 
INDEPENDENTLY • 
. ' 
OPE RAT I-ON -
DE"(A I LS 
.-
· ,THE ·PROGRAM scHEDULEs STAFF ·1N A cYcLIC ·MANNER· AND REPORTS 
ON ~ACH SCHEDULE . PRODUCED. 
. I ' , i' • . I 
.'THE OPERATOR ANSWERS ·A SERIES OF QUEST(ONS.THAT THEoOMPUt~ ~ ASKS. AND C"HANGES · EACH SCHEDULE UNTIL A SATISFACTORY 5~·· 
COVERAOE;AND PERSONNE~ MIX IS OBTAINED. 













THE PATTERN Is ENTEREo··sHowi·NG . DAYS Off.-AND SHifTS WH£RE: 
Ll M ItS 
. ' 
):< - DAY Off R REQUESTED DAY OFF 
D · - :OAY ·SHIfT 5 SICK LEAVE 
0 ... DAY OWED E - EVENING SHifT· . 
N - N I GHT SH I fT T NURSING 1bfSTRICT 
A - ANNUAL LEAVE· C CLASS DAY 
. PATTERN LENGTH , IS IN WEEKS. 
TYPING CODE fOR PATTERNS:-
0 : - DAY OFF' 5 - . REQU.EST~D DAY OFF' · . 
t DAY SHifT 6 SICK LEAVE 
~ EVENING . SHifT 7. :.. DAY OWED 
3 NIGHT SHIFT 8 NUijSJNG DISTRI~T 
' 4 :. ANNIJAL LEAVE 9 CLASS DAY 
NOTE: CODES 0 - 3 USEb IN THIS· PROGRAM. 
MAXIMpM PATTERN LENGTH = 7 WEEKS 
,, 
MAX I MUM NUMBER .Of' PERS,ONS IN EACH ·CATEGORY ::: 7 
.. 
. . . 
I . 
"*****~**********************************~*******************•******** 
STAFF CATEGORY 7 
7 
• RN· 5 • 
· PATTERN LENGTHi? 
I • 





t:.. ·· •. 
,f . 
. ' 
·2 0 0 3 ·3 3 3 . 3 3 3 0 0 . I . I I I 0 ·. 0 0 t I 1 .1 1. 0 0 0· 1 . I 2 2 2 2 
PATTERN CHOSEN fOR · S RN 5 
' . 
I 
- . . - : () - ' 
. MTWTfS9' MTWTFSS MTl\'TF'SS MTWTfSS MTWTFSS 
EXXNNNN. · NNNXXOb DDDDXXX DDDDbXX XDDEEEE 
! ,, 
~ .. 
. •, I 
- . .. . .. . 
... 
o , 
.... · . . 
'' 
. .· 






SH I F'T SCHEDULE rOR 5 RN .. S 
. EMP't..OYEE 
I 
MTWTfSS MTWTfSS MTWTfSS 
EXXNNNN-NNNXXDD DDDDXXX 
XDDEEEE EXXNN~N NNNXXDP 
D/lljllODX:X XDDEEEE EXXN.NNN 
D~DDXXX DDDDDXX ,XDDEEEE 





-D 2 3 3 2·1 1 1 2 3 3 2 1 1 1 2 3 3 2 1 I I 
. E 1001111 1001llt 10011_11 
N 1111111 111}111 1111111 
SATISfiED WITH COVERAGE? 
1 
'YES I 




rULL REPORT ON TIME SCHEDULE . 1 
1 







23321 1 1 233211 1 
I 0 0 I I r J I 0 0 1 1 I I· 
.11111111111111 
. . o 
. ' 
; . 
. ·' .., . 





** * * * * * * * * *' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~·~-· ** * •• * ••• * * ~ ~. *. I • <' o 
FULL REPCHF · r·oR · RN s · 
=========d====~=~~== 
-' 
·SHIrT SCHEDULE F'OR 5 RN S 
. . ' . 
----- --------- --------- --
• 11 • • 
EMPLOYEE MTWTfSS MTWTFSS MTWTfSS 
1- EXXNNNN. NNNXXDD ODDDXXX 
2 . XDDEEEE EXXN~NN NNNXXDD 
3 DDDDDXX XDDEEEE EXX.NNNN 
4 DDDOXXX DDDDDXX XDDEEEE 
5 NNNXXDD DDDDXXX DDDDDXX 
,. 
D 23321 1.1 233211 I 23321 11 
E · 1 00 I 1 1 I .I 0 01 I I I -, 100 .I I I I 










NNNXXDD DDDDXXX · 
EXXNNNN ·NN-NXXDD 
XDDEEEE E;:<XNNNN 
2332'1 t I 23321 t t 
10-01111 l00111t 
1· I 11 1 I I I t 1 I 1 t t 
' ·- · ' 
. · 










,. .... . 
. ' 
' • .. 
,l, . 
-· I . . 
\ 
I 





• •,4 • 
'· ,• . . 
, 1" ' I ,. . . ' 
rULL REPORT ON SCHEDULE FOR RN S 
---~-------------------~--------
MIN~MUM WpRK STRETCH • 5 
MAXIMU~ WORK STRETCH s 7 
- . 
. TOTAL..-bAY, ~KIF~ ~t3 
TOTAL EVENING SHIFTS = s: 
TOTAL NIGHT SHIFTS = 7 
:"'fOTAL NUMBER OF' WORKDAYS =25 
, 
NUMBER Or S~LIT DAYS Orr = 0 
:.. 
NUMBER OF WEEKENpS ·Orr IN 5 = 2 
VIOLATIONS 
•••••••••• 








~ I ........ 
(0 • ~ • ::.. 
1
. NUMBER Or TIM~S EVENIN~ .'eR N~T ~Hir~ BEr.~~E W,¢EKEND ··orr = 0 
NUMBER OF TI~ES EVENING-DAY SHirT = 0 · . 
NUMBER OF" TIMES EVE.NING-NIGHT SHirT = ·e 
NUMBER OF TIMES NIGHT-DAY SHlrT : 0," 
I . I ' 
iOTAL COVERAGE FOR I CATEGORY ·Or STAPf 
I ' ' • o ' 
-----~----------·---------------------
. ~ "' MTWTF'SS MTWTFSS 
0 . 23321 H ' 2332.1' 11 
E I 00 I I .I f I 001 I I I 
N tlltttl ltltttt 
. END ·or RUN t 
MTWTF"SS MtwTF"SS 
23321 I I 233? I II 
·1 00 J I I I J 00 1\ J I I 





I 00 I 1 I lh 
1111111 
, .. 
, .. ~· 
l37 . 
., 
••••• ,~.*~*t**~!'t**ll!**~* .***********~···············-····~····~*11!** ·***** 
,' \ ·~ . , •- . 
SCH£DiJL\ AN~T.~ER CATEGORY OF" STAFF"? ' . . . . 
1 . • 
· "YES • . 




' l . 
. .. . 
' ( ." . ' I 
. · . . 
I 
.,. .~. 
. . ~:.. . .. 
•. o ' : U I o ( 
. .. . 
. ·.' .. ·: ~. . 
.' ~ . : .. 
. " : 
. ~ ·.; ( 
' .. · ... , '· 
. . ; , . .-: .· ; . 
. . ' 
. ' 








. ' , 
STAF'F' CATEGORY? : 









3 3 0 0 I t· 2 2 · 0 0. 




MTWTF'SS . MTWTF'SS MTWTF'S.S MTWTF'SS 
NNXXDDD .. DEEXXDQ DDDDDXX XXNNNNN. 
sHirT scHEDULE FOR 4 - Nl s 
-------------------------
. . ' \ 
. ' . 
. . 
EMPLOYEE .MT 1.YTPSS MTWT.fSS ··~MTWTFSS 
1 NNXXDDD . DEEXXDD,. DDDDDXX 
2 XXNNNNN NNXXDDD DEEX.XDD 
3 o'DDDDXX· XXNNNNN NNXXDDD 
. 4 DEEXXDD ·oooD'DXX XXNNNNN 
D 2111222 ' 211 i222 211 122~ 
E 01)0000 0110000 i110000 
. ·N I I I 1 I I I I f 1 I 1· I 1 I 1 J 1 1 1 1 
· sA~ISF'IED WITH COVERAGE1 
. 1 
'Y.ES' ... 
ANY PERMANENT SH(fT STAFF?_ 
..• 
1 ' 0 
'NO' 
• FULI.:- RE.PORT ON TIME SC.HEDULE? 
? 
·y~s • 
:: '· . 


























-~ ~-.:_ .' 
. -~·:.~ 
• f ' ' ~ • \ • • r ~ • 
. . ' 
' . I 
...... 
: . 




. :· .. 
.· ' 
' . .. , I ' • 
'\ . . .. . 
. ' 
•f . • 
~· i . . 
, o 
.. 
' . o . 
. , 
\ .. · . . . ~ -· . 
- . ... 
It ; I 
. ·~ 
r , 
. . .. . 
' . . 
..  






' • Q . 
r 
' ' .... 
0 •• 














• 0 /) •1 • 
~ · '-. 
0 • . ~; ' . ., 
~ .. , 
•t 
.:_J 
' > •. • .• ~ ~ •. # ~ " • • • • c. 
• . . . . ., . . ' i· : . . "' c- ~ • . • . • • 
. . *"-** ***** *-~~** * * **.**'**-** **~ * * *· * * * * * * *****·* ****** **** *'! **·* ~· ****,* * **·** 
"' ., FU~L REPORT ~-R N I . s 
- . 
{T • =~=======~==~======~ -
. ' 
.  · 
,SI·(JFT SCMEDULE rOR 4 N I S~. 
l " --------------~----------
' . 
0 : • ·~ t> . 
• ' ~· .J u c 
· • _EMPLOYEE MTWTF'SS, MTWTF'SS M'tWTrSS MTWT,FSS . 
' , 1 • . NNXX~go.. DEExxqo I;)Doooxx xx~NNNN -.~ 







: .. . ······ 4 bEEXXDD·· DDDDDXX XXNNNNN NNXXDDD 
.. <··· o , D 21 I i222-21·11222 2U 1222 2111222· ----· 
. .., ,E 0 r 1 _0·~00 01 1001210 01 1121000 01 t 001210 
, . 
• . c 
p . 
. . 
N 1111111 1.1-11111 1111111 ll1dll 
. : .. 
c 
FULL REPOR,T ON SCHEDULE F'OR ~I S . 
~ . . . 
---------------------------~---­~· 
.. . · · ~ . . 
MrNIMUM W9RK S~RETCH·= ' 6 
. . 
MAXi.MUM . WOR~ STRETCH = .1 
.. ~ " • • f 
TOT At. f:?AY SH I F·T S ~·I 1 
TOTAL , EVENINO•SHIF'T? 
·, I . . 
' TOTAL N I (lH~T ~g I r:tr.s' =. 7 




' • ' 
















. ~ .. ( 
' ... 
. . . . 
' TOTAL Nl}MB-~ R Of' -, _W~RKDAYj =20 
~ ., 
-~ 
'· . . . 
,. 
. · . 
. . " 
• ny•· • t..,• 
~ • • I I I 
NUMBER OF' SPLIT DAYS "OF'F' · = ~.121 -~. 
-" 
0 • . t 
' . 
) • • r.c. 
.. 
. ' 






'NUMBER OF l.o.'EE~ENDS OFF I~ 4. = 1 
"" t b .. ,. .. 
VI _OLATIONS . ·. 
' ~ ***~****** 
,.. 
. . 
,• &a 0 ; ' \..:.. • 
. . . 
•. .. . 
0 
.. 
·"NUMB~R pF TJ)*:S_ ..h.~E~ _1 ~G oR N 1 t3HT ·~1FT. BEFORE_ WEEKEND ~~-F' ··:;: 0 
NIJMSER-> "-or:"T IMES E\JEN~NG·-DA'( SHirt ·= 0 v .. , 
0 0 I 
NIJMBE..R OF .. T I MESo EVEN"I NG-N I GHT SH t FT ~ 121 
I . ' 
· . ·'· · NIJMBER OF TIMES NIGHT-DAY SHIFT = 0 




' . . .
- ~ ­
' ' 
.. " D t 
'· 
: . , 
' . ~ 0 
:. a 
.. 




































RUN 2 . . 
------------
•• ' \ • I) 
• oQ • 
,, ;1 
MT\.JTFSS MTWTFSS ~~f:~'tFSS MTwTF'SS 
4443333 4443333 4f.'43333 44433'33 
I I U I 1'·1 · I 1 f I l,JI I p I I 1 .1 1 .. . p .l-1;1:'1. I · 





# " • I I • • • • , • 
** .-. **** ** ***'*** * ***** **"**~*** * * ***** **'* * **~*·********* ****** * ***** ** . .. 
-· 
. . 
S.CHEDULE ANOTHER CATEGORY Of STAfF'7 
i 
. . ' . 
. · STArr CAfEGORY? 
' .. 
·. 
1 I) :. ? . 
'NA. S' I' 






0 0 I I t 0 · 0 I . 1 2 '2 '2 2 2_,.r0 0 I 
. ~~:~~~~-:~~==~.-~~~~~-(=. . 
...} 
MTWTF'SS 'MT'toJTF'SS MTWTJ%SS . 
. XXDDDXX DDEEEEE XXDDDDD t 
SHtF'T SGHiD0LE FOR 3 NA ·s 
.. 
EMPLOYEE MTWTFSS MTWTFSS 'MTWTP.SS 
XXDDDXX DDEEEEE ·· XXDDDDD 
XXDDDDD XXDDDXX DDEEEEE 
DDEEEEE XXDDDoD XXDDDXX 
. t 
.. . . 2 
3 
o· t 122211 . t't 22211 - 1122211 
E 001 iJ I I _001'1 I 1.1 00,J I I -J 1. 
N 000000~ - 0000000 0000000, 




. ( ' 
• 
, 

















SATISFIED WITH COVERAGE? 
? 
•'YES .• · 





HAVE YOU SCHEDULED THEM BEF.ORE? I 
1- . ' 
'NO' 











PLEASE ENTER 3-.WEEK SHIFT STAFF' ·PATTERN FOR ·t PERMANENT SH.IrT STAFF. ·· 
? 
2 2 2 . 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 ·0 2 2 
·SCHEDULE r OR 1 PERMANENT SHIFT . STArr 
. . . 
----~-------- - ------- - --------------
EMPLOYEE 
I · 
MTWTF·SS MTWTFSS MTWTFSS ·. ·. 
EEEXXEE EEEEEXX EEEXXEE ~ 
D 000~000 0000000 0000000 . 
E l f1 0011 ·11 1 1 1 00 1 l n~0.t I 
· N 0000000 0000000 .0000000 
SATISFIED .I•JITH THE PE~MANENT ~H.J.FT, SCHEDULE 1 
· .. 7 ... 
'YES' 
,· 
FULL RE'?ORT ON TIME SCHEDULE .. ~ 
.· . 
.. ? 





I ' ,• ' . ' 






· , . 
. . . 
'•'. 
I '.:,. 
. ' . 
. , 
'. ' . 
I • 
-: . . ·'-.. 
.. 








. /'• .I 
i, , . 
' · I 








... : . 
142 
. . . 
*******~***.*****~*********SUMMARY . REPORT~*************'**~*******~~~ 
. st 
.; 0 
I • :, ·, 
tOTAL COVERAGE FOR 3 CA~EGORIES. OF STAFF 
-----------------------------------------
. . 
MTWTFSS MTWTFSS MTWTPSS 
D 5565·544 5565544. 5565544 
. ' E 2232233 223332~ 2232233 
N 2222222 ~222222 2222222 












·. ' ' . CHANGE WHICH STA.Fr CATEGORY? 
. ' ' 
. 7 
j 
THE PATTERN . . f S 
' . 
--------------
1- 2 3 
MTWTF'SS . MTWTFSS MTWTFSS 
·. ?<XDDDXX DDEEEEE XXDDDDD 
CH~NGE WHICH WEEK? 




REVISION F'O'R .THAT WEEK? 
1 
I I J 2 ·· 2 2 2 
.. 





. . : ~ -.. 
.. .. 
.. ~ . ~ 
. .. 
.·· '- .. 
"• 
- ,.. I 
' . 
. • , \ . 
. . 
. :- ,'J " . ; . 
t . 
.. · ' 
\ .. . ., 
'· · 





/ ' I ' 
REVIS I ON NUMBER 
SHifT SCHEDULE-FOR 3 NA 5 
-------------------------' 
EMPLOYEE MTWTFSS MTW.TFSS MT~TFSS 
1 · XX DDDXX DDDEEEE. XXDDDDD. 
' 2 : XXDDDDD XXDDDXX DDDEEEE 
3 . DDDEEEE XXDDDDD XXDDDXX 
D 1132211 1132211 1132211 
t 0001111 0001 ·111 0001 ·111 
· N 0000000 0000000 0000000 
SATIS.FIED WITH COVERAGE.7 
? ' 
'YES' . . 




HAVE ,YOlrS.CHE.DUL:ED THEM BEFORE? ( . : 
} 
.. 'YES • 
• • 1 \ 
. . 
. . 
' ' r 
. ' 
: · .oKAY .. LET .~ s Lool< AT THE PERMANENT ·sH 1FT "SCHEDUL,E_. AGA i.N r. 
: . \ · .. -: 
' •' 
' • 
PREVIOUS PERMANENT STAFF SCHEDULE 
---------------------------------
. . . 
EM~LOYEt MTWTfSS· MTWTFSS . MTWTFSS 
. 1· E'EEXXEE · EEEEEXX EEEXXE;. 
D 0000000 0000000 000~000 
E 1 1 1 00 I I' 1 1 I 1 1 0 0 1 I I 0 0 1 1' 
N 0000000 0000V'l00 01!!'00000 .. . 
• 
:· ' i 
SAT. I sf'IED .w1 TH THE PERMANENT SHIFT . ·scHE.DI:lL~ 1 
'? . . 
'YES' .. 
FULL -REPORT ON TIME SCHEDULE· .. 7 
? 
'YES' 




' . , 
.' ' . ' 
I '• I 
· .. . 
. · .. . 
. . . ' 











' . . \_'_) 










*~*****~*****.~*********~*************~*************************~**** . ,· ... ' . 
. ' . 
F'IJLL REPORT FOR NA S 
==:================= 
s·CHEDULE FOR PERMANENT SHIFT STArr 
---~-------------------------------- 1 
.EMPLOYEE MTWTFSS MTWTF'SS MTW~F'SS 
1 EiEXXEE EEEEEXX. EEEXXEE 
· D 0000000 0000000 ·0000000 
E I I 101211 1 '11 1 t l 00 'J 1 100 t I 
-N - 0000000 0000000 0000000 
. r 
SH I F'T SCHEDULE FOR 3' NA S 
-------------~-----------
:"EMPLOYEE MTWTFSS MTWTFSS 
I . XXDDDXX DDDEEEE 
2 ~XDDDDD XXDDDXX 
~ ·D.DDEEEE XXDDDDD 
D t 13221 I 1 I 3221· I 
; _ E 0001 1 1 I 0~'''~ I 1.1 






000 i 1 1 t 
000121000 
... 
. TOTAL . COVERAGE ·N·A S · AND SH .lF'T STAFF' 
-------------- - - - - ~ ---------- - -- - --
MTWTF'SS MTWTF'SS MTWTFSS 
D I 13'221 I I I 3 221 1 1 13221 I 
E 1111122 t112211 111.1122 N 12112100000 · 0000000 0000000 
FULL REPORT ON SCHEDULE F'OR NA 5 
. . 
---------------~----------------
· MINI~UM WORK STRETCH ·= 3 .. 
MAXIMUM WORK STRETCH· = 7 ,· 
TOiAL DAY SH,F'TS =1 1 
TO.TAL EVENING SH.I F'iS = :4 
. ='· 
' . . .. 
TOTAL· NIGHT· fiHIFTS = ~ · · . 
TOTAL NUMBER OF'. WORKDAYS·· = I 5 
<" 
. ' 
NU[VJBER OF' . SPLIT :DAYS . OF'F ·= · 0 






























.. . ' 
" . . 
' 
\ . . 
. ') 
: 
, . . .... 
,' . '. 





. : : 
~ .... 
.. 





********** . , 
' . -
' NUMBER ·Or TIMES EVENING OR ··.NI.GHT SHIFT .'BEFORE WEEKEND Off • 0 
"' 
,. ' . 
/ 
NlJIYlBER OF" TIMES EVENING-DAY SH I F"T ::: 0 
NUMBER OF" TIMES EVENING-NIGHT SHIFT= 0 
NIIMBER Or TIMES NIGHT-DAY SH I F"T = 0 
. . ' ~ 
TOTAL 'COVERAGE rOR· 3 CATEGORIES Or STArr 
---------------------------·-------------
. . . 
MTWTF"SS ! MTWTFSS MTWTFSS MTW'TF"SS MTWTFSS 
D 5575544 5575544 5575544 5575?44 5575544 
E 2222233 2223322 222'2233 2222233 222.3322 
N 2222222 2222222 .2222222 22'22222 2222222 





' ' "' ' I • • ~ • ' ~ 
' • f I ' • •' ' *****~**************~***'*****~************************~************* 
\ 
' '• 
SAT 1 SF' , ·ED ~ w 1 T'H THE ·COMPLETE·· scHEDULE? : 
? 
'YES' . . I 
SO LONGJSEE Y00 NEXT T I ME! 
.. . 
. 













... . .::1': 
"". 




, :· , · . ·' 
f ' . . 
. '.' ·, 
. , '. . 
' . . 
.· 
• . . i 
.. 
' , . 
.. . 
.-' 
... . . 
.. , · . 
I . 
'' '• . . 
. · ' 
. .·.· . 
· .... . 
. ,. , 























THE GENERAL HOSPITAL 






* * ******••··~~······~·····~*******************~* 
00 YOU WANT I NrORMAT.l ON QN HOW TO USE THE PROGRAM? 
' ' A~SWER YES OR NO .ENCLOSED IN SINGLE QUOTES • . 
? 




t ·~ • 
- *~***'~********************~ •••••• ~ •• ~;**************~*******~~ •• ~.~· 
' ' r • • r , 
- . . . 







TO PRINTI- <1> INDIVI'DlJAL SCHEpUI.~ES AND <2> UNIT .SC.HEPtJLE 
0 VE R A PER I OD OF· TIME • . . 
INPUT 
~ . 





IN ' 'NIJRSE2" . PROGR~M. . 
. 
OF' T IME. 
· ' · 
·~ ~..: . . . 




' ', ·~ 
. . · 
. ' '· . 
' ', ,J: I 
·' . . 
. ' '. 





' ~ ,. . . . . 
A 'G IV ~N PER I OD · 
~ ' : : I 
. . ./' ·. 
-....--:- . 





' . . 
·' · .... 
•" ~ . 
. , ' 
.-




147 . . 
I • 
. ~ETAILS 
ANSWER YES OR NO IN SINGLE QUOTES UNLESS SPEC IF" I ED . OTHERW I SE. 
MONTH ----------· NUMBER OF'.MONTH. £0. 1.1 
DAY OF' MONTH - -- NUMBER. EG. 22 
DAY OF' WEEK · --~- NUMBE.R. IE. .t 2 3 4 5 6 7 
.. S M T w T F" s 
. . 
EG:. ' SUN WOULD BE l . ' 
,_, 
NAMES ----- ___ ... . _ F' I RST 
-
MAXI MUM ·or 4 LtTTERS. EO. · 'JUDY' 
~-- -
- LAST --: MAX I MUM Or 8 LETTERS. ·Eo • - ' SHEPPARD' 
I • 
. ' 
.STATUS-------·- MAXIMUM OF 2 LETTERS. EG. ' .RN' 
. . 
PATTI!:RN LENGTH - IN WE:EKS~. EG. 4 .· 
PATTERN CODE·-:. __ SAME AS IN "NURSE2 .. PROGRAM. 
. . 
NAME _OF .IJNIT · --~ MAXIMUM OF' 8 LE'TTERS. EG. '2-S ' WARD' 
LIMITS - I' 
// - -; . ' ·' . 
MAX 1('!1-trM. F'ORECAST FOR ANY SCH~4~---~ I 2 MONTHS . 
,./"'/ ~ . ·u ·, . r;,' . ,, . ~ . , ~ . . 
MAXIMUM NUMBER Or ·STAF'F SCHEDULED IN · ONE RUN = 21 
**********************~*********************·~······~~··············· 
.. NEW Fl LE7 
? 
'YES' · 






WHAT MON"T:H~ DAY' OF' .MONTH', AND DAY OF .THE WEEK D_O WE ·. SiA~T -· P~ATTE~Nl · 
1 '. ..· ' . 
3 4 2 
.- .. , 
• " I 
) 
. - WHAT' DAY .OF J T.HE WEEK DOES . MONTH START ON? 
~ . ·~ 
/ ' r ·, 
1 
6 
. . . 
.. 
. . . . · 
.__/, 








· IS .THIS A ·LEAP YEAR 7 
7 
'NO' 
.EMPLOYEE Is NAME AND .STATUS? 
? 







2 Ill 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - 0 0 1 I I 
.. . 
·PRINT THE INDIVIDUAL 'SCHEDULE? 
1 
'YES' 




















• I 0 ' 
.. , . 
,. 
li!l Ill' 0 I I I 0 0 0 · I 2' 2 2 - 2 
. \. 
" 






.• '. ' . . :I 
... . 
: .. . -
I ' 
'l • • • 
' - · . . 
.. ' 
.. ' 
- ' . 
. . ' 
' I 
. • ' 
,· . 
. ·, 
. ' "':- ' . 
.• . 
' . 










**** ** ** * * **** * ************* **** * *·* * SCHEDULE fOR M • ANTLER RN * 




• \ ' ' • 'I • ' 
--- --~----------------------------------·----
. _I MAR . I ""' 
1--------------~-------------------·---~-----1 . . . . . 
s M T w ·T f 5 
I---------·--.:.------.---:--------·-------:..------ I 
I I . 2 I 
I I 
I 3- 4 '-. . 5 6 · 7 a 9 I 
I E X X N N N I . 
I 10 
-11 .12 I~ 14 --- ,s . 16 I 
I -N N # N X X o· I 
I 
""'7 I 8 19 20 21· 22 23 ·I 
I ·D D D ,.. .n D . X X I 
I 24 t.s ' 26 21 -. 28 29 . 30. r 
I X D D D D · D X I 
I 31 'I 
I' X I 
' 
-- ~------ ------------------ -- ~ -- -----~- ------\ ' 
• • • • I • 
. -------------------------------------... _____ -
I APR 
· l-;..------:-------------------- ·--------~-------1 
. . . 
. I 5 . M T W T ·. F' . J 5 I 
I -'- - .---- - - ~----- - ------------- _ . ._,.-----.-- ._ ·--- I 
'. . . ~ . 
I I '2 3 4 . .s 6 I 
I X· n·. D E E . E; I 
I 7 ·. 8 ~ · 10 II 12 t'3 " I 
I E E X ; X _N. N N I 
I .. 14 15 . 16 17 18 1.9, 20 I. 
. I N. . N"· N N X x. D I 
' I ._21 22 23 24 25 26 27 I ' 
I D D 
I 28 : 29 




·30 . I 
·, I X · D ~ D .I . 
. .. . . . 
~ : -,..-- ":"" ---- -:- -- ---,------- -.--:--.-: ~--- .. ---------- .. 
SCHEDULE - ANOTHER PERSON? 
" • ' 
? .. ' 
'YES~. ' 
' . ; ' 
. . · ' EMPLOYEE 'S NAME AND S.TA TUS·? · 
· . . 
·' 
q, 
. . . 
(' ·; • Q 
... ? . . ,, . ,·, 
. L •• , • GREENE ., I RN. . . : . . . ' . ' . 
'•· . . • 





















. ~ .. 
0 I 1 2 2 2 .,'2 2: eJ 0 3 3 3 · 3· j ~ '3 ~ 0 
·. . PRJ ~r THE' I NDI v'l DIIAL SCHEDULE?' 
? 
'NO • 
SCHEDULE ANOTHER PERSON? 
. . .1 
'YES • 
EMPLOYEE'S NAME AND STATUS? 
.1 
' · I • • ~ 'BARLETT .~ .t 'RN' 
? . 






:· ' ... 
q - . , • . 




I • • 
, . 
,• ,• 
1 . I 1 ' 0 0 ·0 I . I 2 · 2 2 .2 : 2 0 0 3 3 3 3 3. 3· 3 0 0 1 1·. 1 1 1. t' 0 .·0 0 . 
PRINT THE t NDIV I DUAL. SCHEDULE? 
1 
'NO • · 
SCHEDULE ANOTHER PERSOi.J.?-4) 
.1 ' 
'YES • 
' • •. ' 
EMPLOYEE'S ' NAME AND STATUS? 
7 i 
,D.·~ 'OAKE';, '~N' 
: I 
. . .... . 
., 
' . . 
. . . 
, • ' \ 





.. ,_ . 
. ~ . ' 
. ' . 
. -
. . . . . ~ .. 
' • . 


































. I 100011 1 0 0 0 1 I 2 · 2 2 ~ 2 0 0 3 3. ·3 3 . 3 . 3 3 0 0 . 1 . 






EMPLOYEE'S NAME AND STATUS? 
1 
P. •,. 'WISEMAN', 'RN' 




, ; .. 
. . 
? 
3 3 3 0 0 
., 
I "'I I I '2f ·0 0 I 1 




' SCHEDULE AN OTHER PERSON? 
1 L ~YEs· ·· · 
· · . ~MPLO'(EE 'S 
. . • , 
















. ~ :.: 
. ·: ,• 
(/ 




I ' j· 
. ' 
. 
. . , 
• ' t,· 
.L 
. . . '· 
'. 




·' . .... 
' . 
,I • •• 
. . , 





'• . ' 
' ' ' 
..· ... 
J 
• • _. , 1 
If _, • • 
: . 
'. · .. 
;. 
· ~ 
I ./ . 
. / 
' \ . 
' ' 
. ' . 
0 








_,.,. • • 'it 





, PATTERN? · <II • • 
o ' , 1 . . . 
3 , 3 0 121 
' ' .. 
I I · ·~1 . 2 '2 0 . 0 t ', i 
"NO • 
'<9 . 
SCHEDULE ANOTHER PERSON? 






~· r • 
EMPLOYEE • S .NAME AND ·s·TATUS? 
? 
·•· .T. ',..'PAI1SONS · , 'NI' 
' PAT'T'ERN CEN GTH 7 
. , 'rnJ~ 
. 7 ' J' • :' 
4 . 
PATTERN? 
? ' ' 



















0 , . 
.. 




' I ' ' 
. 



















·SCHEDULE ANOTHER PERSON? 
1 
·v~s· · 
·EMPLOYEE • S N'AME ~ AND. Stf:'TUS? 
1 . . . ' . 
. . . e. •, "KEATING', 'NI. • " 













" · .. 
, . 
. 


















. ,.t:. '. · 
.\ 



































, ~ I I· ~J ·I 0 ......- · , 0 1- 12! 0 ,, 0 ,c;:, '3 3 3 ' 3 3 . 3 3 0 0 
r. 
' 
PRINT THE INI-;>I_VIDUAL s·CHEDULE? 
•. 
. . 
.:: .' ·.SCHEDULE' ANOTHER P~SOON?. 




.>' ? .. 
, 'YES' '· 0 
,. EMPLOYEE'S NAME AND STATUS! 
. •. 1 '\. . ;" 
e. · ~ · t!AHEY • ~ • N 1 • 
0 ' 
.. 




. ' . 





o ~CJ:iEDULE AN 
.. 1 . : 0 0 
'YES' '. . ··· 
• 0 
EMPLO'(..,EE' S . NAME 
t- . I • 













3 3 · 
', 






' ' ' 4, 
·. , . 
• • 0 
' ' · 
I. 2 2 12! 0 
.. 
. . 
. . , .. 











, ~ ~ 













. · ' 
. :.: 
' ; 
• • ~ I 





, PATTERN. LENGTH? 
? .. 





r§ ' 2 2 2 2 0 0. 2 2 2 2 2 2 . 2 •0 
PRINT THE I.N D I V I Dl.JA L SCHEDULE? 
1 .• 
•• I NO I 
..,. 
SCHEDlJLE' .ANOTHER PERS.ON? 
· ...  
~ EMPLOYEE ~ S; NAME AND S'PATUS? 
? 
. . H.,, I PEACOCK 0 ·" • NA ~ 
. tf 
- ' ' 
· PATTERN LENGTH? 
; .. · 7 ' 








- .. ,•' . . 
·. 





. ' '. ·.· 
.. : 
•• 
0 . ~ 1 I . 1 Ql 0 -, I ' . I . 2 2 2 2 .Q.I 0 . 1, . J . I. I I 
, .. . 
PRINT THE; INDr'VIDIJAL SCHEDULE? 
. , ? 
''NO 1 · 
SCHEDUL.'E .. ANOTHER PERSON? 
7 
'YES' , , 
'~OYEE.:s ~AME 
? 
' .. . 
K. '_. 'F'OStER_ '. , - ~·NA' ·, 
, •. 
0 
.. . ... 




. ' ' 
~ • 1, 
' . 

















. ' -~ ~ 
... 
"'· ' ' . . . . 
·r·-.. 
.' '." 
. . .. 
" # ' • • • • ; • • • • ! 
. ·, 
. ' . . ..... i. · ; 
. . · . 


















PATTERN? . . 
,' ? 
00 I·J . t I I eJ - 0 
' !1 . \.... 
.  
I '1 0 0 




SCH~DULE . ANOTkER : PERSON! 
. 1 .. . 
'YES' 
~ . . 
EMPLOYEE.'~ NAME AND STATUS? 
. . ? .; 






' · , 
I I I 2 2 ·z 2 0 0 t : I ... I . i 0 . 0 ·t 
PR'I NT THE ·IN Dl VI DUAL ~CHEDU~ ·. _. · 




·. ·. .. . . 
SCHEDtJLE ANOTHER PERSON? '" 
j •• ·.J· . . ol t 
' 
7 .. ..... .. 
· 'NO' . . , , 
, ··~ \J 








. ' ' 
•'"' • 
: ' 
· .. , • 
. . •' 
. ; 
' ' .• . 




1 0 0 . 
.. 











o 0 .. ~ I .. 0 ,., 





. . ' 
,: 





•• I ~ 
-· 
. ') . 
. ' 
NAMES OF' H.EAD, NURSE AND WARD CLERK? 
. ~' 
. ,, ? ··~?l 
-~·. i J • BROWN!; I " y. I~ • Sf'11 TH I I . 
,> • 156 
,. 






:B 4 · 2 
WHAT MONTH~D~Y . Or MONTH AND YEAR DOES SCHED~LE· END 7 
? 























. . .. 
' . . 
· .. 




.· .. . ' 
.. J • 
."• I • • , 
. . 
- ~ . \ . ·. ' 
.•, ·. · 
r. 
. : 
. . ........ 
~ " ' I 








. - ... .. -













.,· . ~ 
s . 1 \ . ' -
. - '~'- -· ; . . 157 . . 
. · ' • 
' • • 'I' 
'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES = 1 3 
- . 
. ·.· . 
. .. 
·-- __ ..:, ____ ------ --·--- ------ --·-~ -·----·------- -·- ~-~------- ----~~--·- -~----.:. . . \ . . ' . . . 
. . I 







. ... . 
I DATE: . 
I . ·.· 
. . I 
.. 
MAR 
THE .GENERAL HOSJ.'ITAL 
SIX WEEK TIME SCHEDULE 
' ------:---.-.---.:. -·-_-,---
. - ' . /' 
. . ·.:..-
4 - -APR ·.141974 
• I II I 1111 (122222 2222233 . ~ 
• • ... p .. t fl I I 
, .~- . . 456.789~ 12.34567 ·8912112~_4_ 567891211 1~3~567 e91211234 . 
--------------------------------------.----------~~----~-----~--------1 DAY. OF MONTH . MTWTFSS MTWTFSS .MTWTFSS MTWTFSS MTWTFSS MTWTFSS I 
-------:------ ~-- -·- --.- ---·------- __ . ____ -·.------ -~-- .- ~.;.,.~ ___ -.: -.-----------1 
NAME STATUS I 
'M. BROWN · HN 
RN 
I 
· DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDX~ DDDDDXX DDDDDXX I 
. . I 
EXXNNNN ,.NNNXXDD DDDDXXX DDDD_DXX _XDDEEEE EXXNNNN I 
. I 
I L. · GREENE RN XDDEEEE EXXNNNN NNNXXDD DDDDXXX DDDDDXX XDDEEEE . I 
. ' . . . I ._, ' . .' . . . 
. I .. : J • . BARLETT · RN 
( . ·-:.1 . ~-
1 .·. D. OAKE RN 
' DDDDDXX XDDEEEE ~NNNN NNNXXDD 
. DDDD)$XX. pbi::>ooxx x\>oEE~E EXXNNNN. 
DDDDXXX oooom(x:.· I 
. - 1-
NNm<xDD DDDD(.(XX · .1. 
. I I. 
NNNXXt)o- I 1. ?. WISEMAN RN · - . NNNXXDD .DDDDXXX DDDDDX~ . XDDEEEE EXXNNNN 





w •. ROSE Nl NNXXDDD DEEXXDP .DDDDDXX. XXNNNNN NNXXDDD ~Etxxoo '· : 
.. . . . . . I · 
XXNNNNN · N·Nxxo'oo DEE_XXDD DDDDD~X XXNNNNN NNXXDDD I T-. PARSONS Nl 
. . . , , .. : . . . . I 
DDDDD~~ X~f.JN_NNN . NNXX_DDD DEEXX_bD DD~DDXX XXNNNN~ .I. 1 ~ a·. KEA r 1 No· N 1 
I 
I. ·c •. LAHEY N I .1 · .DEEXXDD .DDDDDXX _XXNNNNN, NNXXDDD DE.EXXDD DDDDDXX 
I -1 
I I _. _ 
I .. G ~ ;MA~ SH NA I ' EE:EXXEE . EEEEEXX EEEXXEE EEEXXEE .EEEEEXX. EEEXXEE . 
I - . . . I . ·_ .; . 
. '' 
I H • PEACOCK, · NA I 'XXD~DXX_ D.DDEEEE XXDDD,DD XXDDDXX DDDEEEE XXDDDDD 
I . I .... . . I . ' . ' . . . . 
~ , · K. TO~TER NA I ... XXDDDDD .XXDDDXX·. DD·D~EEE· ~ODDDD ·~DpD~X DDDEEEE · 
I ' I ·· . - . \· · 
' •• , • ' • . I t-" , • 
·.I • S. GOSSE · NA· I . DDDEEEE XXDDDDD · XXDDDXX DDDEEEE X~DDDDD XXDDDXX 
. I . I · . . . ;, .. . -
; . . ' I y. SMITH .we ,·. DDDDDXX ;DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX oooboxx ··DDDorixx . I. 
· I I . . . . . · • , . · ~ · . · · . : . . ' . 1. 
I· ' - . - . I' . . . , . . . . . I 
·-1--~--:----------r-------~---- L -----~---------~------~----------------I 
.. COVERAG~ DAY I · 55;:5544 ~575,5~4 5575544 557.5544 5575544 5575544 
· i I . I ·· 
.i EVENING-· ! ~222233 ~223322 2222233 ·2222233 '2223322 ·222223~ 
I . I . _ 




• ; ,l' 
$' • 
I . 
. 1 . 
1._ I DATE: MAR ' 4 APR 1'4 1974 • UNIT: · NEURO · 
I . II • • I ~ 
·1 I I I I I t 1 I I 122222 222223@_ . 1-111 I 
'' . . 1 . - 456T8,90 1234567 8912112 . ~4 _5678901 1234567 8912112.34 
1-----------~--------------------------~------------~-----------------. . . 
_ . I DAY Or MON·TH . I _ MTWTrSS MTWTF'SS MTWTrSS MTWJ:rSS M1WTrSS_ MTWT_rSS , 
J---------------------------------------------------------------------1 NAME STATUS I - · .. cJ.\ . ·· .  .- . ~ ... · . . . 
I I . . - ' .· ' ~i 
I M. BROWN · HN I . DDDDDXX DDDDflXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX 
I I · r; ' 
I ·M. ANTLER RN I EXXNNNN NNNXXDD ' DDDDXXX D~EEEE EXXNNNN 
I ' I 
.. 
J· L. GREENE · RN I X~DEEEE EXXNN~N NNNXXDD D DDDDDXX XDDEEEE 
J I 
I _I • BARLETT RN , DDDDDXX XDOE~EE ~~NNN DDDDXXX DDDDDXX 
I . ' I . I D. OAJ<E RN DDDDXXX DDDDDXX XDDEEEE NNNXXDD DDDDXXX I 
I . . - · - I 
I .P. WISEMAN ~N - NNNXXDD DDDDXXX DDDDDXX X EXXNNNN NNNXXDD I 
· I · I . • 1. 
I . . . . · . I 
· · · -. .'·1 W. ROSE . N I NN);(XDDD DEEXXDD DDDDDXX XXN NNN NNXXDDD DEEXXDD 'I 
. ' I . . . . ( 
I T. PARSONS N I XXNNNNN NNXXDDD -DEEXXDD -DDDDDXX X.XNNNNN NNXXDDD . I 
I . · I 
I ·s • !<EATING · N I ODDDDXX XXNNNNN NNXXDDD DEEXXDD DDDDDX.X XXNNNNN' ·I 
I . I 
1· C. LAHE·Y · N I ,I DEEXXDD DDDDDXX XXNNNNN . NNXXDDD DEEXXDD DDDDDXX 1· 
I . I , . . , . . I 
I · I · . I 
I G • . MARSH NA I · EEEXXEE ~EEEExx· EEEXXEE. EEEXXEE EEEEEXX EEEXXEE . 1· 
I I . . . , I 
I H • 'PE.f\COCK N~ I XXDDDXX· DDDEEEE XXDDDPD XXDDDXX DDDEEEE XXDDDDD. I 
I I . . _. . I 
I K. rOSTER NA I XXDDDDD XXDDDXX DDDEEEE XXDDDDD XXDDD">SX DDDEEEE .· I 
J I o I 
I · - 5. GOSSE NA I DDDEEEE XXDDDDD XXDDDXX DDDEEEE XXDDDDD XXI;)DDXX . I 
. 1-· "' I • I 
. ~ I' · Y. SM I TH WC I DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX ,DDDDDXX DDDDO~ . I . 
. I . · I . . I 
I · . . I · - . ' - · . . . . · . I 
- l---~-- - ----~--------- - ----- ~ ------------- --- - - -~ --~--- -- ---- ~ ~-----1 . . . . . . ... · 
1- COV'ERAGE . , DAY I 5575544 5575544 5575544 55755 5575544 5575544 I 
I . : . . I I 
·1 EVENING I 2222233 2223322 2222233 2222233 2223322 2222233 I 
I _ I I 
J N I Ot.{T I 2222222 2222222 . 2222222 2222222 2222222 2222222 . I 
, I I I 
j CODE:~ . D=D.AY SHirT · · E'=EVENING SHif',T· N=NIGHT · sHIFT . X=DAY' Ofr I 
I · : s·=.S.I Cl< LEA~E . A=ANNUA~ LEAVE C=CLASS DAY ·· ' O=DAY' OWED . I 
I ' T=_NURSING DI'STRICT ·. R=REQUESTEO DAY Orf · I 
I · I 
. --_,.: -- -·.! --- --- -~·----~--- __ . __ - ----~ ----·---- ------_._;._-- ----------- --·-----



























CHANGE WHICH NUMBER EMPLOYEE 1 
.1 . ·. 
3 
NAME & NEW 6- WEEK SCHE~UL&7 
·? 
1 • . ~ 'BARLETT • ~ 1 1 4 r I 
1 






'NO' • r 
-














I .... , I . 
















. .. . j '. 
2 2. 2 2 2 0 ' 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 "3 0 0 1 1 
.. 
. If" 
· . ' ' 
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• ( 
•". 
/ ' ~ 
l. 
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. • r • 
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~ I ·r 
f 
.  / 
' I 





. - ' 
'\ ' I . 
~ . 
. } 
FILE NUMBER = 2 . . NUMBE~ Or EMPLOYEES ~13 
r .· 
--------------.- ~---------------------------------- -.- -~----------------
,I 





~ · ~ .. 
THE' GE.NERAL ·:· .HOSPITAL 
. ,., ... . 
., 
. .' s ·l X .WEEK T I ~:E SCHEDULE . 
... 
. . . 
. . ., 
DATE: . !.J't!A R.. . 4 APR · I 4 I 9 7 4 UN I T: NEU RO 
• . · : • '\,. ' • .1, 
·. ' ·" :. ·,· ~}; '. . .... J · I I I I I I I I 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 I I I I I 
• I ·". :'·~ . • 45678'f~ 12~4567 891211234 56'7891211 1234~67 8901234' 
~----------~-----------------~~--~-----~--.---------------------------
DAY oF - MONTH . I MTWTrSS·MTWTrSS MTWTrSS MTWTFSS MTWTrSS MTWTrSS 
-~------~---~---~----------------------------~--~-~----~---~---------t 
NAME STATUS I 
I I 


























I . P.. WI SEMAN "--RN I NNNXXDD 
··I i - I ' 
· I l 
EXXNNNN NNNXXDD DDDDXXX DDDDDXX XDDEEEE 
XDDEEEE EXXNNNN NNNXXDD DDDDXXX DDDDDXX 
XDDEEEE EX~NN~N NNNXXDD DDDDXXX 
DDDDDXX XDDEEEE EXXNNNN NNNXXDD 
' "\ . 
I W • . ROSE N I I 
:I ·· , I 
· ·r . . T ; . PARSONS N I (-' 
I : I 
9 
N!';IXXDDD DEEXXDD D'DDDD~X ~XNNNNN NNXX-PDD DEEXXDD · 1 
I 
~~NNNNN NNXXDDD DEEXXDD DDDDOXX XXNNNNN NNXXDDD I 
i 
DDDDDXX XXNNNNN NNXXDDD DEEXXD~ DDDDDX~ 
. <. 
;. .1 ' 
'. I 1· B. KEATING Nl I 
I · . . I XXNNNNN " I I· 
. I ' 























NA . ' . XXDDDXX 
I 
NA I XXDDDDD 
EEEEEXX EEEXXEE EEEXXEE . EEEE~XX EEEXXEE 
DDDEEEE XXDDDDD XXDDDXX DDDEEEE XXDDDDD 
. 





DDD~EEE XXDDDDD XXDDDXX PDDEEEE XXDDDDD XXDDDXX 
.. 
DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX 
J 
I .. .. 





I . . 
I 
)- ------~ .. - -- - ·· __ ._:_ _--- _ :_ ---- -- --- T ---- _ .. _ --- -- ':"""' ---- ~-'--'-- _._ --- - ·-.:.--~---,. _: 
I COVERAGE · DAY . I 5565544 .5575544 557S544 557 5S44 5S7 5S44 . 5575544 l . I 
I EVEN I NO' I' 
I I 
1 ~ NIGHT I 
2222233 222332~ 2~22~: 2222238 2223322 ' 222~233 





. ' ' 
1. DATE.: MAR 4 - APR 14 197..,.4 UNIT: NEURO I 
I . , : . , I 
I · · · t 1111 l 1 1122222 2222233 . II II I I . 
I . · . · 4567890 I 34567~ 8901234 5678901 1234567 8-901234 I. 
I "'- . ' 0 ( ' ------------------------------------------------~--------------------1 I 
I DAY Or MONTH . I MTWTF'SS M . TF'SS MTWTF'SS MTWTrSS MTWTF'SS MTWTF'SS I 0 • 
1---------------------------------------------------------------------l 
I NAME STATUS I 1 
I I ' · I 
. I· ·M. BROWN HN I DDDDDXX DDDDD~X DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX I 
I (- I 
I M. ANTLER RN I EXXNNNN NNNXXDD DDDDXXX ·oDDDDXX XDDEEEE EXXNNNN I . 
r 1 , 1 
I · L. GREENE RN I XDDEEEE EXXNNNN NNNXXDD DDDDXXX DDDDDXX ~DDEEEE I 
I I I 
I I • BARLETT RN I DDADDX.X XDDEEEE EXXNNNN NNNXXDD DDDDXXX DDDDDXX l 
I I I 
I D. OAK~· RN I DDDDXXX DDDDDXX XDDEEEE EX~NNNN NNNXXDD ~DDDXXX l. 
I 1 · I . . I 
I P .• WI S·EfMAN RN I NNNXXDD DDDDXXX DDDDDXX XDDEEEE EXXNNNN NNNXXDD ..1 
!' . . ~ ·I I 
- I · · I . · I 
I W. ROSE N I' I NNXXDDD DEEXXDD DDDDDXX XXNNNNN NNXXDDD DEEXXDD 1 
I I t I 
I T. ~ARSONS ·NI I XXNNNNN NNXXDDD DEEXXDD DDDDDXX XXNNNNN NNXXDDD I 
I I ~ ·-... I 
I 8. KEATING Nl I DDDDDXX XXNNNNN NNXXDDD ~EEXXDD DDDDDXX XXNNNNN 1 
I I ' I 
I . · C. LAHEY N.l I DEEXXDD DDDDDXX XXNNNNN NNXXDDD DEEXXDD DDDDDXX I 
I I 1 I 
. I I \ I 
I G. MARSH NA I EEEXXEE EEEEEXX EEEXXEE EEEXXEE EEE~EXX EEEX~EE I 
I I · I 
I H. PEACOCK NA I XXDDDXX DDDEEEE XXDDDPD XXDDDXX ·oDDEEEE . XXDDDDD, I 
. . I ·1 I .. 
I ; , K. rOSTER NA I XXDDDDD XXDDDXX DDDEEEE XXDDDDD XXDDDXX DDDEEEE I 
I · · .I I 
I S. GOSSE NA I DDDE:EEE XXDDDDD XXDDOXX DDD.EEEE XXDDDDD 'XXDDDXX 1 
I I . . I 
i Y. SMITH WC I DDDDDXX DDDDD~X DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX I 
, . . I ., • . 
. I I 'I ----------~~---------~-------~-~------~~: ___ ~ _______ :: _____ ~------ ~- -1 . 
COVERAGE . DAY . . I' 556554.4 5575544 5575544 55755-44 5,575544 5575544 I ·. 
. . 
I , , . . I 
EVENING I , 2222233 2223322 2222233 .2222233 2223322 2222233 ,. I' · I . ,· I : 
NIGHT I 222?222 2222222 2222222 2222222 2222222 2222~2 . 1 .. 
· I · . ,, · · I · 
- - "'! - - ·-- - - ..: - - - - - -- - - :_ - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ._ - - - - - - - - - ...,::: ~~~ ~ - - - - • 
coDEJ- D=DAY SHirT : '·E=EVENING SHIFT N=NIGHT SHI·rT ·X=DAY orr 1 
S=SICK LEAVE A=A.NNUAL LEAVE C=CLASS DAY O=~Y ... OWED 1-
T=NURS I NG DISTRIcT· · '/ R=REQUESTED. DAY Or.r >> I . 
. . , I 






















"' ANY CHANGE TO THE U~ IT- SCHEDULE? 
'•? 
'NO • · 
·' . 
I • • 
. . " 





\ F{LE- NUfl'lBER? 7 . ' 1 3 .. ~I \ •l • • \ 
. '· 
UNIT NAME 7~ 
7 
'NEURO' • • I 
p . '.' . •• ' • ' . 
· . 'NAMES OF HEAD NURSE AND WARD C.LE-~K? 
. ·· . . 
. ... . '; -
' · 
' "' 1 
. - .. 
M •• I • BR'OWN·· ~ • . Y • ' ~ ' SM I TH ' ·. 
' " . . 
.. \ . 'WHAT MONTH· .. . DAY dF MONTH .. AND DAY Of- WEE~- DOES SCHEDIJLE START? 
. 7 ' . 
4 . us 2 
'WHAT MONT·H~ DAY . OF ' MONTH. AND YEAR r DOES · SCHEDULE END 1 
- • ... • ·• " . • - . • • .•. " • .. • Q: ' 
. 1 
5 26 74 






· .. · 
·. 
- .. · 
.. 
.. 
. . '. 
· .. 
t '· • 
' . . 
I 
.. 
. . ... ~ ; · ' 
. ~ . . 
. ' 
.. . 
I ' . . . ~~--~.;;• ...... . .. . . .~r..·r-.. . .... . 
. . . 
. . . 
. ,· . 
. · .. 
. ' 
- . . 





.. · . . 




. . . 
·. 
. ·-: . .' 
. . . .. ... 
I 
' , I 
' : 
... 








• I • 
. . 
riLE NUMBER -~ f NUMBER OF EMPLOYEE5 ·=13 , . . ~
. . , . - . 











APR ·15 ·- MAY 
. I 
THE · GENERAL Hr;>SPITAL 
SIX WEEK T J ME' SCHEDUL"E 
:-UN I T : . NEU RO 
llll 122 '2222222 . 23 ·.lll _ .. lt.'t'l H t ~ 22~2222 
I 
l~---~-------~-------~---~~--~-7-~--------~-~----~--------~----------~ 
I DAY Or MONTH ·I M.TWTrSS MTWTrSS' MTWTrSS MTWTrSS MTWTrSS · MTWTrSS 






. . . , . 
NAME STATUS ·1 
I 
M. BROWN 
. ·· I · . . . M. 










. I ": ' 
L• GRE"ENE 




P. · WISEMAN RN I 
(' 






I ; ' .. •\, I 
DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX ODDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDPXX I 
I 
NNNXXDD DDDDXXX DDDDDXX XDDEEEE EXXNNNN NNNXXDD · 1· 
. . 
EXXNNNN NNNXXDD DDDDXXX DDDDDXX XDDEEEE EXXNNNN 
. . ' 
XDDEEEE_ EXXNNNN .NNNXXDD DDbDXXX DDDbDXX XDDEE£E 
'1 - • , . . . ' 
DDDDDXX XD~EEE .EXXNNNN "NNNXXDD. DDODXxX DDDDDXX 
r •• 

















T. PARS9NS Nl" 
B. KEATING Nl 
,1 C. LAHEY ·. Nl 








G.' MARSH· NA 
H •. "PEACOCK · NA 
K.' rOSTER . NA 
S ~-· GOSSE . . NA 
,Y. SMITH we 
J. 
• / 4 I 




NNXXDQD DEEXXDD DDDDDXX XXNNNNN ' NNXXDDD DEEXXDD I 
I 
XXNNNNN NNXXDDD DEEXXDD DDDDDXX XXNNNNN. NNXXDDD ·1 
I· . 
" . . . I EEEXXEE EEEEEXX EEEXXEE EEEXXEE EEEEEXX EEEXXEE I · 
I. 
XXDDDXX DDDEEEE XXDDDDD XXDDDXX DDDEEEE XXDDDDD .. I: 
' . ., 
XX.DDDDD 'XXDI;>DXX DDDEE.EE · XX DDDDD XXDDDXX DDDEEEE · I , 
: . I .· 
. ~ , . . .. 
DDOEEEE XXDDDDD XXDDDXX DQQfEEE XXDDDDD XXDDDXX I. . . 
. . . - . . I : . 
DDDDDXX DODDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DODDDXX DDDOD~ .l, . 
I -
I· ' , I . . . I 
- - - - _ ... _ - - - - -- - - - - ... _,_ - -- - - -- ~ - : - - - - -- - :.. - - - - -- - .- - - - - - - - - -- - --- - --- ~ -- - - ·- i .· 
COVERAGE . D!\Y "r, 5575544 5575544 5575544. 55.7554"'\. 557;5544 ' 557554"4 . . , 
I . I 
EVENfNG I . 2222233 2i~3322 22~2233 ~222233 222332~ 2222233 i 
. . I . . I 







APR . tS.- MAY 2 '6 1974 
I' 
I 
.· . t . 
I 
. I ·. . 
1111122 2222222 23 1,11 'I 1111 I 1· 2222·222 I 
5678901 2345678 9012345 6789012 3456789 0123456 I 
I ..: - -- - -~'-- - - ------ - - - - ---·---- --- • • - ----- - . - ·- - ---- - ---- ----------------- I . 
I DAY OF MONTH . · I MTWTFSS .MTWTFSS MTWTFSS MTWTFSS .MTWTFSS MTWTFSS . I 
1------~-------------~-----------------------~---------~-~------------l I ·NAME · STATUS. I ' I. 
I '- I , . I 
( M. B~OWN HN I DpDDDXX DDDDDXX DDo'DDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDD~X I 
I . I I r· 
. I M. ANTLER RN f .· NNNXXDD DDDDXXX DDDDOXX XDDEEEE EXXNNNN NNNXXDD I . 
I. . . I I 
:1. L. GREENE · RN I EXXNNNN NNt]XXDD DDDDXXX DDPDDXX XDDEEEE EXXNNNN I 
I I _ · I . 
I r·. BARLETT" RN- I XDDEEEE EXXNNNN NNNXXDD DDDDXXX DDDDDXX XDDEEEE I 
I I _ J . 
I D• OAKE· RN 'Q DDDDDXX XDDEEEE EXXNNNN NNNXXDD DDDDXXX DDDDDXX I 
I I 
1 · P. WI SEMAN RN DDDDXXX DDDDDXX XDDEEEE ~X_XNNNN· NNNXXOD. (?DDDXXX I . 
I 
I . 
W. ROSE Nl DDDDDXX ~NNNNN NNXXDDD DEEXXDD DDDDDXX XXNNNNN I. . 
I I 
T. ' PARSONS Nl DEEXXDD DDDDDXX XXNNNNN NNXXDDD DEEXXDD DDDDDXX I 
I 
B. KEA T IN G N I NNXXDDD DEE'XXDD DDDDDXX -XXNNNNN NNXXDDD. DEEXXDD I 
, . I 
C. LAHEY . ' N I XXNNNNN NNXXDDD DEEXXDD DDDDDXX XXNNNNN NNXXDDD I 
I 
. I I 
' . I 
G. MARSH NA EEEXXEE 'EEEEEXX EEEXXEE EEEXXEE EEEEEXX EEEXXEE I 
I 
H. PEACOCK NA · XXDDDXX DDDEEEE. XXDDDDD ' X)SDDDXX DDDEEEE ~ODDDD I' 
I I . · 
I K. FOSTER NA· XXODDDD XXDDDXX- DDDEEEE XXDDDDD 'XXDDDXX DDDEEEE I .· 
I 'J , . J 
I s. OOSSE NA I DDDEEEE.XXDSDPD -x~DODXX -DDDEEEE XXDPDDD XXDDDXX I 
J . ' J ' . J 
I .Y. SMITH · we . I DDDDDXX· DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDDXX DDDDD~ I 
· I . . I 1-.. 
. I J I . 
1------------------------------~------:--~---~ ~ ---------------:------~l . 
. I ·coVERAGE ·. DAY I ss7SS44 .5575544 ·S57S5.44 5575544 5575544 557.5544- I 
I _ I .. - . lj · -
· I • EVENING I 2222233 &2_223322 2222233 2222233 2223322 2222233 1; 
I · . I " . . I 
· I· NIGHT.' I 2222222 2222-222 2222222 2222222- 2222222 2222222 I 
I I 1: 
_;. __ --·-- --------------- -- --·-- ------ -.,.-..: --- ------ ~- -·--- ----- --------------
CODE:- D=DAY SHIFT E=EVE·Nirlm SHIFT N=N I GHT SHIrT X=DA"Y o·Fr I . 
S=S1CK LEAVE ' A=ANNUAL LEAVE C=CLASS DAY O=DAY OWED ' I ' 
T=NURSING DISTRICT · R=R_EQUESTED DAY OFF. .1 
I 
------------------~------~-----------~--- ~-~-----------~ ~-~------------ · 
' . 
. ( 
. \ ' 
. ( 
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Nursing· Organization ·Chart. 
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r---~--~--~--------~--~--~--~------~--~~~~--~ 
_ I .· -1 ·, . .  " 
~~~..Ass_oci~te:>.J?:f:rect~r Ntirs'\ing Ser:rice 
~ ~ • ' 'r-------------~------r 
.. I 
. l As!>isti:mt Dir~ctors J. 
- ~. ,- _- ·tt I 
~ - ' 
--- -_· ___ ~. · l,--s-u_p_e_.rv_is_o_r_s-11 




. , _}, 
.... 
-·· 
'. l ..... -
__ :.- · 
- -~-- '\ -
- ~ 
.- . 
·· . :. lHead Nu'r~e· j . 
., ., 
.. 
. I .Team Leaders I 
t 
--:---;--:-- !General· Staff Nurses 1. 
.,. .. ' . 

















·Nurse Intez:Us l 
< -. . " .· 
• . 
··'· 
. ... .· -"*' . 
Nursi?g Org~iza.~i~ · Ghart;. 
• I' 
·Associate ·:Di~~ctor Nu;;!ng Educationj . 
l 
. , r C~inical. Co~ardinat~r . .(Students) . . -
·I Instructors r 
-~ 
· . . -
l~s~istant InstructorsJ 
·-
· I Students I. 
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Further Details on Cy~lical Scheduling., 
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The following two -articles in ~his Appendix explain the ' 
cyclic~i approach. to schedti~i'~g. Healy's approa~h t& used irt the . 
. ' .. 
work' pattern seleC!=9r 'of this system •. ·. 'l'ije patterns list~d under t 
- ~ 
. . . . . , I 
"Uneven Distribution Scheduling" _are the ones .suggested by the work· 
. . . . 
. . r'' 
: pattern· selecte?r. 
~ . 
If thes~ p_atte·rns. are ~.suitabl~," then the user 
may wark out a pattern using Howell's method. ~n .this st~dy part A 
. ' . : . \ ' / 
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~· WORK SHIFT ·. SCHEDULING 
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7 Advantages of Planned 
Work Shift Schedule 
TABLE 1 
Adapled by permis ion 
from "Shift Scheduling Made 
F ... asv", by William C. Healy, 
Lt. Col. , USA FR, Factory 
Magazine, October 1959. 
MARCH 1960 
No.2 - 1960 
WORK SHIFT ::sCHEDULING 
The fair and equitable assignment of 
personnel to work shifts is of primary im-
portance in maintaining rood morale. In-
equities in ·shift schedules--real or imag-
inary- -tend to lower morale. And when a 
worker is unable to forecast when his off-
days will occur, his family and other off-
the -job activities are disrupted. His mor~le 
suffers. 
Therefore supervisors whose operations 
require continuous work shifts, are respon-
sible for scheduling shifts in a manner that 
is systematic, fair. and effective. 
Properly scheduling workers can be a 
complex job. But the folloNing procedure 
enables supervisors to do it systematically. 
This s .. stem is based on the desirable prin-
ciple of consecutive days off. And in this 
systc>m there are seven basic work weeks. 
These are shown in Table 1. 
These seven weeks can be con·bined 
in 127 different ways, but only 50 of these 
con l1inations are usable. That is, only 50 
~ive n:!:l.sonably even coverage and meet 
requirl'ments for employee satisfaction and 
fau·n •,s . They are shown in Table 2. 
The work wer>k used in this article 
hegins on Monday and ends on Sunday. How-
'\·£> r, the same principles would apply in 
est.tblishing a. difff rent work week as long 
as it includes 7 consecutive days. In the 
Air Force the administrative work week has 
been established as becrinning on Sunday and 
tern·. inating on Saturday. See AFM 40-1, 
Chapter AF H2, which prescribes the tours 
of duty. 










Typeci · ·or ·weeks 
.in Combinations . · 
... 
.. 
Nun_1ber of Shifts - · Type·::; uf ·week,:, 
P'_roduccd by I in. Co1nbinatio.ns 
• 
I 
Number . of , -'shf.fts 
· Produced . by . 
169 
... , 
Co'inbination::; 1. < • Comt>tnations . ~~. 
I , 
2-WEEK COMBINATIONS 5-WEE.K, COMBINATIONS 
(2 grQups or 2. individual::;) (5 groups .o( :> indi victuals) 
M··T w T F s s . 
. 1··3· 2' 1 1 1 ·t . :!"' 2 · . .1-2-3-4 -:-6 ~ 4 ..3 ·3 3 4 ..4 . 
,. 1-2-:3-5-6 ·t I' •f. \3 3 . . 4 . I 1-4 2 '. 1 1· 2 1 1 ·.2 4 3 
• lt-2-3-_5-0 'I 
-1_-5·. 2 1·•;) .1 2 2 1 '1 ·t 3 ' 3 ,3 4 4 41 
1-6 1 1 · 1 ' 2 2' 2 1 . 1-2-4-5-6 ·1 .4. I 3 4 4 ·3 J 
2-0 ''1. ~ 1 1 2 2 2 I' 1.:2-4-5 ~0 4 . 3· 3 4 4. ·:3 ··. 41 . 
2-4 ·2 2 1 1 1 ·1. 2. 1-2t,4-G:-O 3 . 3 · 3· 4 '4 .. 4 4 
2-5 2 1 1 .' 1-3-4---5-6 4 4'' 4 .4 3 3 3 2 1 4 1 
'2-6 1 .2 1 2 :' 2 ' 11-3-4-5-0 4' 3 4 4 3 3 41 1 . 1 
•' 1-3-4:..6-0 4' .• 4 3-0 . ' ' . 1 . t ... 2 ... 1 1 2 .· 2 3 3 ·3 ' 4 4 
. 3·.:.5 2 2 .2 1· . 1 1 . 1 ~ -1~3-5--6-0 .3 3 . 4 4 - 4 4 31 
.3--6 
I 1 2 2 1 1 2 .· 1 I 2-3-4-5-o 4 4 4 3· -~ . 3 41 
4-0 ~ ' 1 . 1 . 2 4 1 1 2 ) 2-3-4-6~0 • 3· ·4 -4 .)' · 3 4 4 . 
4:..6 .-L?.. {2-·3-~-6-0 t ~~ . ·1 2 1 1 f 3 4 4 ~ 3 ~ 4 4 .L 5-0 .'1 1 ~ 2 2 ··1 1 2-4-5-6,-0· .. ·3 4 4 4 4 · 3 . 
... l . 
· 3-WEEK COMBINATIONS ~. 6-WEEK COMBINA.riONS 
. ~ (3. gr'oups or 3 indivi~uais) . . · ;_ · (6' groups .or 6 individuals} · 
• • 
0 1-3-5 .3 2 ,- 2 2 2 . 2 ' 2 -1-2-3-4-5'-6 5 5 4 4 .·4 4/ 4 
·1-3-.6 2 2 2 2 ? ) 3 ,2 11~2-3-4-5..:0 ' ·5 4 4 .4 4 · 4 51 
1-4-6' Q~ . 2: ·2 3 · 2' 2. 2' ··t.-:2-3-4-6-0 14 .4 4 4 4 '5 5·1 .. . 
·--~--· 2 .. 4-6 2 3 . 2 . 2 2 2 . 2 11-2-3-5-6-0 . .1. ·4 4 4 t 5 5 4 j . . ·~ 
: -~4-0, 2 2 2- 2 • 2 -2-l} ll-2-4-5-6-0 ._4 4 4 ., 5 51 4 ' 4~ · • 
. ' 
· t 2• 5 .. 0\: ··~ ; . 2 . ,2· fi: 2 3 -'2 -fl 'll-3-4-5-6_-o . · 4 4 .5 . 5 4J 4 4 . 
. 13-5-o ........ 2 2 3 ·2 2 ~-· 12-3-4-5-o-o , 4 5 · 5 4 4 . 4 4 I · ~ 
4-WEEK COMB'INArlON~ "' 
(4.- groups'. · ~r 4 · iRdi~iduals) 
l-2-4-6 ·· ·~ -3 3 2 3 ' 3 3 
~ :~ . · 1-3-4.-6 3 . 3 ·3 3 2 3 
,, • . . [E3-5-0 . 3 2 3 - 3 ,·3 ' 3 
1-3-5-6 3 . 3 3 3 3 · 3 
' ·-1.2-3-~-0 3 .· 3 3' ' 2 3 3 
~ 
I . 7-WEEK .COMBINATIONS · · (7 rou s ·or 7 ~·individuals 
5 5 5· 
•' 
,. . 
. ' . . \ [2-4-5'-0 . 3 3 3 3 3 2 
·· BOXED ' COMBINATIONS. USED f~ 
UNEVEN · DISTRIBUTION ,SCHEDUU" . , . 
J • : 
. .. ... "' 
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Thes~ combiJJ~Hions- can be app! It:· ~! · to ,,·lw 'ralions requ iri'J1g · f~e .. s.at : ;. 
numbe-r of people, 'uf the same :-;kil.l', r>n p\·pry shift around. the. clock. Th_l:-
. ··sy:-;t< ·m is known as ·Even Dist ributi r.n S<:IH:<i'ulin~. ~)r EDS. · . · · , 
. ·, . Ho~ever, · when men of d iffc rin!.!, WIJI'k 1un''dion . must rotate. shifts (dn.y, .... 
.. 
ai(e r11oon, night) ~nd work week:-;., u r \\ollPn a diff(.' rcn~ i1u mber of· men . is r~.:. 
q:nrl:d, on each shift, we inust use ;.1 diffrn ·nt sysl~m, one that we shall · call 
.1 :n_even Distribution Schedulint;. or UDS~. This svste m can usc only the 18 
work-~·eek combination::; which appear -. 111 )Joxc.::; in Table· 2 . 
... 
. . 
Let us first conside_r Uneven Di::;tribution ~cheduling. 
"'L~ps · in U~even Distribution Scheduling. 
·There are seven steps to take in UQS : 
1.' · Determine .the number o( peop.l~, 
. 
by skill, · required on each· . 
> 
,· • . I' . ,. . • 
·. · ··:2.. Multiply the number of. shifts per· day ~y 7 . to find the nu~b~i 6! 
'~hl(ls .per' 'week, for .each sk\ll. 0 ' • • r \ • 
. . · . ·S. Div~de 'the result by : 5 to find the ,m1inber of .. individuals requ\ired ·. 
• • 111 ('acl\.skill l"er 5•day work-week. · .· · . . . . · \ 
·.. . 4. Find the group of work'.;week combinations corresponding to tli~ 
number of individuals.. ;, . ' · " 
-5-. Choose one of ·uie· combinations .from this g-rou.11. ... . , 
6: . Prepare an·'ini~ial s2hedule . . ·. . ·~ 
·7. Check· the initial ·schedule and make needed adjustments. . 
, 
' 
·All Example- of Uneven n(stribution Scheduling 
·" 
.' : 'Here"s . how - the system works_ on. a simple problem. 
. . A combination gat~ guard -traffic control past mu~t be · manned from 1730 . ' 
I to 0930 · (2 shift's) . s~v,en days a, wee.k. .. We 11eed to figure the . be~t.. work 
s.chcdule. . . · ·. --· •· . . . : .. . · . _' .'. 
: · -~ ~r fi:~;st S·tep is _io se~ the number of _P.Ople required for ' each shift: 
. one for. .afternoon (1730-013.0) and OJ·w Jor night (0130-0930) .. Multiplyf/lg by 7, 
, we see that there are . i4 to~al shif~ requ!rements per wee~. J?ividing . by 5 
' and . rouil~ing -to 'the , nea're~t. -:-vhol'e numq.er, we ;:;e~ that 3 rxard;? ~re. needed, . 
.. so. we'll need a 3 -week combirhlti'cin. From ·Table 2• we· see that there are .v 
·.,.'Only two of these combin·anons · th~t can be used for UDS.- We · ~boose the .. 
3.-.?-0 combination in. any sequence to begin wi~; and then ~:rotate the sequence. 
From Table 1 we determine· "duty': days and "off" days~ 
p .. 0 , • • .. f . . - • 
Now we c~~ draw up ~ .three-~·eek ch-~rf showing duty tim~s--fo~ e~ch ·orl 
. \ , ~ ~ , 
the , thre ~ guards during tha't-' period. · Gua~;d X will follow the 3-5-0 .schedule, 
c Guard Y will foilow the 5-0~3 schedule., and Guard i J will , ~0110\y . th~· 0-~'.5 . 
' · s .che.dule. In · order to rotate shifts, · .we· will- switch each guard from afternoon 
, . · to night .9r vice ·~e;rsa afte~ _his. off .. petrio?, _as ··shown in the' fqllowing~ ~ ~ • ·. _.. 
-~" · . • ' . ~ · .. ::·.· .. • .· . . '• .. ~ : . :_ : , . 4 .. - . . .: ' . 
. t ,. 
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'I \ . 
.. 
Worker M ·T w T F · S s M T w 
Guard X A A -A pff off · N N N N N 
Gu~rd Y N N · N N N off off off off A 
-




N.- N off off 
·A A- A A 
M T w 
off .' off. ·A 
· A A A 
171 .. 
T F · s s 
. ''A A. ' A A 
'off. off ·N . N 
Guard Z off off A'A A A · A A. .·A A off off N N N N N N N · o~ t, 
.. I 
I 
TOTA-L A 1' 1 ~ . 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 . 2 1 1. 1 1, ' 1 . 1 2. . ~ : 1 ; 1 
ON . 
.. ' . 
. 




. . . . -
~ote tha~ ln ' the three weeks each guard .has 15--work~periods, ·a in .the ait~r-
noon ·a:nct·- 7 ·aat night. The extra shift on Wednesday afternoons cah _be devoted 
to- training.' Although :there a.re 8-day · ~ork periods, no more than . 5 .day's are 
worked in· .<\l1Y -one calendar week. If civil.ian guards are ·used 'the . .re· is no 
overfime. . r 
A Tougher Pr.oblem . 
1 ' 
1 
. \ · ·Now-~ let' s tty .a tougher prob.l~ m. .. • . 
· '· . A distingu\s}aed visito~ taxi senice is ope·ratect<·at -an Air .Force ba~e-. · 
It is a 24-hour:-a-day service, but expe'r.ience has. showri_ that. 1 ddy(n i~ suf-
ficient . On · lhe night J3hift. rhr'=;C drive,rs each are renuired. for the d~y ru:td 
I . 
. ai·ternoon shift~. Maintenance is pe_rformed by two inechani'cs pn {he night . · · 
. shift, but one IJl'echanic must . be avail;;tJ)le 'during th~ aiterpoon shift !o'r en1er- . 
gencies wh~n · the base ·shop~ are Closed~ ""Pur ·pr(>bfem 'is te find ' tile· be~t 
. s.t:'hedule · to meet the_se· requirements. · •. ./,· . . ' ·. 
. · Our firpt step is to 'see ·th·e nu.mber ·or worke'rs, by skifi,. 'required ·on ;· · ."·~L 
each·. shift ·: . ~ · . ·. ,. . . . ~.~ . 
Day (0600-1400) . Drivc,rs-·3., ' · Mechanits-0 : 
· . .A,.fternoon (1400-2200) - · Drivers- 3 . Mechanics -1 -. 
N fght (220.0_-0600) Dri'vers- 1 · Mechan'ics- 2·· · . 
TOTAL -:. 7 '" . -:J' 
We multipl} py 7' -to .'fi;id the number of shiff~ per week !or eact):. 
. . ~ _' briveTs: ~ (~o~·al sllifts per dayf X 7 (days) ·= 49 shifts -per weeK . 
. . ,· · ....... ... ·. Mechan.i'cs: 3. (total. shifts' per d~iy). X 7_ (days) = .. 2-1 shiCts . per' ~i~Lfk . ' 
. ·Dividing by 5 we find· the· number of h1cn ne·ected: . 
· .. Drivers: ·49/ 5. = -9. 8, -,or 10 .drivers 
- . ·· · ~ Mechanics ! 21;5 ::::: 1·. 2; ·o r 4 mc·chanics 
. ·. ' First we . .'srlwch.i.le thi.i driver·~. Cht.,-eking 'J:abie , 2, w.e find that ,'th~ . ;-
seve?_;week . combiil'a~iuil, 1- ~-3 -:4 -5·-~~0 ~ -~·ie)d~ - 5 man:-1shifts· ~ac.h . cta.y :. A~d . . 
we. fUJc;i · that·the 2.-5-0 comulllatwn. wlll ·1-!1\'l~_ · us tne. extra ~wo s!ufts . a day tbat · 
· ~ry needed. Addin~ . them .. _\,·c> gC'. ~ a tl'll--d~lY .eumbinat·ion , 1-2-3--4-5 ~6-o--.z.:..s-o, · · · .' _ 
.. 
. \ . . . ~ . 
. . .., 
wliich mak~s 50 ~hifts· , or , <>~w t)li>i·t.' t1'1;1p \~c ;~eecL · ~Then ·Vfe can tenti\.iv~ly : ·. ·: 
schedule day, afternoon, . aqd ~. night' ~hills ~ 1 'l·t•.m_embering :to ~hange e~ch .. m~n '1., · 
frqm one l;ihift ·to ·;inOll).er only aft1 ~ 1 ~ an · (lH-t)l~ riod . . Our. initial' chart ·will Iq.6k ·: . .. 
,. 
. ~ ' 
> \ . 
"•' 
. . ' , I • 
I ik~ the following: , · ·• · · · · . ,. · · \ · · . . · "'r · .. · • · • 
• .0. ' .. '. 11 . . •. ., ' . I . - . • - :. ~/ . 
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. tYPE WEEK 
. , . . 
. ·L 
2 . 
3 · . 
. ',4 ' 
. ,5 
. 6 
• . 0 . 







·M . T w· T . . F S S 
.A off off. ~ . D D D ; 
P D. off off · A A A 
-A A A off off D · D. . 
. P ! D D D ~· off off A . 
A A A A A . . off off .. ·· · . 
off A A A A A off. 
off ·off N, N . :· N N N , 
N N off off: 'D : Q D. 
n· · D . D · D ·D. off' off 
. ' off, olf A A A A .A 
3 .3 2 3 3 3 o3 . 2,0 . 
3 . 3 4 .. 3 4 3. 3 ' . 23 










4- • ' • :''"" 
. . After we 't~tal the ohifts for eac;h · ~ay, we notice that· we a1:e sho~t one 
day shift on, WedJ:l~sday. But we ·have one· afternoon shift too many ori· Wed- · 
• • • ' I • 
riesday ~d Friday. · . t ' • . . 
We .can correct this by changing the second week in the seque~ce· f,rom a . 
.. . Type ~,week to a Type . 3 wee,k. This gets ri':f of. the · exira ·afternoon· shift on . 
· .. Fr,iday .and .gives the ·need~d ·day shift on Wednesday . 
. Now we, can calculate . how each· of· 'the ten driver~-, A thrpugh J, will be ·· 
assigned duri~g the' .10.-week c'ycle: · · ·1- ~ .... 
' .. 
' ". .... Type 'of· ' . . ·cycle w;~ks 
· · ~: · #eek . .. · ·s" • • • • -~~ • •• 
M . T . W T · F · S .S 1 . 2 3 4 · 5 : '·6. - 7 B ·. 9 ·1 0 . 0 • 
. , 1.. A o.ff o f.f D D. D D · 4. . J· .. · I · ·H; · G - F · · E · D ' C ' 'B . 
, .3 · ·D D D. off off ~- - · A . B. A. J .. I, ,'H· G F· E;.. P . d ' .' 
·3 A . A A off of£..! D .. ·o· C . a · A J . I H G F E . . o ·· 
' 4 D D D o· off off "A I D .. c . B A J 1- . . H G F E-
5 .· ~· A A .. A A' .A of(off . 'E p· ... c·. ·s ·.·A ' J I H G F 
6 off A · A A .A A off ·· .. F .E. D .c ,·B A J. ·I · H .·a . 
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. t 
·- ,; 2 N · N · off · off D . · .E) .o. H. G F . ~ D. .. C a· .. A J I 
· 5 D · D · D D D· o£-f off I H G · :F · E'· G . G B A J • - r . ' 
. ~~ . ' 
. . ·.· 
• •• • 6 
. . •. 
. •, 
,I I ·~ ' I •, 
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r • 
. ·. 
'~ o . ·orr off .A· A . A : A .- A · J .. r o H. G F:. ~ .:· < D . C .·a·· ·A· 
Q , f . / 
'- ·. 
--;~------------- -
3 • . 3 3 J; '2-1 ._. T . . 
3. ' 3j':~ 3· . 22 . 0 
1- _1 · ~ ·. ·1· 1 . I .. ~ ~ . 
. . . . L . 
' ' • ' I ' ' 
: •• ..., 1~ 
. : . , .. \ 
· J 
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. AFN _ 3 3: · 4. 3 
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. Our next job is to s~h-ed~le the'rrieChaJ.~/ ~i~c: there are only 4 • 
mechanics, and there are· .21 shifts ·to .be.I.illed, we ·will be one shift short per . -. 
week. We de.cide that we· can afford .this, ·provided . that the short shift falls 
on Saturc;:tay; · Checking Table 2; · o/e see that the combination 2~4-:5~0 is the . · · . . · 
only one pr~widiflg~<Jror. a short shiff on Saturday. We ·can theu assi.gn mechan- .,. ~ ·· · 




Type· of • . ,., 
W- T Week M T .F s s 1 2 ·. 3. 
I 
2 N N off qff :·A. A A K N M 
.. ~ 
· A .. A .A A off off N 'L ' K 'N 
'5 . ' N N ·N : N N off off M L K 
0 off off N .N N .N.· N . N M L 
· .t\F.T 1- 1· 1 1 1 1 1 7 T 
. / 
NIGH "I: 2'' 0 2. 2 ~· . 2· 2 1 13 l 
:r.., 
.. 
. \ . 
. ·) 











The.· Even Distri ion Scheduiing method can be used where 
number and kind of orkers are' us.ec:f'-on each shift continuo~s.ly. 
the · same· 
This EDS 
.. 
. •. t 
r will: ' ? r 
• tA • • • 
· .
I ~ • · ·, :,; ;::: • ' • • • •t 
l / ,. 
. Set - up the ·rriost .even· schedule for any number of men. · "' 
·Provide relief personnel · e.xactly where · needed~ 
Advance, off:.days Totation .aS .requ(rcd. . · · .• 
·'· EDS is based on 'the fact that all the .50 best . combinations are .mathe-
. matically r.elated. By · actctin~. I. to any of the work-week .. coirtbinati.<m.~-~i10llier 
~ group ·~s created. .For, example, adding 1 ·t9 the four-·w~ek combination .~f · · 
· . ·.· . 17 3-5-0. transforms. it into .2-4-6-1. . Rearrang.ing the numbers, we get .. 
: . . f:-2-+:·6, the' first combination shown unde;r the four-.week· iistirig in · Table 2. 
... 




· · ' Anothe~;: feature .of EDS combinations is that they can. be produced by 
. counting by 2's ' t~roug!'t the .seven 'basic' t'yPeS Of . wotk'Weoek.- S~·arting (rohl 
O~we get:\ 0-2 -4..-6-1-3-5~0~2-4 ..:6 .. : .. Dividing these numbers into ~roups o~ : 
two; three ,. four, Civl" . :;ix•. or sev~n we . get the same· gJ;:oup;:; as 'are ·lis~ed . · 
· in_ Table 2 ·under. the· respective heatting:y- 1:} ;. . · '· · ,. · ' · - · ~ 
I ' ' ' I . ,, • • ,.· • .,. ~ • ,· ' 
. ~ . ' • • / • • • . . \ t ·-.~ • • •• 
An ·Example.-·of· ·Even Dist ril)ut ioD.:~~chPdulir~~ . · · . . 
• • - t) • , 4;:: • 1 • • 
: • ·To see 'how 'EDS w~rk~ . let',::; currSidl' r · a fiv e -man computer · team in the · : ·. 
·: · C t.lm'ptrf;llleris cle.ctrunic data · pro(;t·s~ ini~ ._;nq. 'The ~om,P.itez: is ojJerate'd. ,.· 
· con!:i~at:lllY 3 shift~ · a t.iay ~ 7 !lay~ ~l·. \v\'l'l\ . . : • · ·· · · · 
I 
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Data Pro<'ess ing a net PrograiJtmin g s·upe r'intendent. or 1 
··Data ·Processing· Machine .supcrvis0r 
Data Processing M!lchine· Operator .. · · . f .. 
Appr_ent1cl' Data Processin~ Machine Operator· · ·1 
·.Programming Spec 1ali~L . : · , 1 
Stati~ticat· .anct Data Processing · Machine Helper 1 
. ~' . ; - .:~ .. . 5 
~ ·.t 
' Then we compute . lht' labor requirement: · . .-, .· 
,.. 3 (shifts) x· 5 (n1rn pe~· bhift) x 7 (days')' = 105 ~nah-shffts pe'r -week. · 
,Dividin~ by Ci\'e (105/5=~1) \~e_. f_u1~l we nee_d 21 ·!?mploy~e~, if each. is to' work 
·.t 5-:-dJ.y week will~ no O\'<'rlin1e. · · · · 
. . Next we prepare a :>C')lcctul,ing chart IJy usirig the seri~s of 'alternate 
. .JOi~k-week types: 0-2-4 -6-1-3.-5-0~ etc., d'i vided into grOUijS .of four, sin~e 
four five-shift .work· weeks rome 1wan'st ro filling the 21-shift. schedul~. The · 
ext,ra shift is _allowed for assi klll1ll;nt uf a. rel.ief man . . V{e then· add qay, · 
afternoon. and ni_ght aSS16'11111CI1tS ; 0110 7-flay shift periort 'at a time. The 
1'elicf man i::;, assi{.!.nccl to relieve ·cac·h po~ition in turn on· sttctessive .nig.hls 
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GUIDELINES FOR CYCLICAL SCHEWLrnG 
Introduction . I . 
· ~ 
' ' For ma~ year~ nur~es 'and n'?-I'sing '.directors have complained abou,t sche4uling 
and <the variou~ methods for · ~elution of its ,problems. · Scheduling of~urses 
has always been ·.diff:i.cult, due JUainly to the fact' that hospitals need · 
'staffing twenty-four hours a day, seven p..ays a week. At many hospi tale 1 
pB.rt-j4me people are a-sked-at what .hour~ t~ey can.,· -work ~nd then the full:-: 
time people are sched1,1led "around" these. periods'. It would seem more 
appropriate, however .. to give the filii-time people their '. choi~e in .this 
' • f) • CI • 
matter 1 as they are able to provide more continuous patient care , Full-
time people are also -penalized because of unequal "off" periods--spme 
· full-time peop~e rarely having a free weekend. · 
r 
• • I ' .. I _,/ 
Tbe reasons for .thes& difficultie& are. to be found in the absence of a 
central scheduling office • A head : nurse who hap~ns to l:ie doing the 
scheduling for her department does not kno-w the situation in the whole 
nursing departm,n't. Since she .is only aware of s:ircumsta.nces pn her 
Particular uqit, she does not · b~ve the total picture that a ·nursing offiqe . 
does.· By establishing control over scheduling, the nursing office is then~ 
a~le to use its 'float .staff much more effectively; as it knc~s when a 
.unit is under- or ove·r-staffed, it can attempt to make the necesf:!ary ' 
adjustments • o 
. ·~ . 
Cyelica.l scheduling, a teChnique that helps to establish starring re .. 
q~ifements and staffing patterns, !s erie possible solution to this 
complex -problem. By meB:-ns of ,cyelical ,s~heduling, a pattern set for a 
certain number of -weeks may be continuously r~peated. 
. . 
·.- Cyclica'l. schedulipg .has a number of advantages. It can give the nursing . 
director a management tool vhich -will guide her in- assigning positiona on . 
the nursing unit; it !a helpful in coordinating assignments of flqat nurses; 
and it can act as a recruitment aid. Iri addition ·it· 'Will also giye fair 
' ' scheduling to all nurses~ allow part~time people to be scheduled around full-
. time people·, and give the nursing director · centralized control of staffing 
. r • 
. nurses. In some cases, · it will reduce staff turnover at\4. the cost of the 
nursing department. . . . ~ 
. . 
; In•-the article I wi1+ attempt to esta~lish guidelines for deveto~ cyclical 
scheduling patterns. Th.ere are an infinite number 'of types· of cy,!:l~l . 
' sched~~e~ ~i~ can 1:1,~-..devel:oped, de~~~ing upon the particular ho:..:r1tal ~1ng 
~ . ~ ~ ~1.: 
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the schedule. : By follow~ng these guidelines, B eye~ical sche~ule which . 
. should t~t almost any situation can be devel~ped. 
On~e" ~~ ~orking pe.tterr1. is developed, it_ must be put to use ·by filling . 
in the shifts 'that each of the ·persona scheduled will yo1·k. Furthermore, 
I I ' • pe.rt-time people can be used to fill in a full-tim~ po.ttern. ·For example, 
When one Jert-timc ~rson works three days and anothcr~~Srt-time two' dnys, 
th~·can therefore ~over one full-time position. Part~im~ people can.also 
be used'as float staff or to cover th~ ~xtra positions wbich ,may be caused by 
the. schedule~ Thus · if 4 1/5 people 1nre need~d and only l1- people are scheduled, 
the ~t-time people·could be used to cover the on~ extra day' pe~ week. 
. . . 
, 
Guidelines for Cyclical Schedulir~ 
"' . . . . . . . 
I. It must first be determined how many of each classification of staff are 
I' • . · . 
needed, such rd how many :R.N ." 1s, L.P.N. 's, and orderlies for each shift, 
and so on. " Since at "the present time there are few quantitative means ·to 
determine th1s{l,21 3,4), methods such as baeing the decision on historical 
fiSures, comparison to standard figures, : and interview~ with nursing personnel 
may have to be used. It must then be d~cided if the same coverage is 
needed for each day of the week. 
II. Sec~ndly, . using interviews, questionnaires, experience, or policies, 
determine 'What. -€~ of working pa'tterns the nursing stai'f likes. Three 
tmportant variables,· each .affecting the others; are to be considered, as 
follows: (1). snould there be tvo, three, or four day weekends; · (2) what 
shouid be the maximum length of a working stretch; and ( 3) should tlie days· 
off be split or together. · Illus~ratihg ~he interdependence of these 
variables, . three-day weekends can be given Qnly if there are longer wor~ing 
stretches.( s!Jc or severi·-.day stretches) or more·. split aays • If two day . . . 
\ 
· weekends are allowed vith no ·longer ._,working stretches, then more split 
days must also be gi"(eB>. . 
III. At initial interV-iews with a·U personnel, determine the willingness of the 
pe:r.sonnel to rotate •. · A higher salary could be established ·for thos.e who 
·YOrk the evening and night shifts or for those wo rotate shifts. This 
. condition of e~oymer.t will be.come important wben · th~ personnel are 
. filled into t?e deve~oped schedule at a later stage than is discussed ,. 
Yithin this. paper (51. · ·. . 1 . ~ , IV~ Determine h~ch staff will be required to. accommodate ~e number of 
pOsitions f in Section I (above). · This · can be done either on a 1 . Per-unit bas s, on a service basis (i.e., for medical, surgical, ·oB, 
Pediatrics). or for _the 'Whole nursing department. The size of the base , 
upon which to schedule will depend upon how much rote,tion betveen units is 
allowed. If no rotation is allowed, then the base will have to be · one . 
.'nursing\uhit. -The number of required staff can be determined through the 
•, 
I . , 
use of the,folloving fcihnuk:' , . · . 
• q • . - · 
·' 
.__.-
.' . -------~ 
' ---~ . 
I , · ' ~ " . • ' 
·' 1 • • • 
. . . 
.. ~·,·· . . 
.. .. ' 
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.---·-' ~· . . . . 
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• 0 0 ·X • D 
w l 0 
0 0 0 
X • requi~ed number of people 
D. sum' of coverageG 'required for each day of week 
W • number ·of vorkii;g days· per ~-cek. · 
For example : 
W • 5 • number of vorking day~ . per veek :ror the :Personnel _ 
D • 5(Monday) ·+ 5('1\iesday) + . 5(~1ednesday.) +' 5(Thur.r.dcy) 
• · · +· 5(Friday)+ 5(Saturday) + 5(SUndD.y) £ 35 . - · 
then: 
.. X· • · It • .J2 .. 7 required. people 
' w 5 . 
. The next step is . to develop tile length of the working pattern for the ·o • • 
personnel to be scheduled. The length of the pattern chosen' \fill depend; · 
, I ' ' ' 
upon one of th~ folloving two situatiOl'\S:' 
· J... If the _!3J:hedule is being aeveloped for a small number of people .. all . 0 
in one department, such as laborat.ory technicians, or admitting o"ffice 
em.ployeesi: the ·length of the schedul-:! (number of· veeks} should be . .-
equal to ·the number of required people found iri ·Section· rv above • . 
Ex~ple: if '1t is fo'qnd in Se9tipn IV that five people are' needed, . 
the schedule should be five weeks .in length. However, if an uneven 
number of required personnel ver~ found in Section IV, such as 4 i/5 
required people, either four or :five ·people could be scheduled on a 





a four week ~ttern, . one day(a week the coverage wo~ld ~be· short by ,· ' • 
· orie; and if fiVe people wer~ scheduled on a five veek pattern, four · 
days· a week there vould be . one extra perso~ (for examples of this see 
the pattern belov) .• If the n~er of people tound fn 'Sec.tion IV is too 
~ge fo~a reasonably short· cy6lical schedule, tb~ length can be • 
.. adJusted by establishing the le~th wh·ich, wen two is divided il_lto 
· . the required n\llilber of people -{:x:), x vill still be a wgle number. 
ror example, 16 people can be put onto an eight week, four veek, or 
two ·week cy.clical schedule, whichever seems desirable. 
In the following· two schedules the staffing requirement, as :round in 
Section I,· is the same -:-- three people Monday tbro~h Sunday. In order 
. . 'to staff three positions seven days 11 ~ek, ~ 1/.5 'People !ll'e required • . 
. ·~ If four prop"le are -scheduled for four weeks., ·lone day a. week there vill · · . 
o I 
. be o~ two people,; in the following pattern ·this situation occurs every / 
Sunday. If f:h-ve people are scheduled· for five veeks, ~our days a veek 
·there will be ·four people scheduled; in this second pattern foUr people 
ar~ ' scheduled on Monday :through 'I'hursday. · 
' 0 ~ .. ; ... ~. 0 ' . 0 
,., ·;· 0 • 
. . 
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B •. If the schedule ·. is beins . d.cveloped ~or the entirl· nursing· department, . 
were the numbe~-?f personnel scbedu\ed dail.y Jii1 vary f~.om nursing · 
unit to nurdne urii t ,_j~ranting that the s.arile ~ype of~ patter1;1 is des ired 
by all t,he personn~l, . .thbn .,one puttern .to _be used by. all , personnel I!IUS't. 
be· develpped. By ~iv~ng the setae ~ttern to all nurses, equitable, 
scheduling throUghout;thc hospital will be\ fac:l.litated. J;3~Ged ·on 
: ex-perience from· schcdu1.ing hospitals, .. this platlf'llus been found .to be 




the nursing staff. Sinc:c ~even people -(!xactly· cover five· po~it.ioris, 
assuming the same _ccvel·age every day 'or. the .week,: a -seven ~eir JX}ttern '. . . 
best .:rite t~e schedule~ In;. this way, ·all seven people . can be given · ·· · 
the same. number and kind of_ days >.off . dur'ing the seven veeks ·~ Jn other ' 
. vords; during these veeks, each of the 'seven peop~e ,\.'ill be ·or.{ tvo · ' ·~ .. 
· ·Mondays, two Tuesdays,, t;-ro Wedne~:?day~, :tva. Thursdays, ·tvo Fri'dayc, two 
Satur~ys, and. tvo S\1-Ildays • · , • . _ · . · · 
.. ' . 
. . 
' . 
In regard to depa.rttnents ~ere the coverage may ·v.e.rJI on t!fferent days 
during the week, S,ection V-A must be used. Moreover ~f it is d~cided ·,.. 
.,the the coverage during. the ,week can yary ·for the whol~ nursing 
'.' 
·department, ·a p1ttern vbich wtli a1lov for this can be developed·,· . ' It , 
~ must first be decided, however, on which days of the w~ek •the c0Verage 
can vary from the normal requirements . IQ ~os'b ·cases thif! }iill occur · 
on the ·veekends; . I~ 1 t ·is·· decided thBit Qn Saturday 9.nd Sunruty' one less · 
person will not ·impair a.dequat~ s-ervice, an eight. weeks. ' scheduie ·.for . ' 
eight ,people . is best. These eight pedple v:Ul be able to · ~over. six . • , 
positions·.Monday through Friday•and five ·on Saturday and Sunday ... ·'If : • , 
only Saturday or Su9day can be reduced by one person, a · seven veek · 
schedule for seven people is best. · The seven people cp.n c(?ver (ive . 
-~sitions Monday through either Saturday or Sunday ,and. forir ·positions 
' o:t either ·Saturday or Sunday., depending on which c:.a.y reduced co'(erage . 
is desirable. Scheduling :i.n this' way, b"bwever, will provide, sii s~aii' 
'· · covering o.n ohe day a veek. This one day can be' ei the~ l:~t or v~ied. . 
frem veek .to veek. · . . 
0
\ • • • 
A. After dete.rmining the l~ngth of the cycle (SectionV) the ne~t step .. is . 
to 'develop a working ~ttern, the choice of which will be based upon . 
the results from Sections I and II! ' .. . 
;,. . . ' 
... 
.. 
I ' ' 
. For e~ample, it might have been found in Section· II that the persopriel-.~·: ------:--
wanted three-day veekends, a small number of seven-day wodting stre~hes,· - ·--·-· . 
and fev split days • . In addi tioil from Section I · 1 t might have been ' · · -
found that the coverage sh,ollld be the same seven days . a -week. 1/J,ie 
can then· calculate, as in Section rv, tliat seven people will 'be required . · ·- ·· ' 
to cover five posit~ons; and · from Section V ve find that a seven we~ · ... 
. schedule should be used.· In order to develop the -pattern furth-er, -. it 
mu~t next be· determined how many of each day of the week ench persdh ·: 
can have off during the fUll _cycle. GeneralJ..y, this can' be- ·ascertf:!,in~d ·,; _. . ··. )· .•. · 
by -s:ubtracting ,the coverage for each day of. the week' :found. in Section -I. · · 
. trO!ll the required number of people found in Section IV. For example, . ·. · 
U it vas·l'ouncl·that eight people ~ere req_uir~d ·.to cover sl.x positiJ~'s ': ;- ~ .. 
Monday through Friday and five positions Saturday and Sunday, by ·· :,_.· .- "- ·· · . _.' ·· · ·< 
subtr,acting six frOiri eight ~t wuld be determined that each of. ·the· · ; · . · · . . · \ 
.. • .: . • • • • . • ' 4:. . / " . • ~· 
.. 
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• · 
. 'per~cnnel could have two ( 8 minus 6) ·Mondnys ;through Fridays for 
' · 
· the .ei~ht~"Weeks 1 fl.nd three (8 minus '5) Saturdays and Sundays.' · 
··:e. Witli :the above· information in mind, it is nbw· possj.ble to d~velop . 
a, ,..Orldrtg pattern oby means or •. the follovtng steps: - . . . t . . 
1.· On echeduling . paJ>er list a number of people -equal to 1;.Jle number 
of 'We~}ts feund in -Section V (for eight weeks list eight people):_ 
2. Start at the left hand edge of tbe scheduling J)ll.JJCr •and going 
.diaconally aown _and across. the paper, · note·the days, tff of each of · 
the personnel, startihg "With the lfeekerid days,' :. From. i .. l:l.e above . . 
· information it is know· hov many. Saturdays _ an~ Sund.n1a oho1;1ld bt! 
given off for the Elntire schedUle : ' · ·· · · 
·' 3. ' -The next problem i~ -eo note 'days off during the week. St~ting 
at:ter the first -week~nd of'f', - ~ount the n~bero of w6rk1.ng .days 'wich . : 
, will have been determined in Section II until the next day off. . · 
·working on:.y ·with tb~ -·firs~.- employee on the '"list,---.giV'e him the correct 
number of each day ot ·the ·veek determi~ed. from 'the reetrictions . 
found in Section.II·above. · . , 
. 4. After: setting · a working patt~rn for the first employee, thl!n repeat 
the -sequence of days off , f'or each of the other -employees~' going ; ; I 
.. diagonally down and across the sche1.uling paper. Once th s · is ' completed, 
~ecb Qf. the personnel s~ould have· t'I!O t~mes the length 6 the cyclictll , 
schedule · (in weeks)· of total days off (assuming a f'1ve-day ork week). · 
Furthermore, each day shou~d show the number of people off 'Which was 
required in Section VI-A.· I 
5. An example of Section VI follows: 
'\ . 
Assumptions: 
a • . two dSy weekends, no ·siX or seven day'· "WOrking stretches, and a 
· • minimum numb'er pf splJ.t· days were• found to be d~s'1l;.ed in ~ection II •, 
b • . frOI!l Section IV: · 
,__-x-. P.,._•,!! • 5•1 .,._7 ., 
I W 5 " !' 
. P • positions to-be covere4 per· "Week= 5 
u • 
. j .. , . 
' 
D • 1 numbei" Of days coverB{!;e to be des ired per week for each pos 1 tion .= 7 
5 ' 
· W • number of working days ~r week by the persm:mel c:: 
' 
·From this information it is ·found that a seven week cycle· "With seven . 
people covering five positions would provide ·the most equitable scheduling •. 
c ·.. In order to determine how many ·or each day o!- the week each person - -
can have· of'f during the seven weeks {from Section VI•A), subtract from.thc . 
required number of' people , (seven.) the required coverage for each ·day ( f1 v~) ~ 
Tberef'ore two (7 .min'}S ~) 'of each day Of the Week '11111 be off for each . 
employee • ' · · ·:. · • .. 
With ·this in mind,. we proceed to Section vr-:B. Follow the . step's 
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~-Start_~ at the·: :t:lioat tuJ.1 wekend· go .disgonaJJY down azid across, 
giving eacll .employee" a weekend. The weekend tar the ~eventh :person v11l. 




• . · . 
. t ) 
. include ~Saturday dur1ng the seventh· week and Sun~ .during the f'irst week. ·. 
' . . . '• "'>.' -~ 
~ 
WetksJ 2 3 
-Names s Ai ·l •\II 7 If s s M TW ·r F s s AIT WT f. s s 
' l 0 0 
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~ 0 0 . ~ 
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Three -For . tlie other weekend. off11 re:Peat Step Two beginni;ng.-either· two · ~three weekends after the first veekend. Th~.·r~-'emp~oyee's,;~.ek~nd 
· -v111 include the Satur~ of' the ·seventh ang Sunda.y. of·~ the f'ust'_ 'we~k. at 
the· schedule. · · ·., · · · · 
' . 
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·Four -Since a prel1m1nscy 81.1rVey' 1nd1cated the statt's •desire rar shorter · 
VCii=k stretches 1 the number ot wr~ da;rs trom the tirst veeketid until the · n~ day ott 1a theretore·.predeteru¢led at three, tour,·er t1ve ·daya~ . Iri tb.1s 
~se, :!our daya ·_per vork stretch vere chosen. 'When determining the -~g 
days ·o-r-r for the :Nrs·t: empl.oyee, it is necessar,y to keep 1n mind not !that 
~ short wox:idns ~tretches . and a m1n1mum Il'Uillber ot spllt days vere ·desired, but 
also "that only ~ ot . eaCh. day o:r" the -week should be given off durillg the seven veeka • 
·; ~ - . . 
. 
. 
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~ The final step ·1s to assign day~ ott to ~e othex- ~-1x employees 1 going 
diagonally down and across · in · th~ same 'pattern employed for employee number OJ?.e. 
-
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·• ~n order to verify the accuracy of the cyc_l1cal schedule as descr_ibed1. ~ck that on ~acb•dny of ·the seven ve~ks twa emnloyees are schcdul~~ off 
and that the rcme.inir..g 1:1ve· empl.oyees ·are ns3"ign.:d to resul.ar coverage. At 
this assur8nce, the Clclic~l schedule may be considered_ccx:tple:te ~ Also 
each ~t the perso!J®"f- 6hould hll'Ve a total of 14 ·days off. (See Appendix 
· for other types o~~tterns.) . · · 
. - . 
~ 
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Analysis of Time ·Study Results 
The.purpose,of the .time study'was to determine . the 
(I, a 1 , a1, a 3) in the equation: 
WLI a I + · al' N1 + a 2 N2 .+ a 3 N3 
Each nurse en the 'unit. being studied was asked to fill out (2) 
' 
time study ' forms as-shown in Figure 37 for each shift ~orked. An~ 
i 
. ' examafe of completed forms for one nurse is shown· below: 
' I l 




. 192• . 
I 
WORKING TITLE: UNIT: DATE: NoV . \ 't./7.3 
. \ 
o. NoV· \4/73 WORKING TITLE: UNIT': DATE: 
~N NEuRo SHIFT: .OA'f 
TIME COOE . TIME CODE 
7:50 .. :10 . 
:55 :t.-1 :15 
8:00 :20 
D 
:05 :25 .· :t-2. 






:25 ' ;t-1 :45 
-:30 ) :50 
:35 :55 :t-1 
. ~ 40 10:00 









1-t • Pe'Perwork, meetings, telephone . 
1-2~ther • 
DI~ECT CARE • , 
0-1 • Patient in Claa 1 (Self-are) 
0-2 • Patient in Class 2 (Penial-care) 























Rll!l M~uRo SHIFT: OA'f . 
" 
... 
TIME CODE TIME CODE 
11 :50 :10 
:.55 D-3 :15 o:.z... 
.12:00 :20 
., :05 I :25 









:qO 0-3 :10 D-3 
:55 . :15 
' 




1·1 • PaPerwork, meetings, telephbne 
~2 • Other · 
DIRECT CARE. 
D-1 • Patient In Clea 1 (Self-cere) 
I 
I 
D-2 • Patient in Clesa 2 (Partiel-carel 
0.3 • Patient in Cleu 3 .ITote~mre) · 
TIME CODE 
:30 

















I "' , .. · ..... ~ 
.r .-
. Fig~re 37 •. ~x~ple _of · Comple~ed_· ~ime Study ·Form. 
' ' 
r • 




The parameters in the equation are related to those re:. 
. 
form in the following manner: corded on the unw: study 





.. a2• D 7 2 
a • D 
-
3 ' 3 
- I 
The steps in the .analysis of the time s tu~y forms foi:. 
each shift are · (refer to Figures 37 .,: Jar: 
1.· Consider each person separately • .. 
. ~ ' . 
f 
.2 •• ·Add the number of• five minute int~rvals recorded for each code 
.. (I - 1 ~ I .- 2, D -: 1,. -D - 2, D - 3): 
' . -




4. Tabulate each person's total' as shown i~ Figure 38 • 
.. 
5, Convert overall total for ·each code to hours. 
6. Record ·the number of patients in each category (N1 , Ni, l!~) · 
• · as obtained from Patient Classification Form. 
... 
7. Add I - 1 .and I ~ 2 '.to obtain ·r. 
.. · 
. ... ,. 
• 0 •• 
.. · r · .. .. . 
. - .· . . ' .. . . . 
. . •, ... . ·' 
' , 
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. UNIT _...;.N.;;;.e..;...ur;;..o;;......._ SHIFT -~D_a.:...y __ _ DATE .. Nov. _14/74 . 
j, :HI I! ... TLE ·1-2 I· 




·I RN _ _ J 145 115 
• ·-
l{f PA_' ·, I E~~i'SI' D- I ) - 2 .; -: - ~ TOTAL !--:-:-=- .::.___J r----=2~'--- -'· - -·-s-;.s ___ -._1-.ll- ·- "-+--..JJ-~-ao--it N< : ~' : 3 ! 
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·a. Divide eacq~.·of p- 1., D - 2, D 
.. . ... ~ . 
to obtain av a~ .' a_3 • 
~ 
i.e. a .. 1 a • 2 
. , 
3 by N1 , N2 , N_3·~respective_ly , 
9. Record the results in summary fo~ as shown in Table 2 • 
., ~ 
a . p~riod of ·time to 1~/' The results in Table 2 are averaged over 






A statistical analysis of the results in Table 2 was· not 
at~empted because of . ins~ffi~ient dataJ ' . RoWe~er, if the time study 
was done over a longer period of. time; then a more rig~~ous statistical 
.. 
analysis of the result~ lioultl· be permitted·. For practicability, it 
". r ·o 
Was desirable to keep the analysia of the data simple so that imple-
mentation would' be easy at a later stage. •, 
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